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ABSTRACT

MANAGING MULTIPLE DEMANDS IN THE ADULT ESL CLASSROOM:
A CONVERSATION ANALYTIC STUDY OF TEACHER PRACTICES

Elizabeth Ann Reddington

While much research on teaching has focused on what teachers know, less
attention has been devoted to understanding what they actually do. This empirical
absence can be felt in particular in the adult English as a Second Language (ESL)
instructional context, despite the continued growth of the U.S. immigrant population.
The current study addresses this gap by examining discursive practices employed
by experienced teachers as they manage multiple demands in the adult ESL classroom.
Data include over 25 hours of video-recordings and transcripts of interaction in four
intact classes taught by four instructors at two sites: an academic ESL program, housed at
a community college, and a community-based ESL program, housed at a school of
education.
Microanalysis of teacher-student interaction, conducted within the framework of
(multimodal) conversation analysis, uncovered three teacher practices for managing

multiple demands. The first, voicing the student perspective, entails the teacher
verbalizing how students (may) perceive or experience a pedagogic topic or task; the
topic/task is framed in a way that acknowledges its difficulty or problematizes students’
engagement with it. By employing this practice, teachers simultaneously affiliate with the
(potential) student perspective while preparing students for explanations of challenging
topics or recruiting their participation. The second practice, binding student contributions,
entails marking connections, verbally and/or non-verbally, between one student
contribution and teacher explanation or the contributions or identities of other students.
Through binding, the teacher displays responsiveness to individual contributions while
promoting the engagement of (other individuals in) the class. The third practice, resource
splitting, entails the use of verbal and embodied resources to simultaneously pursue
different courses of action within a single turn, or the use of different embodied resources
to do so. By “splitting” semiotic resources, the teacher can accomplish two actions at the
same time: align as a recipient and validate one contribution while managing turn-taking
or pursuing topic/task shifts.
By providing empirically-grounded and fine-grained descriptions of actual teacher
practices, this study contributes to explicating how the complex work of teaching is
accomplished. Findings bring specificity to the conversation on what constitutes skillful
teaching and may benefit teacher educators and novice (ESL) teachers.
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I – INTRODUCTION

I saw a lot of participation in your class—how did you do that? It was a genuine
question, posed by the experienced teacher who had observed my class. She looked at me
intently, as if waiting for a secret to be revealed. As I attempted to replay the day’s lesson
in my mind, I realized that I was only able to describe what I thought I had done and what
I believed the impact on my students had been. In that moment, I could offer no “secrets,”
only speculation.
As an English as a Second Language (ESL) teacher who has worked in adult and
higher education settings for over 10 years, and more recently, as a graduate instructor
who has worked with novice teachers, I have repeatedly been struck by the difficulty of
articulating, with clarity, my own practices for managing classroom interaction, and of
identifying, with certainty, relationships between particular practices and my students’
participation. Through my research as a graduate student in applied linguistics, I have
come to see that this is not only a personal challenge. Providing pedagogically useful
descriptions of actual teaching practices, or specifying the “how” of teaching (Waring,
2014a), remains a challenge in and for the field of teacher education and the (sub-)field of
second-language teacher education.
The present study takes up this challenge by examining how teachers in the
understudied context of adult ESL instruction accomplish the “work of teaching” (Ball &
Forzani, 2009) in the moment-by-moment unfolding of classroom interaction.
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Specifically, the study seeks to identify and describe discursive practices through which
experienced instructors manage the multiple demands inherent in their work in the
classroom. In this way, I hope to contribute to broadening the conversation on what
constitutes skilled/skillful teaching (see, e.g., Ball & Forzani, 2009; Grossman,
Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009; Grossman & McDonald, 2008; Hlas & Hlas, 2012;
Lampert, 2001).

Statement of the Problem

Complexity is a defining feature of all classrooms (Lampert, 2001; Wright, 2005).
As Doyle (1990) writes:
Classrooms are crowded and busy places in which groups of students who vary
in interests and abilities must be organised and directed. Moreover these groups
assemble regularly for long periods of time to accomplish a wide variety of tasks.
Many events occur simultaneously, teachers must react often and immediately to
circumstances, and the course of events is highly unpredictable. (as cited in
Wright, 2005, p. 88)
When we see the classroom as a multidimensional learning context, characterized
by such features as immediacy, simultaneity, and unpredictability (Doyle, 1990, as cited
in Wright, 2005), we are confronted with the question of how participants face the
challenge of managing this complexity (Wright, 2005) in order to accomplish the work of
teaching and learning.
In recent years, research in both general and second/foreign language education
has witnessed an awakening to the fact that teachers themselves are “a powerful shaping
influence on what happens in the classroom” (Borg, 2006, p. 285). Rather than striving to
discover ideal methods of instruction, a burgeoning literature seeks to understand
teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about their practice (e.g., Borg, 2003, 2006; Calderhead,
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1996; Verloop, Van Driel, & Meijer, 2001). While such work has offered insights into
teacher development and the nature of teacher expertise, it has often been conducted
without recourse or reference to data from actual classrooms. There is thus a risk that, in
terms of teachers’ classroom practices, what has been documented is visions of how
things should be, rather than descriptions of how things are (Borg, 2006, p. 278).
In fact, while “what and how teachers teach” is considered “the most powerful
factor in student engagement and learning” (National Research Council, 2004, p. 60), the
knowledge base on teacher practices remains limited (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Grossman,
Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009). This empirical absence can be felt in particular in the
adult ESL instructional context. Despite the continued growth of the U.S. immigrant
population (Camarota, 2012; Center for Applied Linguistics, 2010; Pew Research Center,
2015), and the fact that adult ESL instruction represents the largest component of the
U.S. adult education system (Chisman & Crandall, 2007), little research has been
addressed to the question of how to serve the needs of these students (Bifuh-Ambe, 2011;
Center for Applied Linguistics, 2010; Chisman & Crandall, 2007; Raufman, Brathwaite,
& Kalamkarian, 2019).
What may be said is that, in the adult ESL classroom, the teacher is presented
with a unique set of challenges and affordances. Such classes are typically comprised of
students who are diverse in age, linguistic and cultural background, and life experiences.
Many juggle work and family responsibilities, and inconsistent attendance is a common
concern (Center for Applied Linguistics, 2010; Parrish, 2019; Raufman, Brathwaite, &
Kalamkarian, 2019). Given these circumstances, it can be expected that—and is worth
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investigating how—the adult ESL teacher employs a varied set of practices for managing
classroom interaction (Fagan, 2013; Waring, Reddington, & Tadic, 2016).
However, merely “asking the experts” is not a “lifeline” for addressing the gap.
As a number of researchers concerned with teacher expertise (as well as the expertise of
practitioners in other fields) have argued, experts’ own knowledge of what they do and
how may be largely tacit (Elbaz, 1983; Olson, 1992; see also Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986)
and thus “less accessible in formally articulated and codified form” (Tsui, 2003, p. 46). In
addition, there is concern that the emphasis on uncovering what expert teachers “know”
has limited research efforts, and resulting recommendations, by bypassing the question of
how teaching and learning are actually done (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Grossman,
Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009; Grossman & McDonald, 2008; Hall & Looney, 2019a;
Waring, 2014a, 2014b).
Considering such issues and the gaps in the existing literature, this study grounds
its investigation of the practices of experienced teachers in observations of intact classes
conducted in two adult educational settings: an academic ESL program offered at a
community college and a community-based ESL program housed at a graduate school of
education. The context of adult ESL instruction is not only one of personal significance
to me (most of my own ESL teaching experience has involved working with adults); it
also constitutes the largest and fastest-growing segment of the U.S. adult education
system (Chisman & Crandall, 2007).
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to take a bottom-up, discourse analytic approach to
identifying and describing the multimodal resources that teachers use to manage multiple
demands in the moment-by-moment unfolding of interaction in adult ESL classrooms. In
approaching classroom-based research on teacher practices in this way, this study adopts
a view of teaching and learning as situated, social activities (Firth & Wagner, 1997; Hall
& Looney, 2019a; Walsh, 2011) and aims to contribute in particular to recent efforts to
specify the components of classroom interactional competence (Walsh, 2006, 2011,
2012), or interactional competence for teaching (Hall, 2014; Looney & Hall, 2015), in
and for the adult ESL context.

Research Question
What discursive practices do experienced teachers use to manage multiple
demands in adult ESL classrooms?

Definition of Terms
In this study, I use the term discursive practice to refer to the use of one or more
interactional resources to accomplish a particular social action. I have adopted this broad
term because of my interest in capturing what are potentially complex “packages” of
resources utilized by instructors to accomplish the work of teaching. As Stivers and
Sidnell (2005) have put it, face-to-face interaction is, “by definition, multimodal
interaction” (p. 2). In other words, I am interested not only in what is said, but in when
and how it is delivered (including prosodic features) and in how embodied conduct
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(including facial expression, gaze, gesture, and body positioning) and aspects of the
physical environment are used by participants in meaning-making.
As I am interested in observations that may ultimately be useful in teacher
education, my aim in this study is to document the practices of experienced teachers. I
therefore relied on years of English language teaching experience as well as the
recommendations of program supervisors and faculty as the primary criteria for
identifying teacher participants. More than five years of experience has often been used
as an indicator of expertise in studies of expert teachers (Tsui, 2003). However, I am
avoiding the more loaded and perhaps more problematic term expert given the
exploratory, bottom-up nature of the research and the continued lack of agreement on
what constitutes teaching expertise (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Bereiter & Scardamalia,
1993).
A preliminary explication of the multiple demands to which teachers attend in
classroom interaction is also in order. Educationalists and classroom-based researchers
frequently make reference, directly or indirectly, to the complexity of the classroom
environment and of the task of classroom management (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Grossman,
Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009; Lampert, 2001). For example, Hall and Smotrova
(2013) articulate the nature of the teacher’s work in this way:
In their interactions with students, teachers must manage multiple activities and
goals simultaneously. At the very least, they must coordinate their actions in ways
that maintain order as they instruct, ensure that students are attending to the
instructional task, and encourage student participation. (p. 75)
Reviewing a variety of largely theoretical discussions of classroom management,
primarily in elementary and secondary school settings, Wright (2005) identifies three
concerns that are consistently present for the teacher, concerns that echo Hall and
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Smotrova’s (2013) description of the teacher’s work: maintaining order, providing
learning opportunities, and creating a “context of care,” i.e., attending to interpersonal
relationships and learners’ emotional needs. As Wright (2005) concludes, navigating the
complexity of classroom life requires both teachers and students to consistently manage
discourses of order, opportunity, and care which are intertwined in such a way that “any
move in the classroom is likely to affect either what is learnt or the conditions under
which learning is taking place” (p. 146). In a similar vein, Waring (2016) has made a
compelling argument for understanding teacher talk as inherently complex or
“multivocalic.” A single utterance or practice, for instance, may be simultaneously
addressed to multiple purposes. These concerns include “order, equity, learning,
participation, progressivity, and inclusiveness,” or, “the multiple and potentially
competing demands that teachers manage on a moment-by-moment basis” (Waring,
2016, p. 95).
That such concerns are indeed relevant to teachers has been demonstrated through
discourse analytic work on classroom interaction. Managing multiple demands may thus
include balancing the pursuit of a pre-planned instructional agenda with the pursuit of
learner initiatives (e.g., Emanuelsson & Sahlström, 2008; Paoletti & Fele, 2004; Waring,
Reddington, & Tadic, 2016); equalizing learner access to the floor (Waring, 2013a); and
managing interpersonal relationships (e.g., Hall & Smotrova, 2013; Lo, 2019; Nguyen,
2007; van Dam, 2002). This prior work informs my identification of specific demands
that are managed by the teacher in the adult ESL classroom setting.
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II – REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

Classroom interaction has been widely discussed as a form of institutional
interaction. In other words, scholars of language and social interaction generally
approach the study of classrooms with the assumption that, as teachers and students
orient to institutional goals, tasks, and identities, their discursive practices are shaped by
context-specific constraints on what may appropriately be said or done, by whom, and
how (Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage & Clayman, 2010). In this chapter, I
contextualize the current study by briefly reviewing work on the management of multiple
demands in institutional settings other than classrooms. I then narrow my focus to
theoretical and empirical work on teacher discursive practices for managing classroom
interaction, with an emphasis on work most relevant to the present project, namely, work
that utilizes discourse analytic approaches to the study of naturally-occurring interaction.
While the second-language (L2) classroom represents a unique context, given that the
instructional content—the language—is also the medium of study (Seedhouse, 2015), the
concerns described by Wright (2005)—order, learning opportunity, and care—offer a
useful framework for discussing what has been learned about teacher discursive practices
and what may warrant further research.
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Managing Multiple Demands in Institutional Interaction
Institutional interaction—in settings such as classrooms, courtrooms, and doctor’s
offices—has often been described and understood in terms of how it differs from
everyday or ordinary conversation, the “baseline” speech exchange system (Sacks,
Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). In attempting to document such differences, scholars of
language and social interaction have contributed to specifying, in fine-grained detail, how
institutional representatives in a variety of fields accomplish their work. For instance, as
they interact with witnesses, attorneys subtly design their turns in ways that position
jurors as the intended recipients of their talk (Heritage, 1985; Heritage & Clayman,
2010). Doctors have been shown to produce different kinds of questions to facilitate
different types and phases of medical visits (e.g., Boyd & Heritage, 2006; Heritage, 2010;
Stivers, 2007). And in calls to customer service centers, when a customer request cannot
be granted, agents may actively shape the specification of the request in a “grantable
direction” (Lee, 2011, p. 121).
Such work has often served to reveal that and how institutional representatives
manage multiple, and sometimes competing, demands as they conduct their work.
Clayman and Heritage (2002) have shown how journalists interviewing public figures
vary the design of their questions to balance the conflicting demands of holding
interviewees accountable on behalf of the public while appearing to remain neutral. In
health visits to new mothers, Raymond (2010) has argued that question design is an
important component of the visiting nurse’s efforts to balance relationship-building with
the objective of obtaining information on the health of mother and baby; some of the
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nurse’s questions invite further talk, while others are produced to be heard as an
institutional formality (see also Heritage, 2002). In reviewing studies of advising
encounters in academic and career training contexts, Waring and Song (2018) write of the
tension between the advisor’s concern for promoting advisee autonomy and the advisee’s
agenda of seeking help. Vehviläinen (2003), for instance, shows how career counselors
manage client requests for solutions to problems by, in some cases, withholding advice
and shaping the interaction into a questioning sequence; as a result, advice can be given
as a reaction to the client’s own proposed solution. In post-observation conferences with
student-teachers, Box (2017) reveals how supervisors balance the competing demands of
promoting teacher reflection and completing required performance assessments by
engaging in multiple activities simultaneously (e.g., posing a question while collecting
notes) and making connections between the student-teacher’s talk and the supervisor’s
opinion.
In short, how practitioners manage multiple demands within an activity, sequence,
or even turn-at-talk has been of recurrent interest to scholars investigating institutional
interaction in a variety of professional fields. The following section of the literature
review will focus on the profession of teaching, examining how instructors discursively
manage various concerns and demands in the classroom.

Managing Order, Learning Opportunities, and Care in Classroom Interaction

As much work on classroom interaction has addressed issues related to teacher
control, I begin this section of the literature review by examining work on the
management of order. I then discuss the sometimes overlapping body of work that deals
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with management of learning opportunities. Finally, I address the lesser studied topic of
management of care.

Teacher Discursive Practices for Managing Order
Early studies, based primarily on data collected from elementary and secondary
content (as opposed to second/foreign language) classes, helped to specify the nature of
the institutional constraints that shape classroom interaction. Notably, control is
concentrated in the hands of the teacher, who has ultimate authority over topic initiation,
topic development, and speaking rights (Cazden, 1988/2001; Lemke, 1990; McHoul,
1978; Mehan, 1979). Teacher control is embodied in the prevalent IRF/IRE participation
structure (Mehan, 1979; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), consisting of a teacher (I)nitiation,
which may be a display question that predicts a particular student (R)esponse, and
subsequent teacher (F)eedback or (E)valuation. This pattern was at one time estimated to
account for as much as 50 to 70 percent of talk in teacher-fronted interaction (van Lier,
1996; Wells, 1993).
A number of educationalists have highlighted the tension between teacher control
and student agency, arguing that opportunities for learning are limited when it is teachers,
rather than students, who ask the majority of questions; when student participation is
restricted to answers to “inauthentic” (i.e., display) questions; and when student
contributions are constantly subject to evaluation (Barnes, 1976/1992; Cazden
1988/2001; Lemke, 1990; Nystrand, 1997; Shuy, 1988; Tharp & Gallimore, 1988).
However, recent microanalyses, particularly of L2 classroom interaction, have
challenged the static portrait that has often been painted of classroom talk. Seedhouse
(2004) and Walsh (2006, 2011, 2012) have demonstrated that both teacher and student
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talk in L2 classrooms varies in accordance with how participants orient to the nature of
their work in the moment. Seedhouse (2004) found differing interactional patterns in
meaning-and-fluency-focused episodes versus form-and-accuracy-focused episodes; in
the former, for instance, students exercised greater control over topics and turn-taking.
Walsh (2006, 2011, 2012) has made a similar observation, distinguishing between the
kinds of practices that teachers use (and, he argues, should use) in facilitating different
“modes” of classroom interaction, such as classroom context mode (in which the
objective is to promote fluency) and skills and systems mode (in which the objective is to
promote accuracy) (see also Seedhouse & Walsh, 2010). Other reevaluations of IRF
exchanges in L2 classrooms conducted within the framework of conversation analysis
(CA) highlight the complex management work that may be undertaken by teachers in the
third turn of the IRF sequence (Lee, 2007; Park, 2014). In light of such findings, some
have called for a reconceptualization of classroom talk not as a single speech exchange
system but as consisting of multiple systems with differing features, potentially serving
different pedagogical purposes (Markee, 2000; Markee & Kasper, 2004; Seedhouse,
2004, 2015; Walsh, 2006, 2011, 2012). Ultimately, it may be valuable to approach the
topic of teacher control from the standpoint articulated years earlier by Mehan (1979),
who noted that the teacher’s concern for order in the multiparty interactional context of
the classroom is “more of a means to an end,” that is, “a utilitarian stance adopted for the
practical purposes of achieving educational objectives” (p. 81).
How precisely teachers exercise this control in managing access to the floor has
been a topic of recurring interest to classroom researchers. McHoul (1978) offered the
first comprehensive CA account of the classroom turn-taking system, drawing from data
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collected from British and Australian high school content classes. In summarizing the
differences between the more symmetrical system that governs turn-taking in ordinary
conversation, and the asymmetrical system that governs turn-taking in the classroom,
McHoul (1978) observed that the right to manage turn allocation “in any creative way”
rests ultimately with the teacher (p. 188). Mehan (1979) also described teacher turn
allocation practices in a U.S. elementary school classroom, documenting when and how a
teacher utilized individual nominations, invitations to bid, and invitations to reply. More
recently, Kääntä (2012), examining Finnish elementary and secondary school classes
conducted in English, has shown that teacher turn allocations may be accomplished
entirely through embodied means, such as gaze and gesture, enabling the teacher to
simultaneously perform other work through talk, such as responding to a prior answer.
In addition to examining the practices that constitute the “baseline” classroom
turn-taking system, researchers such as Mehan (1979) have described teacher practices
for dealing with inevitable violations of the system’s norms, such as prioritizing getting
through a difficult spot in the lesson by accepting a response from an unselected student
or opening the floor to others when a nominated student fails to reply. Lemke (1990), in
his study of a U.S. high school science class, discussed how the teacher dealt with other
unsanctioned forms of student talk, such as side conversations, by interrupting students
and softening admonitions with humor.
Mehan’s (1979) interest in what he termed teacher “improvisational strategies”
for dealing with departures from turn-taking norms has been taken up by some
researchers examining the adult ESL instructional context. Waring (2013a), for instance,
showed how teachers manage situations in which multiple “competing voices” respond to
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teacher elicitations by maintaining and/or restoring order while nevertheless continuing to
encourage student participation. In a case study conducted in the same context, Waring
(2013b) identified one teacher’s systematic practices for managing a particular student
who repeatedly jockeyed for a greater share of the floor: sequentially deleting interruptive
contributions or offering minimal acknowledgements before redirecting talk. Also in an
adult ESL instructional setting, in a study that examined a wider range of student-initiated
departures, including deviations from turn allocations made by the teacher, Waring,
Reddington, and Tadic (2016) showed how teachers used humorous teasing to mark the
deviation and stay their course in ways that ultimately promoted participation.
Existing research thus outlines a baseline system, oriented to by participants in
classroom interaction, that places turn-taking under the control of the teacher, particularly
in whole-class interaction. However, this turn-taking system does not always operate
smoothly. In such circumstances, teachers deploy a variety of practices to maintain order
for the sake of pursuing other objectives. In the case of the adult ESL classroom, these
objectives may include providing speaking opportunities to different students—a vital
component of the language learning experience, as will be discussed in the following
section.

Teacher Discursive Practices for Managing Learning Opportunities
As teachers are often “leading actors” in classroom interaction, they are also
“important agents to facilitate learning opportunities through their talk” (Sert, 2015, p.
54). Much attention has thus been paid to how teachers utilize the first and third turns in
three-part IRF/IRE sequences to elicit contributions from students and subsequently
provide feedback on those contributions. A number of researchers have been critical of
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the teacher practice of eliciting student participation by asking questions to which they
already know the answers, i.e., known-answer or display questions, arguing that it is
authentic questions that truly advance learning (Christoph & Nystrand, 2001; Wells &
Aruaz, 2006; see also Boyd & Rubin, 2006). An eloquent argument for such a position
can be found in the work of education researcher Barnes (1976/1992), who distinguished
between the kind of presentational or final-draft talk encouraged by display questions and
the tentative exploratory talk that is required to work out understanding of subject matter.
Barnes (1976/1992) argued that students must have space to engage in the latter early in
their learning process. Nevertheless, Barnes (1976/1992) also acknowledged that
presentational talk has a role to play in the classroom. Others have made a case for taking
a more nuanced view of teacher initiations, suggesting that even elicitations targeting
content already known to the teacher can perform important work, depending on how
they are designed and how the teacher subsequently works with student responses (Boyd,
2012; Boyd & Rubin, 2006; Chapell, 2014; Wells, 1993).
Barnes (1976/1992) was also critical of teacher responses to student talk that
prioritize assessing what students know over replying to what they have said.
Hellermann’s (2003) and Waring’s (2008) CA studies of adult ESL classroom contexts
have shown how teacher responses to student contributions may curtail learning
opportunities. They illustrate how elements of teacher response turns, including,
respectively, prosody and the use of explicit positive assessments (e.g., very good) can
shut down further participation and prevent student speakers from expanding on their
turns, including by asking questions (see also Waring, 2009). In contrast, based on their
discourse analysis of EFL classroom data, Jarvis and Robinson (1997) argue that teacher
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responses to student talk that involve an appropriate balance of focusing, building, and
summarizing may best support learning.
In his discussion of classroom interactional competence, Walsh (2006, 2011,
2012) takes a nuanced view of the question of practices for promoting learning
opportunities, framing the challenge as one of creating “space for learning.” According to
Walsh (2006, 2011, 2012; see also Seedhouse & Walsh, 2010), space for learning occurs
when teachers and learners interact in ways that are consistent with, or align with, the
current pedagogical objective. As Walsh is careful to point out, however, this does not
mean that teachers hand over control to learners to achieve every goal; rather, they must
vary their use of language and interactional patterns to facilitate different goals. Fagan
(2015), for instance, documents an expert teacher’s varied methods for responding to
errors in an adult ESL classroom, arguing that her practices display an orientation both to
the needs and competencies of the individual who made the error and to the competencies
of the group (see also Fagan, 2013).
A not unproblematic goal for teachers in many L2 classrooms is to create and
facilitate opportunities for students to participate in conversational practice (Bannink,
2002), or to engage in the more symmetrical and contingent kinds of interaction that they
will encounter outside the classroom (van Lier, 1996, 2000). Several researchers have
taken up the question of how this challenge may be addressed. Walsh (2002), for
example, illustrates how a complex mix of more conversation-like practices (e.g.,
responding to turn content) and less conversation-like practices (e.g., providing extended
wait time) created space for students in an EFL class to participate in interaction
characterized by such conversational features as self-selection, overlap, and latching of
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turns. Richards (2006) documented how conversational interaction emerged in EFL
classrooms when teachers brought aspects of their personal/non-institutional identities
into discussions. Waring (2014a) traces the complex series of moves undertaken by one
adult ESL teacher to blend the conversational and institutional frames by asking personal
questions and responding to students with appreciations instead of assessments, depicting
the teacher’s work as navigating the tension between control and connection. Cullen
(2002) and Walsh and Li (2013), examining EFL contexts, both describe how teachers
work to shape student contributions to ensure group comprehension and promote the
continued involvement of the whole class (cf. Jarvis & Robinson’s [1997] summarizing;
see also Can Daşkin, 2015).
Despite the prevalence of teacher-dominated sequences in whole-class interaction
in many contexts, it is important to note that not all student contributions are responses to
teacher initiations. Students, including adult learners in ESL and EFL classrooms, initiate
courses of action to pursue goals in the classroom, creating their own opportunities for
learning (Garton, 2012; Jacknick, 2011; Waring, 2011). Responding to such initiatives or
unexpected learner contributions in ways that promote learning may prove to be a
challenge for novice teachers (Fagan, 2012). Yet, as Fagan (2013) demonstrated in his
case study of an expert ESL instructor, an experienced teacher may develop strategies
that enable her to delve into and explore difficult learner questions.
A pair of recent studies highlights the subtle, multimodal work that teachers
undertake as they work to ensure that the whole class—and not only a prior student
speaker—can engage with the instructional content or task at hand. In responding to
student questions about task instructions, St. John and Cromdal (2016) observed that
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teachers in a Swedish secondary school skillfully engage the practice of dual
addressivity—alternately, or even simultaneously, addressing the questioner and other
students to better prepare the whole class for successful participation in the pedagogic
activity. Similarly, Waring and Carpenter (2019) found that an experienced adult ESL
instructor routinely shifted his gaze from an individual student speaker to the class while
accepting the individual’s response as a means of marking important information or reengaging the group in the participation framework.
The literature to date thus highlights the complexity of the demand of creating and
managing learning opportunities and the complex means through which teachers may
strive to address this demand. As the research suggests, this work requires drawing
carefully from a toolkit of varied, context-sensitive, and goal-oriented practices, a toolkit
which researchers have only begun to unpack. Similar to Waring (2014a), who discusses
the tension between control and connection, Paoletti and Fele (2004) and Emanuelsson
and Sahlström (2008) have written eloquently and sensitively of the tension between the
often competing demands of maintaining control and covering specific content on the one
hand, and soliciting student participation and pursuing learner initiatives on the other. It
is thus worth further investigating teacher practices addressed to achieving the necessary
balancing act. In a recent CA study, Creider (2016), for instance, describes how teachers
in a bilingual elementary school classroom create routines, employ framing and focusing
cues, and use displays of surprise or uncertainty to facilitate involvement and promote
student agency, offering a promising perspective by showcasing the “kinds of control
[that] actually support student participation and engagement” (p. 135).
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Teacher Discursive Practices for Managing Care
As Wright (2005) puts it, the classroom is an emotionally charged context; as
instructors and students engage in the demanding work of teaching and learning, and
navigate the unpredictability of classroom events, they are also confronted with the
challenge of managing their relationships with each other. Allwright and Bailey (1991)
have written of the special difficulty inherent in the work of learning a new language in
the public setting of the classroom, with the ever-present risk of loss of face. On the other
hand, teacher efforts to promote a sense of class cohesion and develop relationships may
reduce learner anxiety and may ultimately have a positive impact on motivation to learn
(Dörnyei, 1994). How do teachers manage the demand of attending to such potential
learner concerns—of managing the affective aspect of classroom life?
Perhaps because it is easier to observe and document than other practices, some
L2 classroom researchers have focused on the role of humor and play in creating a
positive classroom environment. Van Dam’s (2002) discourse analytic study of the first
day of an English class at a Dutch high school identified ways in which the teacher used
playful forms of practice to encourage both lower and higher proficiency students to
participate. On a subsequent visit to the class, van Dam (2002) concluded that the high
level of participation was due in part to the facework that began in that first class and
contributed to a supportive classroom culture.
Examining a Finnish as a Second Language high school class, Lehtimaja (2011)
used CA to trace how teachers respond to playful student reproach turns in ways that
accomplish pedagogical work while nevertheless “playing along” and affiliating with
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students. Reddington and Waring (2015) also used CA to capture ESL teachers laughing
and playing along with student-initiated humor sequences. Forman (2011), in a discourse
analytic study of teacher-initiated humor in an EFL context, argued that the teacher’s
friendly teasing reduced social distance and created solidarity in the class, ultimately
encouraging students to initiate humor themselves. Nguyen (2007) highlights the
contributions of an ESL teacher’s playful use of both verbal and non-verbal cues in
facework and relationship building. Yet, as Forman (2011) and others have noted,
teachers must initiate and respond to humor with care, given its power to offend as well
as amuse (p. 562).
Aside from engaging in humorous and playful interaction with students, a handful
of other discursive practices for managing care have been documented. Hall and
Smotrova (2013) discuss teachers’ use of self-talk to manage moments of trouble (e.g.,
with classroom technology) in a way that elicits empathic and cooperative responses from
students. Luk (2004) has written of the value of engaging in small talk with students
between official activities in building rapport. In his discussion of error correction
practices, Fagan (2015) illustrates how an expert adult ESL teacher, in addition to
foregrounding achievement or offering appreciation of student efforts, shifts her gaze to
avoid putting the learner who made the error “on the spot” before addressing correction
(see also Fagan, 2013). Examining the practices of another experienced instructor, Lo
(2019) documents how the teacher attends to affiliation and instruction in the adult ESL
classroom by either simultaneously or consecutively performing error correction and
story appreciation as she responds to learner tellings about their personal experiences.
Finally, Reddington (2018) has argued that the delicacy with which an adult ESL teacher
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closes exchanges with students, by validating their participation before subtly preempting
further talk, displays an orientation to care.
To date, however, teacher methods for practicing care in the classroom remain
understudied (Hall & Smotrova, 2013). While this may speak to the difficulty of
identifying such practices, further study is clearly warranted, given the recognition of the
centrality of the teacher-student relationship in promoting learning (Grossman &
McDonald, 2008).

Summary of the Literature Review

As this review of the literature has shown, education scholars and researchers in
language and social interaction have been concerned with documenting how teachers
manage order and manage learning opportunities in the classroom, and to a lesser extent,
how they manage affective variables. A small but growing body of work dedicated to the
microanalysis of interaction in L2 and adult ESL classrooms has revealed a number of
specific practices for managing these demands. Further study is needed to determine the
extent to which such practices are utilized in other classroom contexts. The role of
embodied conduct is a relatively recent interest and one that warrants additional
investigation (Creider, 2016; Hall & Looney, 2019a).
It is also worth noting that many of the studies reviewed here foreground practices
for managing a single demand or concern. Although how professionals manage the
multiple demands associated with their work has been of interest to scholars of
institutional interaction generally, relatively few studies of teaching have attempted to
identify and specify the discursive practices, or combinations of practices, that may be
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addressed to managing multiple demands in the classroom (see, however, Creider, 2016;
Fagan, 2015; Hall & Smotrova, 2013; Lo, 2019; Nguyen, 2007; Reddington, 2018;
Waring, Reddington, & Tadic, 2016). Similarly, there has been less discussion of what a
single teacher practice may do for different learners at a given moment (though see
Fagan, 2015; Reddington, 2018; St. John & Cromdal, 2016; Walsh & Li, 2013; Waring &
Carpenter, 2019). As Schwab (2011) reminds us, in the multiparty interactional setting of
the classroom, all students must, in fact, be regarded as possible interlocutors at all times
(p. 7)—by both the teacher and the analyst. Discussing the findings of his study on
teacher error correction practices and possible implications for learning, Fagan (2015)
called for future work to take into consideration “the multiple factors teachers attend to in
real-time, for without this information such research would not only diminish what
teachers do accomplish but also potentially overlook learning opportunities set up
elsewhere in the interaction” (p. 83).
In responding to this call and taking a comprehensive approach to examining
teacher management of multiple demands, a contribution this study can make is to
uncover previously undocumented teacher practices as well as practices that may
simultaneously serve multiple purposes (Waring, 2016). In this way, it may also
contribute to refining and expanding current proposals for understanding classroom
interactional competence, following Walsh’s (2012) recommendation for continued
research in a wider variety of contexts.
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III – METHODOLOGY

Research Site and Participants

In order to capture a range of discursive practices employed by experienced
teachers, two research sites were included in this study. The first is a community college
located in a suburban setting in the Northeast U.S. Although community colleges across
the country serve a large number of English language learners, research on the
experiences of these students remains limited (Raufman, Brathwaite, & Kalamkarian,
2019). Having worked as an adjunct instructor at this particular college, I was familiar
with its ESL program. According to the program website at the time this study was
conducted, the program served students from more than 40 countries. Its mission is to
provide students with the language skills required to reach their academic, professional,
and personal goals.
The program offers non-degree credit courses in reading, writing, grammar, and
speech at the beginner through advanced levels. Non-native English speakers who wish
to study ESL or other subjects at the college take a placement test and, based on the
results, may be placed into the ESL program. Students must complete the ESL program
and pass exams in reading and writing in order to enroll in credit-bearing courses that
count toward a degree.
Within this program, I identified potential teacher participants who had more than
five years of teaching experience and were held in high regard by fellow faculty and
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students based on the recommendations of the department chair. In order to ensure that
instructors consented freely to participating in the research, I only approached full-time
faculty, whose positions at the college are more secure than those of the adjunct faculty
who are hired on a semester-by-semester basis. With the input of the teachers, I identified
particular classes to approach and invited their students to participate in the study.
As a result of this process, over the course of one academic year, a convenience
sample of two instructors and two classes was identified for inclusion in the study (see
Table 3.1, List of Teacher Participants and Classes, for an overview). Both of the
instructors were full-time employees of the college and held advanced degrees related to
their work (i.e., a master’s degree or above in education or applied linguistics). Each had
over 30 years of ESL teaching experience. The first instructor’s advanced reading class
agreed to participate in the study; she will subsequently be identified by the pseudonym
TR, shorthand for teacher of the reading class.1 The objective of the advanced reading
course was to prepare students for college-level reading through instruction in
vocabulary, reading strategies, and research skills. The class met twice a week in the
morning for one hour and 15 minutes each time, and was attended, on average during the
time of the study, by 18 students. The second instructor’s advanced grammar class agreed
to participate in the study; he will subsequently be identified by the pseudonym TG,
shorthand for teacher of the grammar class. The objective of the advanced grammar
course was to prepare students for college-level reading, writing, speaking, and listening
through instruction in grammatical topics and structures such as verb tenses and clauses.

1

I adopted this approach to assigning pseudonyms to the teachers in an effort to facilitate reading of
transcript excerpts in the analysis chapters. Teacher talk in each excerpt should be easily identifiable as a
result of the consistent designation of teacher participants as “T.” The class from which each excerpt is
taken can be identified by the following abbreviation for the course name (e.g., “R” for “reading”).
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The class met twice a week in the morning for one hour and 15 minutes each time and
was attended, on average, by 16 students. This particular course was a hybrid course and
also required students to participate in online learning activities outside of their face-toface class meetings.
The second research site was a community-based ESL program housed at a
graduate school of education in an urban setting in the Northeast U.S. Because of this
affiliation, the program also serves as a site at which graduate students in applied
linguistics or Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) teach and
conduct research. I was familiar with the program as a result of observing novice teachers
during their student-teaching experiences. According to its website, the program aims to
provide quality and low-cost language instruction to serve the needs of the community.
At the time of the study, the program offered non-credit, general ESL courses at the
beginner through advanced levels as well as specialized courses in topics such as
conversation, writing, and standardized exam preparation.
Similar to the college program, this community-based program caters to a diverse
group of students, ranging from immigrants to international students and visiting
scholars, who are studying English for a variety of personal, academic, and professional
reasons. At the time of the study, according to program data, students from more than 14
different language backgrounds attended classes. Instructors change from semester to
semester but typically include students who are affiliated with the school’s graduate
programs. Many are novice teachers; they are currently enrolled in a master’s program
and are evaluated based on their student-teaching experience. In order to ensure that
instructors consented freely to participating in the research, I recruited teacher
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participants from among the program’s fellows. Fellows are doctoral students who have
at least three years of teaching experience and work part-time for the program. They
commit to a multi-year position, during which their responsibilities include teaching,
opening their classrooms to others for observation, and providing guidance to master’s
students. I identified potential study participants who had more than five years of
teaching experience and were held in high regard by their professors, fellow instructors,
and students based on the recommendations of the program director and graduate
program faculty. With the input of the teachers, I identified particular classes to approach
and invited their students to participate.
As a result of this process, over the course of one semester, a convenience sample
of two instructors and two classes was identified for inclusion in the study (see Table 3.1,
List of Teacher Participants and Classes, for an overview). Both instructors were
doctoral students and fellows who held advanced degrees (i.e., a master’s degree or
higher in education or applied linguistics) and had taught in both ESL and EFL contexts.
The first instructor had over 10 years of teaching experience. His lower-intermediate,
integrated skills class agreed to participate in the study; this instructor will subsequently
be identified by the pseudonym TI, shorthand for teacher of the intermediate skills class.
The objective of the course was to help lower-intermediate students develop listening,
speaking, reading, and writing skills needed for everyday life. The class followed an
intensive summer schedule, meeting four times a week in the evening for three hours at a
time, and was attended, on average during the time of the study, by six students. The
second instructor had more than five years of teaching experience. Her advanced,
integrated skills class agreed to participate in the study; this instructor will subsequently
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be identified by the pseudonym TA, shorthand for teacher of the advanced skills class.
The objective of the course was to help advanced students develop listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills needed for everyday life. This class also followed an intensive
summer schedule, meeting four times a week in the morning for three hours, and was
attended, on average during the time of the study, by six students.

Data Collection

Prior to the start of data collection, consent was obtained from teacher and student
participants (see Appendix B for copies of consent forms). In order to document
potentially multimodal discursive practices, three consecutive classes taught by each
instructor were video-recorded. A schedule for recording was worked out with each
instructor in accordance with their preferences and avoiding testing or student
presentation days. As the quality of recordings is key to ensuring the validity and
reliability of the findings, I used two hand-held high-definition digital cameras, mounted
on tripods, for each scheduled filming. After consulting with the teachers and taking into
consideration the layout of each classroom (which typically changed from one class
meeting to the next), I positioned one camera on a tripod facing the teacher (in a back
corner of the room) and a second camera on a tripod facing the class (in a front corner of
the room). Although this setup did not allow me to capture all participants at all times, it
allowed good coverage of whole-class interaction while allowing space for students who
chose to participate in the study but did not wish to be video-recorded to sit “off camera.”
With the permission of the instructors, I remained in the classroom to manage the video
cameras and take field notes to help contextualize participant behavior captured on
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camera. In total, approximately 25.5 hours of video-recordings were obtained:
approximately 7.5 hours from the community college ESL classes, which met for fewer
hours at a time, and approximately 18 hours from the community-based ESL program
classes, which met for more hours at a time. Table 3.1 provides a list of participating
teachers and classes and indicates the number of class sessions and the hours of class
time included in the data analysis.

Table 3.1 List of teacher participants and classes
Research
Site

Teacher

Class

Academic
ESL
program

TR

Advanced
Reading

TG

Advanced
16
Grammar
Intermediate 6
Skills

3

3.75

3

9

Advanced
Skills

3

9

Community- TI
based ESL
program
TA

Average
Number
Class Size of Class
Sessions
Recorded
18
3

6

Approx.
Hours
Recorded
3.75

Data Analysis

Given the view of teaching and learning as social activities adopted in this study,
and my interest in multimodal resources for communication, analysis of video-recorded
teacher-student interaction was conducted within the conversation analytic (CA)
framework. With its roots in Garfinkel’s (1967) ethnomethodology and Goffman’s
(1967) work on the interaction order, conversation analysis aims to uncover the tacit
methods and practices through which participants in naturally-occurring interaction
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understand and make themselves understood (see ten Have, 2007). In keeping with its
ethnomethodological roots, CA takes an emic perspective, striving to uncover
participants’ own understandings of interactional episodes through close examination of
when and how turns are produced, received, and acted upon (Seedhouse, 2004). In other
words, CA is concerned with participants’ own “methods for making sense of what they
are doing when they talk” (Markee, 2015, p. 429). Analysis focuses on how aspects of
participant conduct, observable both to the participants themselves and to the analyst,
enable the accomplishment of social actions, ranging from making requests, to telling
stories, to enacting identities and relationships (Pomerantz & Fehr, 2011). Put another
way, in CA, interaction is analyzed “on its own terms as interaction” (emphasis in the
original) (Sidnell, 2010, p. 18).
In contrast to other approaches to discourse analysis that might begin with
classifying individual utterances according to predetermined categories, CA takes a
rigorously bottom-up approach to identifying patterns, examining verbal and non-verbal
conduct in its local, sequential context. (Waring [2016] aptly describes doing CA as
“code-cracking” rather than “coding.”) Adopting such an approach offers analysts a
measure of protection from the influence of their own preconceptions and biases, which
may color interpretations of the data and obscure phenomena that are in fact relevant to
the participants (see Schegloff, 1991). In addition, CA’s “obsession” with detail (Sert,
2015), its interest not only in talk itself but in changes in pace and intonation, shifts in
gaze, and the use of gesture, has the potential to offer a richer, fuller picture of how social
actions are accomplished. Due at least in part to these strengths, CA has been employed
in the study of institutional settings ranging from television news interviews to doctors’
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offices to courtrooms (see, e.g., Antaki, 2011; Heritage & Clayman, 2010) to gain a better
understanding of professional practice as well as offer recommendations for improving
practice. In recent years, the approach has also been used productively in the study of
teaching and learning in L2 classrooms (see, e.g., Hall & Looney, 2019b; Markee, 2015;
Sert, 2015; Waring, 2016).
Data analysis for the present study began with the production of detailed written
transcripts of whole-class interaction captured by the recordings. Transcription aimed to
document not only the talk produced by participants but also such para-/extra-linguistic
features as volume, pace, intonation, silences, and participants’ embodied conduct,
including facial expressions, gaze, gestures, and other body movements. I followed the
transcription conventions developed by Jefferson (2004) for CA but introduced several
adaptations in an effort to more precisely capture embodied conduct, drawing inspiration
from Mondada’s (2019) work on multimodal transcription and recent studies of
classroom interaction that adopt a multimodal perspective, in particular Creider (2016)
and Sert (2015).
A full description of the conventions used can be found in Appendix A, but a few
explanatory notes are included here. To avoid emphasizing either verbal or embodied
conduct, both are transcribed in 12-point font. However, to enable the reader to focus on
one mode of communication or the other, if desired, descriptions of embodied conduct
are italicized and presented in a lighter font. While Jefferson’s (2004) conventions
include the use of square brackets to mark the simultaneous conduct of different
participants, there is as yet no widely-agreed standard for representing simultaneous talk
and embodied conduct produced by the same participant. In attempting to balance the
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need for accuracy and readability, I opted to describe embodied conduct co-occurring
with a participant’s speech on a line below the talk and to use plus signs (+) to mark the
onset and end of the gaze, gesture, or movement. The ellipsis sign (…) was used to
indicate embodied conduct that continued across multiple lines of the transcript. It is
worth noting that transcript excerpts include description of embodied conduct only when
it is relevant to the final analysis. All references to the names of individual teachers,
students, and specific locations in the transcripts have been anonymized. Likewise, the
figures provided to illustrate the complex embodied conduct highlighted in some of the
excerpts have also been anonymized while retaining a representation of focal participant
conduct (e.g., the direction of gaze or of a pointing gesture).
As transcription was in progress, I began to conduct line-by-line analysis of one
class taught by each instructor, focusing on approximately one hour of whole-class
interaction in each, in accordance with the principles and techniques of CA as outlined
above. Initially, I endeavored to engage in the CA practice of “unmotivated looking”
(Psathas, 1995). In other words, although my research question provided a focus on
managing multiple demands, I did not approach the data with hypotheses or pre-defined
conceptions of the specific practices that I would find. Instead, I made a consistent effort
to understand how participants themselves were understanding the unfolding interaction,
to describe the actions that they were trying to accomplish, and to identify the meaningmaking resources that they were using to accomplish those actions. Analysis was a
recursive process that involved re-watching recordings multiple times, updating
transcripts, and revising my observations accordingly.
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While conducting an initial analysis of the data from a given class, I flagged
potential phenomena of interest. After reviewing my “noticings” for one class, I searched
for related instances in my analyses of the data from other classes. This process enabled
me to begin making collections of similar cases, that is, compiling transcript excerpts that
included the focal phenomenon and the sequential context in which it occurred. By
individually analyzing, and then comparing, the cases within a collection, I developed
tentative descriptions of several “candidate practices” (Heritage, 2011) for managing
multiple demands. Analysis of the rest of the dataset continued with a view toward
building the initial collections and refining and specifying the descriptions of the
practices. Case-by-case and comparative analysis within each collection, and the addition
and elimination of possible examples, continued until I arrived at a characterization of a
teacher practice that was applicable to all cases and had identified relevant subcategories, such as the different sequential positions in which the practice might occur
(see Sidnell, 2010, for a detailed discussion of how collections are used in CA). The
practices that will be described in the subsequent chapters represent the most robust
collections in terms of the number of cases identified and the inclusion of multiple
teachers.
In conducting the analysis, my familiarity with the research sites and the context
of adult ESL instruction, my own role as “member,” was a helpful guide; at the same
time, I endeavored to continuously reflect on how my personal experiences with each
program might influence my identification and interpretation of patterns in the data. In an
effort to ensure the validity and reliability of findings, I not only worked to produce
faithful transcripts but also shared findings-in-progress with other CA-trained analysts in
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forums such as doctoral seminars, collaborative data analysis sessions, and conferences in
order to obtain feedback. As the write-up of the analysis began, additional revisions were
made to refine the descriptions of the focal practices, the descriptions of the subcategories, and the analyses of the supporting examples based on reviewer feedback.
Although the aim of this study is to contribute to the ongoing discussion on what
constitutes skilled/skillful teaching in adult ESL instruction, I cannot claim that the
practices observed are generalizable to all such similar settings. In fact, it is important not
to lose sight of the distinct features of the contexts and classes represented within the
dataset itself. As noted earlier, the classes at the two research sites had different curricular
objectives and content: the community college program classes had an academic focus,
while the community-based program emphasized communication skills for daily life. The
community college classes were also approximately three times the size of the
community-based program classes. Perhaps as a result of these differences, the latter
tended to include more whole-class discussions. Individual teachers appeared to differ as
well in terms of aspects of their teaching styles; for instance, I observed that some used
more humor or shared more details of their personal lives with students. While it would
be interesting to explore the possible effects of such differences in depth, the present
study is an effort to identify teachers’ methods—common practices employed by
(experienced) teachers.
Ultimately, practices uncovered through CA are best viewed as “possibilities”
(Peräkylä, 2004), or as Pomerantz (1990) has put it, “proposals regarding the resources
that interactants use and their methods of accomplishing social actions” (p. 234). The
strength of CA lies in identifying “features of interactants’ interpretive work that
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otherwise are undefined, hazy, and undifferentiated”; these proposals are then offered for
further study through other research methods, which may be better suited to ascertaining
the frequency with which such phenomena occur (Pomerantz, 1990, p. 234). Relatedly,
the aim of the study is not to evaluate how successful or reliable a certain practice is in
achieving a particular outcome, such as promoting student engagement. Rather, the goal
is to document patterns in how teachers actually endeavor to manage various aspects of
their agendas in the first place and how students respond in the moment to those efforts.
To that end, the following chapters will present three teacher practices for
managing multiple demands, identify the features of these practices, and explore how
they are utilized. Claims will be supported through the analysis of specific examples of
each practice in their interactional context; these cases were selected for inclusion in
order to document the variety of forms a given practice may take and the variety of
functions it can serve.
It is, of course, my hope that the practices documented may be found informative,
relevant, and useful for teachers and classrooms beyond those studied. As Erickson
(2012) has eloquently written of the value of qualitative inquiry in educational research:
“Discovering the particulars of what local social actors are doing and what the meaning
perspectives are that inform and frame their doings can support decision-making that is
prudential” (p. 688). In other words, the findings of this study are presented not as “onesize-fits-all” prescriptions regarding what all teachers should do, but rather as detailed
exemplars of what teachers in a particular instructional context can do, and can consider
doing, depending on their specific circumstances and goals.
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IV – VOICING THE STUDENT PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

Teacher-student rapport has at times been referred to as a “slippery” or “elusive”
phenomenon, given that it can be hard not only to define the concept, but also to go
beyond general recommendations regarding how teachers might build and maintain
rapport with their students (Brown, 2007; Nguyen 2007). Yet, recent microanalyses of
classroom interaction have begun to show in detail how relational concerns may be
addressed within, or interwoven with, the main instructional business of the classroom
(Lo, 2019; Nguyen, 2007; Tadic & Box, 2019; Waring, 2014a). This chapter will
illustrate one practice through which teachers simultaneously attend to fostering positive
relationships and promoting engagement with pedagogic content—voicing the student
perspective. I use the term to refer to different kinds of teacher formulations of the
(potential) student perspective on an aspect of the lesson. These can take the form of 1)
assessments of pedagogic topics or tasks that acknowledge difficulty (e.g., it’s tricky) or
2) attributions of negative attitudes or feelings related to a topic/task directly to students
(e.g., you guys are probably sick of this).
By employing the practice in various contexts, teachers are able to attend to
multiple demands. On the one hand, by voicing what might otherwise be unarticulated
viewpoints and experiences, teachers affiliate with their students, claiming, I can see this
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from your perspective. On the other hand, by acknowledging difficulties and potential
problems, teachers also promote engagement with topics and tasks. Specifically, voicing
the student perspective may enable the teacher to prepare students prior to explanations
of challenging topics or recruit participation when tasks appear daunting or students
appear disengaged.
The following analysis will present nine extracts that exemplify the practice of
voicing the (potential) student perspective from a larger collection of 17 cases. The
extracts come from all four classes in the dataset: the grammar and reading classes in the
academic ESL program and the intermediate skills and advanced skills classes in the
community-based ESL program (see Chapter III for additional background). First, three
extracts in which teachers voice the student perspective via topic/task assessments in
order to prepare students for teacher explanation will be presented. Then, six extracts in
which teachers voice the student perspective in order to recruit verbal participation will
be presented, illustrating the use of both task assessments and attributions of
attitudes/feelings for this purpose. As will be argued, making the student perspective
“public” through the practice of voicing also creates an opportunity to respond to—and
counter—that perspective; doing so enables the teacher to further promote engagement
by assuring the class of the topic’s learnability or the task’s value, in spite of
acknowledged difficulties or problems.

Voicing in Preparing for Teacher Explanation

Teachers may evaluate (aspects of) topics or tasks as difficult or problematic prior
to launching explanation. Such assessments empathize with the (potential) student
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perspective; they are also designed to prepare students for the presentation of complex
material. Three examples, from a collection of six cases, will be presented in this section.
As will be shown, in most of these instances (and in five cases in total), teachers
subsequently re-evaluate the topic or task in order to offer encouragement, thereby
promoting student engagement with challenging topics and tasks.
The first example comes from the grammar class. Prior to the start of Extract 4.1,
the teacher (TG) and students had reviewed previously-introduced rules and examples in
the textbook related to punctuating identifying and non-identifying adjective/relative
clauses (i.e., if the noun modified by the adjective clause is a proper noun, and thus
already “identified,” the adjective clause provides non-essential information and should
be set off with commas). In line 01, the teacher solicits questions about the first part, the
rules just reviewed. At least some students indicate their readiness to move on by
answering in the negative (line 04). The next section of the textbook illustrates the point
that use of commas can change the meaning of a sentence containing an adjective clause.1
As he introduces the topic, TG voices the potential student perspective (lines 05-06),
producing an assessment of the topic’s difficulty before introducing a complex example
(i.e., a potentially ambiguous sentence containing an adjective clause: last week the class
who passed the test were really happy) (lines 07-10).
Extract 4.1 (Grammar, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05
06
1

TG:

Ss:
TG:



>any questions about the first part?<
...gazes to Ss
(0.3)
n::[(o)
[o:kay. the second part maybe
is a little bit more confusing. u::h (0.8)

When commas are not used, only some of a group is referred to. In the textbook example (Azar & Hagen,
2016), We took some children on a picnic. The children who wanted to play soccer ran to an open field, the
lack of commas around the adjective clause (who wanted to play soccer) indicates that some of the children
wanted to play soccer while others did not.
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07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

TG:
TG:
JA:
MA:
TG:

↑sometimes we might- (.) think about (.)
the cla:ss. last week (0.2) the cla:ss (0.2)
who::: (.) passed the test (.) were
really ↑happy.
(0.3)
o::kay.
(0.2)
is that a happy story: o:ra: (.) sad story,=
=hap[py
[happy stor[(y) ( )
[>well i don’ know. i don’
know< until i get the commas.

After a sequence-closing okay in line 05, instead of referring students back to the
textbook or immediately launching explanation of the next rule, TG first comments on
the grammar point to be presented: the second part maybe is a little bit more confusing
(lines 05-06). Although the assessment is hedged with the adverbials maybe and a little
bit, the adjective confusing characterizes the forthcoming point as difficult to understand.
In producing such an assessment of the topic, TG displays his awareness that students
may experience trouble with it. By anticipating, verbalizing, and thus legitimizing (see
also Boblett, 2020) or validating a potential learner perspective on the topic, the teacher
affiliates with his students.
In addition to expressing affiliation, TG’s voicing of the student perspective in
this sequential environment is also designed to alert students to the challenge that lies
ahead, i.e., understanding the forthcoming explanation of a confusing topic. The
contrastive structure of the utterance (the second part…more confusing) stresses that even
if students found the first part clear and straightforward, the second part may require
additional effort to understand. In fact, having given students this “heads-up” with regard
to topic difficulty, TG proceeds to take an inductive approach to explanation, which may
in and of itself demand additional effort to comprehend than a straight-forward, deductive
explanation. After some hesitation (line 06), within the same multi-unit turn, TG
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introduces a subject (the class) and provides an example sentence: last week the class
who passed the test were really happy (lines 07-10). He then asks the students a choice
question about the meaning of the sentence, is that a happy story or a sad story? A few
students select happy story (lines 15-16), after which TG reveals that the question cannot
be answered yet—not without knowing if the sentence contains commas (lines 17-18).
TG then proceeds to give a deductive explanation of the rule (not shown).2
In this stretch of interaction, the teacher has not only introduced a complex
grammar point but has done so in a complex manner, using an inductive approach and a
“trick” question; however, he proceeds after alerting students to the difficulty that lies
ahead, setting up a problem for which the explanation of the grammar point will become
a solution. In this way, he accounts for the extended explanation and alerts students to
pay closer attention to it (note that at least two students respond promptly to TG’s
question in lines 15-16). Voicing the student perspective via an assessment of topic
difficulty can thus be seen not only as a means of empathizing with students but also as a
means of preparing students to engage with challenging pedagogic content.
In most cases, after producing an assessment that frames an upcoming topic or
task as difficult, the teacher reevaluates the topic/task before launching explanation. In
other words, after voicing the student perspective, the teacher often responds to and
counters that perspective, pursuing engagement by assuring students that problems are in
fact solve-able and tasks do-able. Two such examples will be presented. Extract 4.2
comes from the intermediate skills class taught by TI. Prior to the start of the extract,
students had worked in small groups on a textbook exercise that involved changing direct
2

In the subsequent explanation, TG changes the class to the students, which may illustrate the point more
clearly: With commas, the sentence suggests that all of the students passed, and the story is a happy one;
without commas, the sentence suggests that only some of the students passed, and the story is a sad one.
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to indirect, or reported, speech. Item number seven turned out to be a problematic one for
both groups as it involved additional grammatical transformations to shift from a direct to
indirect question. TI provided assistance to the groups, as some students asked questions
or assessed the task item as difficult or difficult to explain (not shown). Several minutes
later, when the class is checking the exercise together and arrives at item number seven,
TI voices the student perspective via an assessment of the item that acknowledges its
difficulty (line 08)—before downgrading that assessment and announcing his intention to
tackle the challenge with the class (lines 11-14).
Extract 4.2 (Intermediate Skills, Session 2 )
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

TI:


Ss:
TI:

y:es:. very good.
+nods+
+gazes to KE +gazes to book
>okay and then number seven.
+gazes to Ss
+extends rt arm out to side
+extends lt arm and puts book down+
the crazy one.
[circles each arm over head and smiles
[((light laughter))
it’s not that crazy.=
+gazes down and begins to stand
but: uh (0.2) let’s talk about it.
+stands and walks to board
((TI reviews rules for changing direct to
indirect questions and direct to reported
speech))

In lines 01-03, TI confirms the answer given by a student for item number six. He
then announces the next item, number seven, gesturing out to the side with one arm (lines
04-07), perhaps already foreshadowing the “big” effort that will be required to deal with
it. He abandons the current participation structure of selecting students to provide
answers and instead produces an assessment of the task item: the crazy one (line 08). TI
could have used an adjective like hard or tricky here, but the choice of a more extreme
characterization seems to mark the “extra-ordinary” challenge presented by the item. TI
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emphasizes this characterization with the arm-circling gesture in line 09. His playful
verbal and embodied production of the assessment is an affiliative move that elicits an
aligning and affiliative response of light laughter from students (line 10). In voicing the
student perspective at this juncture, the teacher acknowledges and validates the stance
that students had previously expressed toward the item. Yet, the assessment of task
difficulty is also designed to prepare students for the challenge that lies ahead,
specifically, understanding a lengthy explanation of how to tackle the item and the
multiple rules involved (partly indicated in lines 15-17). The teacher thus preemptively
accounts for supplying that extended explanation and aims at securing students’ attention.
Having voiced the student perspective, the teacher has the option to respond to it,
and in this case, he does so in a way designed to promote engagement. Note that before
launching his explanation, TI produces a second assessment, one that may be more
indicative of his own perspective (as opposed to the students’): it’s not that crazy (line
11). The task item is still evaluated as problematic, but as less problematic than it might
appear at first glance—a reassuring move. As TI stands and walks to the board, he
continues his turn with the contrastive discourse marker but, and after brief hesitation,
announces that the class will discuss the item together: let’s talk about it (lines 13-14).
Rather than dwelling longer on the item’s “craziness,” TI moves forward with explaining
the rules involved, at times eliciting contributions from the students (not shown). The
announcement let’s talk about it may suggest the need for extended discussion, but it also
implies that a solution can be arrived at as a result of that discussion; in other words, the
item is “do-able.” By moving forward and shifting to explaining and eliciting the relevant
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rules, the teacher indicates that even the crazy one has an answer—a more optimistic
stance that serves his agenda of promoting continued engagement.
The final extract in this section showcases a more elaborate reframing of a topic
following the teacher’s voicing of the student perspective. Extract 4.3 comes from the
grammar class. Prior to the start of the extract, TG was introducing the new topic of
punctuating adjective clauses. After responding to a student question in lines 01-02, he
continues with the introduction in line 09 and produces an assessment that indicates his
awareness of the difficulty that students may experience. However, before actually
launching into explanation, he seeks to promote engagement by reassuring students of the
topic’s learnability, beginning in line 19.
Extract 4.3 (Grammar, Session 2)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

TG:
S?:
TG:
TG:

TG:

Ss:
TG:
Ss:
JA:
TG:



we:ll which and that we’re gonna talk about
in this section.
oh.
gazes to book okay.
(0.3)
.HHH
+gazes to Ss
(0.3)
one of the hardest things about adjective
+rolls chair away from desk toward Ss
clauses
for a↓mer↑icans, for native
...rolls chair+
speakers, is knowi:ng (.) which adjective
clauses need a comma, and which adjective
clauses ↓don’t. even some americans who
are very ↑smart, have trouble with
this. my dad was a writer. he wrote (.)
many books, (.) he owned a magazine, he
had trouble with this. but to↑day, (.)
we’re gonna teach this and after
today’s class you won’t have trouble.
((light laug[hter))
[promise.
+smiles
[((light laughter))
[ya:[:y,
]
[o:↓ka:]y.
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28
29
30
31
32
33
34

because (.) it’s actually
+stands up +picks up marker from desk
a ↑pretty simple idea when to use them
+walks slowly toward Ss
and when not.
((TG proceeds to give a demonstration
to illustrate the concept))

In lines 09-17, TG resumes his introduction of the new topic by voicing the
potential student perspective via an assessment: He highlights the topic’s difficulty,
noting that one of the hardest things about adjective clauses is knowing which ones need
a comma and which ones do not. Note that the assessment is qualified; the topic is one of
the hardest things…for Americans, for native speakers…even some Americans who are
very smart. The invocation of these categories (i.e., Americans and native speakers of
English) strengthens the portrayal of the topic as challenging; if a language-related topic
is hard for Americans and native speakers—even very smart ones—by extension, it could
be even harder for non-native speaker learners of the language like TG’s students.
Indeed, TG goes on to provide evidence of the difficulty experienced by native speakers,
giving the example of his father, a writer and magazine owner who had trouble with
punctuating adjective clauses (lines 17-19). By anticipating, and in this case, elaborating
on, the difficulty that students may experience with the topic, TG legitimizes that
difficulty and affiliates with his students. At the same time, he accounts for his
explanation-to-come and prepares students for the challenge ahead, that of
comprehending one of the hardest things about adjective clauses.
Note, however, that TG does not allow one of the hardest things to stand as a
“final” assessment of the topic. Having voiced the potential student perspective, TG is
now in a position to respond to and counter it. He continues his multi-unit turn, indicating
a contrast with the discourse marker but (line 19), and proceeds to offer reassurance: He
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announces that we’re gonna teach this and predicts that after today’s class, students
won’t have trouble (lines 19-21). Here, TG addresses the students directly as you, with
stress on won’t. The disjunction between the acknowledged difficulty of the topic and the
strong prediction of success may prompt the laughter from students (line 22). TG smiles,
affiliating with students, but upgrades his prediction of success by now promising
students that they will be successful (lines 23-24). This promise is received with more
laughter (line 25) and at least one playful expression of enthusiasm from student Jay, the
elongated yay in line 26. Although produced in a light-hearted manner, TG’s promise of
success carries the serious implication that, in spite of the difficulty students may
experience with the topic in today’s class, the challenge can be overcome.
Before beginning his explanation, TG produces one more assessment of the topic,
which now appears to convey his own perspective. This assessment is produced as an
account for TG’s promise of success: because it’s actually a pretty simple idea when to
use them [commas] and when not (lines 28-32). In other words, despite the difficulty that
users of the language tend to have with the topic, the concept underlying the rule is pretty
simple. In offering this contrasting perspective just before launching into demonstration
and explanation (partly shown in lines 33-34), TG further assures students of the topic’s
learnability. Voicing the student perspective initially, and “playing up” the challenge,
ultimately contributes to conveying a sense of intrigue around the forthcoming
explanation and promoting engagement; it is as if the teacher is about to let students in on
a “secret” to which they should pay close attention, a secret that is all the more valuable
in light of the difficulty of the topic.
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As the three extracts discussed in this section have illustrated, a teacher may
anticipate and give voice to (potential) student concerns with (aspects of) a topic
(Extracts 4.1 and 4.3) or task (Extract 4.2) through assessments that highlight difficulty.
By acknowledging difficulties that language learners may experience, teachers affiliate
with their students while simultaneously alerting them to, and preparing them for,
challenging topics and complex explanations. As shown, in most cases, in pursuit of
student engagement, the teacher subsequently re-evaluates the topic or task to convey the
positive perspective that problems are solvable and success achievable in spite of
acknowledged difficulties.

Voicing in Recruiting Participation

In addition to preparing for challenging pedagogic content, teachers may also
voice the (potential) student perspective to affiliate with students and recruit their verbal
participation. Specifically, teachers employ the practice as they produce prompts that
may be difficult to respond to or as they address apparent task disengagement. From a
collection of 11 cases, this section of the analysis will first present three extracts in which
assessments of (aspects of) tasks are employed to pursue responses to difficult items or
delicate questions. It will then present three extracts in which attributions of a negative
perspective to students are used to pursue participation following signs of task
disengagement. In most of these cases (and in six cases in total), teachers undertake
additional work to pursue engagement, countering the potentially negative perspectives
that they voice by subsequently assuring students of the value of their work in class.
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Voicing via Task Assessments
Teachers may produce assessments that highlight the difficulty of (aspects of)
tasks from the student perspective as they elicit responses to challenging, or potentially
delicate, questions and prompts. Extract 4.4, from the same session of the grammar class
as Extract 4.3, illustrates the “pre-emptive” use of an assessment of task-item difficulty to
both affiliate with students and recruit their participation in an answer-checking activity.
Prior to the start of the extract, students worked in groups on a textbook exercise related
to using commas with adjective clauses,3 and the class is now checking the answers
together. Thus far, the teacher has led the activity by referring to item numbers and
eliciting choral responses. In lines 01-03, TG confirms the correct answer to number four.
He then produces an assessment of the remaining items (line 05) that not only
acknowledges the potential learner perspective but also challenges students to respond in
spite of the difficulty.
Extract 4.4 (Grammar, Session 2)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
3

TG:

S?:
TG:
JA:
TG:

JA:
TG:



the villagers comma a:ll of them who
...gazes to book
received a warning of the impending flood.
(mm-hm.)
five and six (is) a little bit tricky.
+gazes to Ss
+gazes to book
i did [it.
]
[gazes to JA] oka::y.
+gazes to book
gazes to JA go for it.
+nods and gazes to book
(1.0)
five?
fi↑:↓ve.

The exercise (Azar & Hagen, 2016) required students to read a sentence containing an adjective clause,
which may or may not contain commas, and then select a sentence that expresses the correct meaning. For
instance, item number five provides the prompt: Natasha reached down and picked up the grammar book,
which was lying on the floor. Students have to decide whether there was only one grammar book near
Natasha (letter a, the correct answer) or whether there was more than one grammar book (letter b).
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

JA:
TG:

JA:
TG:

u::h b. there was more than one °grammar°
°°(book near syl)°°
.tch
↑i disagree:.
+tilts head+
+steps back
+gazes to JA
+gazes to Ss
[steps back and gazes to desk
[you disagree,
oka:y.((TG initiates demonstration
with textbooks to illustrate answer))

In line 05, the point in the sequence at which TG could be expected to refer to
item number five and elicit the next answer, he produces an assessment that characterizes
the final two items, numbers five and six, as a little bit tricky. By noting the difficulty, or
“trickiness,” of the next items that the class will tackle together, TG gives voice to a
perspective that may well align with that of learners who are new to the topic and seeing
the task for the first time. In this way, the teacher affiliates with his students.
Given its sequential position (i.e., following teacher confirmation of the previous
answer), the assessment also functions as a special kind of elicitation, one that both
identifies the items as extra-ordinary and mitigates face threats associated with
responding (i.e., if the items are tricky, then mistakes are to be expected). By preemptively acknowledging difficulty, that is, before students themselves display trouble in
answering, the assessment at once challenges students to respond and makes it “safer” for
them to do so. In fact, Jay immediately takes up the challenge, announcing in line 07, I
did it. TG initially receipts this announcement with an okay in line 08, and in line 10,
gives Jay the go-ahead to answer, individually; the teacher’s directive, go for it, continues
to convey the perspective that the next item requires special effort. In fact, Jay provides
the wrong answer to the tricky question, and TG responds by stating I disagree and
proceeding with a demonstration for the whole class to address the misunderstanding, as
partly shown in lines 17-20 and 22-23. In this case, the teacher’s assessment of task items
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as a little bit tricky compactly expresses solidarity with students while recruiting their
participation, encouraging them to take the risk of responding.
An assessment of task difficulty can also be found in Extract 4.5, which comes
from the reading class taught by TR. In this case, the teacher voices the student
perspective in response to signs that students themselves are currently treating the item as
difficult. Prior to the start of the extract, students worked individually on a textbook
exercise in which they completed the blanks in a table with different forms of the same
word (i.e., noun, verb, adjective, and/or adverb). The class then began checking the
exercise together, with TR providing prompts and eliciting choral responses. In lines 0113, TR elicits, receives, and confirms the response of equip as the verb form of the given
noun, equipment. In lines 14-17, she moves to elicit the next item, the adjective form. For
this item, however, note that students are not as quick to respond. In line 24, TR will
produce an assessment that both affiliates with the student perspective and redoes her
elicitation to recruit participation.
Extract 4.5 (Reading, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
4

TR:

Ss:
TR:
SO:
S?:
TR:

the equipment li::ne,4
+gazes to Ss
how’s that,
+gazes to book
equip ((staggered responses))
[e:qui:[p(h)::.
+gazes to SO/nods
[(equip.)
+nods
[the verb.
equip.
+nods
+gazes to Ss/nods
nods okay, (.) u:m (.) and the
+gazes to book
adjecti:ve,
+gazes to Ss

In line 01 of the transcript, the teacher appears to be referring to a row in the table, in which the word
equipment is provided, as the equipment line.
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

S?:
TR:
BI:
TR:
SO:
EL:
TR:



(0.2)
equip(ped.)
(0.2)
whadda you have for that. smiles
(0.2)
i don’t [know ]
[it’s ] tric↑↑ky:,
+tilts head
yeah,
maybe with e d? °(or [no)°
[maybe with
+nods
e d.=whadda you think.=is that a
+turns to Ss on rt
good gue[ss?]
+turns to projector screen

As TR produces a general elicitation to the class, and the adjective, she shifts her
gaze from the textbook to students (lines 14-17), inviting responses. After a brief gap in
line 18, one student produces a form of the word equip (line 19) that is not quite clear in
the recordings, but TR does not orient to a response having been given (she may not have
heard it). Instead, after another brief gap in line 20, she produces a second elicitation, this
time a wh- question: whadda you have for that (line 21). Her smile after the question may
be an early registering of students’ trouble with the item. Note the contrast with students’
responses to her elicitation of the previous answer (lines 01-04); several respond correctly
(line 05). Following a third short gap in line 22, one student offers not an answer but a
claim of insufficient knowledge (Sert & Walsh, 2013) in line 23.
In line 24, TR now produces an assessment of the item: it’s tricky. Her evaluation
of the item as difficult addresses the lack of correct responses up to this point; it
verbalizes how students appear to be experiencing the item and thus affiliates with their
perspective. In a single utterance, the teacher both acknowledges and provides a
reasonable account for the minimal participation.
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At the same time, similar to Extract 4.4, in characterizing the item-to-be-answered
as tricky, the teacher both challenges students to respond and makes it safer for them to
do so. TR’s marked prosody, including a very high pitch raise on the second syllable of
tricky, and the accompanying head tilt (lines 24-25), add to the characterization of this
item as an extra-ordinary one. Following this “nudge,” Sophie produces an agreement
token endorsing the assessment; Ella then self-selects and proposes an answer: maybe
with e d (lines 26-27). The use of maybe and the rising intonation at the end of the
utterance mark Ella’s suggestion as tentative, a stance that is in line with the evaluation of
the item as tricky. TR takes up this response: She nods and repeats the proposal before
inviting the rest of the class to consider it and comment (lines 28-33). By mitigating face
threats attendant with responding to a task item that students are currently treating as
problematic, the teacher’s voicing of the student perspective is thus designed to recruit
participation while performing affiliative work.
In the following example, the teacher invites students themselves to comment on
their experience of a just-completed task; her subsequent voicing of the student
perspective is designed to facilitate their participation in what could be a delicate
undertaking. Extract 4.6 comes from the advanced skills class taught by TA. Prior to the
start of the extract, students had completed a speaking task in which they debated a topic
in pairs. After each partner argued for one position, they switched sides and repeated the
task, arguing for the opposing position. As the extract begins, TA is transitioning from
the pair activity to a whole-class debrief, and she invites students to comment on the
experience of participating in the task (lines 01-02). Although this open-ended question
allows for a variety of “correct” or appropriate responses (in contrast to the closed-ended
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exercise items in Extracts 4.4 and 4.5), evaluating a teacher-planned task and/or their own
performance are potentially delicate actions for students to undertake on the main
classroom floor. As students’ initial response to TA’s prompt hints at the challenging
nature of the task, the teacher produces assessments that affiliate with and validate the
student perspective—before ultimately highlighting the importance of the task.
Extract 4.6 (Advanced Skills, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

TA:
EM:
Ss:
EM:
TA:
Ss:
MA:
TA:



HE:
TA:

HE:

TA:



SA&MI?:
HE:
TA:

HE:
TA:

how was the u::m when you switched.
+walks to head of table
+sits
it’s (a) great [(i- u::h)
[((laughter))
[((laughter))
[(
)
[leans forward, smiles and laughs
[nods
[((laughter quieting down))
[((talking to GI))
[it’s hard right?
...nods
[nods and smiles
[because you have
+gazes toward HE’s side of table
to::
+gazes toward EM
confusing.
...smiling
[heh [heh heh heh
[gazes to HE it’s [confusing
+raises brows+
+nods
+
[((laughter))
[nods and smiles
[nods and smiles through TA’s turn
[right? (one side you’re here) like
+smiles
almost like hypocritical right?=
+gazes to Ss
...smiles
=yeah.
...nods and smiles
but it does get you: (0.2) you know
...smiles
+
not only to be in the other person’s shoe:s
+air quotes
+
right.=i’m not talking about you =what
+gazes and gestures to HE+
you personally believe (but) in general
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47

EM:
TA:

it’s a good practice [right? and
+gaze toward EM
[mm-hm. yeah.
+nods
to kind of like force yourself to: (0.2)
make the argument for the other side.
+gazes toward HE’s side of table

In line 01, TA solicits comments on students’ experience with the task with a whquestion, asking how was…when you switched [sides of the debate]. Emma responds
with what seems to be a positive assessment (great), although it is unclear from the
recordings how she completes it (lines 03 and 06). Other students respond with laughter,
beginning in overlap with Emma’s turn (lines 04-05, 09). TA aligns and affiliates,
smiling, nodding, and joining in the laughter (lines 07-08). Through the joint laughter, all
participants appear to be treating this aspect of the task as somehow out of the ordinary.
TA’s reading of the student response is evident in her next utterance in line 11:
it’s hard right? With the assessment it’s hard, she voices the as-yet unarticulated student
perspective (i.e., that switching sides as part of completing the task is hard),
acknowledging difficulty and affiliating with students. Note that the utterance is produced
as a confirmation-seeking question, ending with the tag right and rising intonation; the
design presupposes agreement and could invite a confirming response from students.
Although TA does continue her turn here, one student, Helena, responds by nodding and
smiling (line 13). TA begins to offer an account for why the task is hard (lines 14-17), but
she relinquishes the floor in the middle of her turn-construction unit (TCU) when Helena
self-selects and offers an assessment in line 18, confusing—a second assessment to TA’s
first (Pomerantz, 1984). This student assessment is enabled by the teacher’s verbalizing
of task difficulty and affiliates with the stance that TA has given voice to; it could even
form part of TA’s in-progress account (i.e., this aspect of the task is hard because it is
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confusing to switch sides). In addition to affiliating with students, then, TA has recruited
further participation by making it “safe” for students to comment on the task’s difficulty
themselves. Note that after delivering her assessment of confusing, Helena laughs and
other students laugh as well (lines 20 and 24). The laughter here may be associated not
only with marking the challenging nature of the task but also with the delicacy of the
action of evaluating a task planned by the teacher or admitting their own difficulty with
it; student assessments of topics and tasks are, in fact, less common than teacher
assessments in this dataset (although see the discussion of Extracts 4.2 and 4.9).
TA continues to align and affiliate with students. She repeats Helena’s assessment
in clausal form, it’s confusing, with a nod and animated facial expression (lines 21-23),
here validating the student perspective through her re-voicing of it. She appends another
right to the assessment, produced with final rising intonation (line 27), which again
conveys the assumption of a shared perspective. Continuing her turn in lines 27-31, TA
starts, or restarts, accounting for the difficult/confusing nature of the task, referring to the
challenge involved in arguing for two opposing sides and having to be almost like
hypocritical. She thus provides further support for the student perspective. Helena
responds with an agreement token while nodding and smiling (lines 32-33).
TA’s two assessments have enabled her to communicate an understanding of the
student point of view on the previous task while simultaneously recruiting participation in
the current whole-class discussion of that task. However, it is also worth noting that TA
does not allow the perspective that the task is difficult to stand as the “final word.”
Following the contrastive discourse marker but in line 34, she begins to respond to that
perspective by offering an alternative one, a “bright side”: The task may be difficult, but
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it enables students to be in the other person’s shoes (lines 34-38), which is a good
practice (line 41) as students must challenge or force themselves to make the argument
for the other side (lines 45-46). Although TA appears to be expressing her own
perspective here (as the teacher who planned the task), her right at the end of each of
these utterances may again convey an assumption that students (should) agree with this
perspective as well. At least one student, Emma, nods and produces agreement tokens in
lines 43-44. Thus, while acknowledging the difficulty of the task and validating students’
initial responses to it in an affiliative manner, TA undertakes additional work to articulate
the task’s broader benefits. Similar to the teachers in Extracts 4.2 and 4.3, who reassured
their students of success in the face of difficult topics or tasks, TA here reassures students
of the value of their classwork. In this way, the teacher endeavors to promote their
continued engagement with challenging—but valuable—pedagogic tasks.

Voicing via Attributions of Attitudes/Feelings
Thus far, this section has presented cases in which teachers voice the (potential)
student perspective by producing assessments of task difficulty. In another set of cases,
rather than evaluating tasks via such matter-of-fact characterizations as it’s tricky,
teachers voice the (potential) student perspective by attributing a negative attitude or
feeling related to the topic or task at hand directly to students themselves, using structures
such as you are/think/want X. Notably, these utterances are produced not in response to
signs that students are treating a task as difficult or delicate, but rather in response to
signs of disengagement from the topic or task. Thus, while these attributions
acknowledge and affiliate with the (potential) student perspective, they are also designed
to re-engage students by recruiting their participation. In all instances, teachers also take
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the opportunity to respond to the negative perspectives that they voice, making the case
for continued engagement by assuring students of the value of pedagogic tasks.
Extract 4.7 presents an example in which the teacher responds to signs of
disengagement at the end of a task. The intermediate skills class has been checking
homework exercises on reported speech together, for about 15 minutes in total, with the
teacher reading both the items and the answers. Although a few items led to discussion,
for the most part, students have not participated verbally during the homework-checking;
prior to the start of this extract, as TI provided the answers for the last exercise, students
did not ask questions at all. As TI announces the end of the homework checking in line
01, note the embodied conduct of several students visible on camera. It is the students’
apparent lack of engagement that TI addresses with his verbalizing of their apparent
attitude toward the topic/task in lines 09-12. Ultimately, however, this voicing of the
student perspective serves TI’s broader agenda of recruiting (some) verbal participation
and highlighting the value of the task.
Extract 4.7 (Intermediate Skills, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

TI:

SA:
HA:
ER:
ER:
TI:

HA?:
TI:
TI:
HA:



[°done.°
>questions?<
+gazes to Ss
+open palms+
+closes palms and frowns
[...hand covers face, rubs nose
[...rests forehead against hand
[...gazes down to papers
(0.2)-SA, HA, ER cont. embodied conduct
[shakes head while gazing down
[okay.
you guys are probably
+shakes head+
sick of this,
+flicks wrists out with palms facing down
(yeah.)
but now you know it very we:ll,
(0.2)
[so i’m very happy] [for you.
+two thumbs up and smiles
[raises eyebrows ] [smiles
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

SA:
TI:

SA:
TI:

hhh
+smiles at TI
yes?
...two thumbs up
+raises eyebrows
(0.3)
yes.
...smiles at TI
nods, points two
very good.
+turns to laptop

and smiles
at SA?

index fingers at SA
screen

After TI announces the end of homework checking, he asks if students have
questions (lines 01-03). Given the quick delivery of questions?, it seems that TI does not
anticipate receiving any. There is no immediate response from students. Most do not
meet his gaze; Hanna, for instance, has been resting her forehead on her hand, and Erika
is still gazing at her materials (lines 04-06). After a brief gap in line 07, Erika does shake
her head (line 08) while continuing to look down; at this same point, TI utters a
sequence-closing okay, accompanied by a head shake, that treats the lack of responses as
signaling “no questions” (line 09).
In the same turn, TI next addresses, and accounts for, students’ apparent lack of
engagement by voicing the student perspective: you guys are probably sick of this (lines
09-12). Although there is some mitigation (the use of the adverbial probably), the
expression sick of is strongly negative and indicates that students are bored with the
topic/task, a point reinforced by TI’s dismissive wrist-flicking gesture (line 12); by
implication, the pedagogic material itself may be too repetitive. By attributing this
perspective to students (i.e., you guys are X), TI signals that he is “reading the room” and
that he is “tuned in” to how students are experiencing the material, thus affiliating with
them. In the space before TI continues, there seems to be a quiet confirmation from one
student (line 13).
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However, in this task-closing environment, TI’s agenda appears to be promoting a
positive perspective on the work that the class has done and encouraging students’
continued engagement. Thus, rather than simply initiating the next task, TI takes the
opportunity to counter the negative perspective that he has articulated. With a but, TI
marks a contrast with his prior utterance and presents a “bright side”: now you know it
very well (line 14). In other words, although students may feel tired of the task and the
repetition, it has been valuable to their learning of the topic. TI pursues an aligning
response from students by adding a playfully exaggerated formulation of his own positive
stance: so I’m very happy for you (lines 16-17). The smiling and double-thumbs-up
gesture convey an enthusiasm on TI’s part that students’ verbal and embodied conduct
does not currently match. However, this commentary on the task does elicit some student
responses, including an eyebrow raise and smile from Hanna (line 18) and laughter and
smiling from Samantha (lines 19-20).
It is the overall positive perspective on the topic/task with which TI seeks
agreement. He appears to fix his attention on Samantha and pursues a response with a
confirmation-seeking yes, produced with final rising intonation (lines 21-23). After a
brief gap, Samantha offers a quiet yes as she continues to smile (lines 25-26). TI
acknowledges Samantha and her response with a nod and pointing gesture before uttering
a closing-implicative assessment of very good and turning toward his laptop, now
orienting to moving on to the next task (lines 27-29). The teacher’s voicing of the student
perspective is thus part of a project that involves acknowledging and accounting for
student disengagement, responding to it by articulating a positive perspective on a justcompleted task, and recruiting some verbal participation. The teacher pursues
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participation in the moment but arguably also attends to promoting engagement with
future classwork by emphasizing the value of (seemingly tiresome) tasks.
In Extract 4.8, from the reading class, the teacher responds to an apparent lack of
engagement with a task-in-progress. The class has been reviewing strategies for using a
dictionary while reading and is currently working on defining the word sophisticated
from a textbook passage. TR has opened an online dictionary entry for the word, which is
displayed on the projector screen. As the extract begins, she is attempting to elicit next
steps, such as evaluating the definitions to determine which one fits the meaning of the
word in the context of the reading, but she does not appear to receive the verbal response
that she is looking for. She then produces two descriptions of the student perspective that
account for the apparent lack of engagement (lines 17-18 and 22-23), recruit verbal
participation, and create an opening for her to assure students of the task’s value.
Extract 4.8 (Reading, Session 2)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

TR:

LI:
TR:
HE:
TR:


SO:
Ss:
TR:
S?:



y- y- you need to go to your dictionary,
...gazes and gestures to projector screen
u:m, and find ↑what. a wo:rd or a definition
+turns toward Ss
[that fits, ↑what.
+gestures toward Ss
[nods
(0.7)-LI continues nodding
the,
(0.5)
circling gesture over book
°co:ntext,°
+extends arms out to sides+
smiles and walks toward Ss °uhkay.°
...walking
do you wanna try to participate a little bit
more?=or- or are you nervous because
of the cameras? smiles
shakes head
no. ((staggered))
((light laughter))
or are you giving up because it’s the end
of the semester?
end of the semester.
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

TR:

Ss:
TR:

Ss:
TR:

Ss:
TR:
S?:
OL:
TR:
OL:
TR:

[huh huh huh
+smiles
+turns toward screen
[((light laughter))
>↑this is this is not it’s not only the end
+turns toward Ss
of the semester it’s< your last chance:.
+points
+
((light laug[hter))]
[right?] this is your last chance
to learn this. no:bo:dy else is gonna teach
+shakes hands+
you this. [walks toward Ss, turns to screen
[((light laughter))
[walks to front of room
[that’s [true:: heh heh
[(
[
)
+gazes to TR
[turns toward OL, smiles
(tell) something with details
(
[
)
]
[gazes to screen] o:ka:y.=may↑be.
quick nod maybe. u:m this one
+points to screen
this first definition says, (0.8)
+walks toward screen

In lines 01-04, TR provides part of the strategy to students: you need to go to your
dictionary um and find what. a word or a definition that fits what. It is with the second
what that TI signals that students should respond; rather than continuing the turn, she
leaves space and gestures toward the students, inviting them to supply the what.
However, no verbal response is immediately forthcoming. Lily, who has begun nodding
during TI’s turn, continues nodding—not a fitted response to an information-seeking
question. After a 0.7-second gap (line 08), TI produces a further prompt in line 09,
supplying the beginning of the phrase that students will need in order to respond, the,
although she does not provide a content-related clue. Another gap ensues (line 10). Heidi
responds non-verbally, making a circling gesture over her textbook that may refer to the
sought-after term, context (line 11). TR finally supplies the term herself in lines 12-13,
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lowering her voice while employing exaggerated stress and sound stretching, as she
opens her arms out to the sides. The prosody and accompanying gesture seem to suggest
that this is an answer that students should have found obvious and verbalized quickly; the
class had, in fact, discussed context as they tackled the previous focal word (not shown).
In her following utterances, TR addresses students’ apparent lack of engagement
(in spite of the question having an “easy” answer), asking the whole class in lines 16-17,
do you wanna try to participate a little bit more? After noting and problematizing the
lack of verbal participation, TR attributes two negative perspectives to students. TR first
asks, or are you nervous because of the cameras? (lines 17-18), offering one potential
characterization of students’ current feelings and one account for their lack of
participation (i.e., they may feel inhibited by the presence of the cameras for the purposes
of the research). Her smile at the end of the question has a mitigating effect and may
suggest that she does not take this to be the most likely reason; nevertheless, she does
acknowledge and validate a potential concern for students. Several students reject this
suggestion, and some laugh (lines 20-21). Having formatted the utterance as a question,
and having left space for students to respond, TI elicits some verbal participation.
In lines 22-23, TR attributes a second possible perspective to students, also in the
form of a question: or are you giving up because it’s the end of the semester?
Characterizing students’ current attitude as giving up is more pessimistic, given the
finality of the description, yet the addition of because it’s the end of the semester offers
an account for such an attitude. Here again, TR affiliates with students by displaying that
she is able to imagine their perspective. At least one student verbally confirms by
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repeating end of the semester (line 24), at which point TR laughs and smiles (lines 2526); other students laugh as well (line 28).
After acknowledging perspectives that may underlie topic/task disengagement,
and eliciting some participation, TR proceeds to respond (to one or both) by offering an
alternative perspective on the importance of engaging with the task. Although there is no
contrastive discourse marker here, as seen in earlier extracts (e.g., Extract 4.7), note the
markedly different prosody: TR initiates her turn in line 29 with higher pitch and greater
speed, setting it off from her prior talk. She reframes the end of the semester not as a time
to “give up,” but as a last chance to learn, emphasizing chance with marked stress and by
pointing toward students (lines 31-32). She elaborates on this point in lines 34-37: This is
the last chance for students to learn the current topic; nobody else will teach it to them
(the course is, in fact, the last reading course before students complete the ESL program).
Although some light laughter can still be heard, perhaps in response to TR’s prosodically
and gesturally marked delivery and extreme case formulations (Pomerantz, 1986), TR has
delivered an urgent reminder of the importance of engaging with the material. This elicits
at least one aligning assessment, that’s true, from a student in line 41. It also prompts talk
relevant to the pedagogic task (i.e., understanding the meaning of the target vocabulary
word sophisticated in context), as Olivia self-selects to suggest a possible definition for
the word (lines 42-43, lines 45-46). TR receipts Olivia’s response and evaluates it as a
possibility before inviting the class to consider all definitions on screen and continuing
the whole-class discussion (lines 47-51). Thus, in this extract, the teacher is able to
respond to lack of engagement with a current task, acknowledging, accounting for, and
validating what students may currently be feeling, while at the same time recruiting
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verbal participation and encouraging them to continue to view the task (and perhaps, the
remainder of their classwork at the end of this semester) as valuable.
The last case to be presented reflects a different trajectory as the teacher responds
to student disengagement while attempting to initiate a new task. In contrast to the prior
two extracts, in which the teachers’ use of voicing serves to elicit participation that aligns
with their own current agendas, the teacher in Extract 4.9 modifies his agenda in light of
the “actual” student perspective that he uncovers. Prior to the start of the extract (from the
same class session as Extract 4.7), the intermediate skills class had worked with useful
expressions for giving a presentation. TI then announced that students would be giving
their own presentations in class that day. This announcement elicited some displays of
surprise from students (not shown). TI attempted to reassure students by assessing the
task as not difficult, and proceeded to read the textbook instructions to convince them;
the instructions ask students to present to a partner about a historical place that they have
visited. As Extract 4.9a begins, TI continues to face resistance from students, prompting
him to revise his own initial assessment to match the student perspective (lines 20-22 and
lines 28-29).
Extract 4.9a (Intermediate Skills, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

TI:
MI?:
TI:

MA:
MI?:
ER:

TI:

it's very ea:sy.=ri[ght?
+opens palms
[(syl) (hh)
(1.0)-TI holds open palms; Ss gaze to books
.tch right?
...open palms
(0.5)-TI holds open palms
[frowns
[historical,
histori(h)c [pla(hh)ce (syl syl)
+gazes to TI
+gazes down, hand to head
+smiles
[gazes to ER?
it's so wha:t?
...open palms
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

MI:
TI:
TI:



MI:

MA:
TI:
SA:
MA:
TI:
MA:
TI:

TI:
SA:



(0.5)-TI holds open palms
↑topic [is not (.) easy. (hh)
[gazes to MI
(1.5)-TI gazes to book with palms open
>you don't think this is easy?
+gazes to Ss
...open palms
(not topic)
(1.0)-TI gazes to book then Ss with open
palms; Ss gaze to books
gazes to TI
(0.2)
you guys don't wanna give a presentation?
+shakes head
gazes to TI
(0.5)
shakes head slightly
<what about [if it's just more of like a
+extends arms, moves hands back and forth
[hh
conversation with your partner.
+open palms
(2.8)-gazes to Ss with open palms;
Ss gaze at TI or books
o:h gu:ys. come o:n.
+smiles and drops hands to book in lap
hh hh hh .hh
+smiles
(1.0)-TI gazes to book

In line 01, TI produces the assessment it’s very easy as part of a confirmationseeking question; the tag right at the end, delivered with final rising intonation, conveys
the assumption that students share this perspective, and the utterance is designed to elicit
agreement. However, no aligning response is forthcoming. TI continues to gaze at the
students with open palms (line 04) before repeating the right tag (lines 05-06). Instead of
affiliating with TI’s stance on the task, however, one student can be seen frowning, while
two others repeat versions of the phrase historical place from the prompt; Erika’s
production is interspersed with laughter as she touches her forehead to her hand (lines 0812). Here are the first signs that students are treating a particular aspect of the next task as
problematic—the requirement to present on a historical place, which could be particularly
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difficult without advance preparation. TI initiates repair and waits for a response (lines
14-16), which he finally receives in the form of an assessment from Mina, who states that
the topic is not easy (line 17), challenging TI’s global evaluation of the task as very easy.
In response, TI appears to refer back to the prompt in the textbook (line 19) before
voicing the stance that students have actually conveyed: you don’t think this is easy?
(lines 20-22). TI attributes the perspective that the task is not easy directly to the students
(you don’t think). Although the negative structure and the questioning intonation convey
some surprise at this perspective, the description acknowledges the fact that students are
treating the task as problematic and invites a response. Mina answers TI’s question,
seeming to repeat her earlier assessment that the topic is hard (line 23); however, no other
students produce a clear response, and those visible on camera do not meet TI’s gaze
(lines 24-25).
Addressing the lack of response, TI produces a second voicing of the student
perspective in lines 28-29: you guys don’t wanna give a presentation? Although only the
topic had been explicitly problematized by students, TI’s deduction that students do not
want to give a presentation at all is responsive to the ongoing lack of verbal participation
and resistance to starting the task. By abandoning his own original assessment of the task
as very easy, TI performs the affiliative work of recognizing the “actual” student
perspective on the task. Similar to you don’t think this is easy, the utterance you guys
don’t wanna give a presentation is formatted as a question with final rising intonation
and is designed to recruit (some) verbal participation—at the very least, an answer to the
question. However, it receives only one delayed response from Maria, in the form of
slight head shaking (line 32). Declining to participate in a pedagogic task is a delicate
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action for students to undertake in the classroom, a fact that may account for the
indirectness and minimal verbal participation at this point.
TI again treats the non-responses as a sign of unwillingness to engage in the task
by redefining it as more of like a conversation with a partner—a seemingly less daunting
task than giving a presentation (lines 33-34, 36-37). While TI continues to pursue his
agenda of recruiting verbal participation and securing agreement to complete the task,
students produce no verbal or non-verbal acknowledgement; they continue to gaze at TI
or their textbooks (lines 38-39). In lines 40-41, TI produces a display of exasperation, oh
guys. come on, mitigated with a smile.
At this point, it is clear that TI’s agenda of having students begin even a modified
version of the task is in conflict with students’ actual perspective on the task demands. In
response to the lack of alignment, TI could continue to pursue this original agenda and
instruct students to begin the task, in spite of their resistance to it. Instead, TI pursues a
middle road, first offering a counter-perspective stressing the value of the task (as shown
in Extracts 4.9b and 4.9c) and then postponing the task to another day (as shown in
Extract 4.9c). Extract 4.9b is a continuation of Extract 4.9a.
Extract 4.9b
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

((5 lines omitted; TI gazes to students))
TI:
u::m. <why don't we- okay.=<we won't give a
presentation. okay?
(0.4)
TI:
all right?
(0.8)-TI gazes down, then to Ss
TI:
<we won't give a presentation.
(0.3)
TI:
BU:t. (1.2)-gazes down you should lea:rn
+gazes to Ss
+taps page in book
these things for the test.
+turns book to face Ss while pointing to page
↑hh hh hh hh hh okay?
+smiles
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65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

SA:
MA:
SA:
TI:

SA:
TI:

TI:

ma(h)ybe we [should pre(h)sen[ta:tion? guys,
+gazes to TI +gazes to Ss
[hh
hh hh=
+gazes to TI, smiling
yeah.=i mean you need to know these for the
+turns book to face him and lowers
+points to page
test.
hhh o(h)kay.
...gazes to TI
that's why: i wanted you to practice using
them.=so that you would remember them for the
°test.° u::m, (0.5) .tch bu:t if you don't
wanna do it.=that's fine. just at ho:me, (0.5)
+points to page+
study these and >you know i'm gonna give you<
+points
+ +nods
homework.
(0.3)
and remember them.=okay?

In lines 50-51, TI announces: we won’t give a presentation. His subsequent okay
and all right, ending in rising intonation (lines 51 and 53), could elicit agreement from
students, but none is forthcoming, and TI repeats his announcement in line 55. However,
while TI has changed his current agenda, he does not allow students’ negative perspective
on the task to stand as the last word. With a contrastive and prosodically marked but, TI
proceeds to offer a counter-perspective, asserting the value of the task by advising
students that they should still learn the expressions that they would have used for an
upcoming test (lines 57-61). Although the advice is mitigated with laughter and smiling
(lines 62-63), TI stresses the importance of the task content. Samantha responds by
jokingly suggesting to other students that they should do the task (given that the material
will be tested) (lines 64-65). No one, including TI, takes up this suggestion, however. TI
proceeds with his revised agenda: He stresses again the importance of learning the
material for the test (lines 69-72), which becomes an account for his original intention of
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doing the task in today’s class (lines 75-77), and advises students to study at home and to
expect homework (lines 78-82).
As shown in Extract 4.9c (a continuation of Extract 4.9b), after a final directive to
remember the expressions, TI goes on to produce another contrastive but before he
announces that he would still like to do the task (lines 85-88). TI proceeds to articulate
the value of the activity from another perspective, pointing out that students are from
different countries and have visited interesting places that the class could benefit from
learning about (partly shown in lines 141-143). After accounting for the value of the task
in this way, TI presents a new solution: postponing the task to enable students to prepare.
Extract 4.9c
85
TI:
u:m BU:t what
i w- i still
86
+gazes to book +points to book
87
would like to do: number fi:ve.
88
+gazes to Ss
89
HA:
o:kay.
90
+gazes down
((49 lines omitted; TI explains the value of learning
about different countries))
141
TI:
u:m so i think it- it'd be great to share (.)
142
...gazes to Ss
143
some of these things.=okay? (0.2) u:m144
<maybe we can do that for homework instead.
145
SA:
(much) better.=(you know?)
146
TI:
because the:n you can find some
147
pictu:[:res, and
148
HA:
[>ye[a:h.<
149
SA:
[yeah,
150
TI:
things like that?
151
SA?
>m[hm.<
152
TI:
[and we'll do tha:t on like monday?=after the
153
test?
154
HA:
oh. [↑yeah.
155
+gazes to TI
156
+nods
157
SA:
[(okay)
158
+nods
159
ER:
[↑m. ↑m.
160
+nods
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In lines 141-144, TI arrives at the logical conclusion of his assertion of the value
of the task and proposes an alternative: maybe we can do that for homework instead. The
suggestion is immediately responded to in a positive manner by Samantha, who evaluates
it as (much) better (line 145). TI continues to account for his revised plan, in line with
Samantha’s evaluation of better, noting that students will be able to undertake
preparation at home such as finding pictures to enhance their presentation (lines 146-147,
150). This elicits agreement from Samantha and Hanna (lines 148-149), as does TI’s
announcement (lines 152-153) of a specific, later time for the presentation (see lines 154160 for student responses). Note the contrast with students’ (non-)responses to the initial
proposal of conducting the presentation in today’s class in Extract 4.9a. Students are once
again participating verbally, and teacher and students are in alignment with regard to the
current and future pedagogic agenda.
Considering Extracts 4.9a-4.9c together, we observe TI responding to students’
disengagement from or resistance to a new task by acknowledging it and eliciting some
verbal participation, articulating the importance of the task, and proposing a new plan for
completing the task that the class agrees to implement. Voicing the student perspective is
thus a step in modifying the teacher’s agenda and taking into account students’ actual
concerns in a responsive manner. The teacher ultimately manages to frame the task as
valuable, even though he postpones it, and secure students’ verbal commitment to
engaging with it in the near future.
As the extracts discussed in this section have illustrated, teachers may voice the
(potential) student perspective to both affiliate with students and recruit their verbal
participation. The practice may be employed pre-emptively or responsively to recruit
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participation in the context of prompts that may be difficult for students to respond to
(Extracts 4.4-4.5) or in cases where responding may involve some delicacy (Extract 4.6);
the practice may also be employed responsively to manage task disengagement, with
teachers attributing perspectives directly to students (Extracts 4.7-4.9) as they pursue
participation. As shown, in an effort to recruit participation—and perhaps promote
continuing/future engagement—teachers often undertake additional work to reframe
tasks. Once made public, a potentially negative student perspective can be countered in
service of the teacher’s agenda (even if that agenda must be adapted).

Discussion

This chapter has illustrated one practice through which teachers simultaneously
attend to fostering positive relationships with students while recruiting their attention and
participation, in particular when topics or tasks pose a challenge or when students appear
disengaged. First and foremost, voicing the student perspective is an affiliative practice:
By producing assessments of topic/task difficulty, or attributing negative
attitudes/feelings related to topics/tasks directly to students, teachers acknowledge
student viewpoints and concerns, thus legitimizing or validating perspectives that
students may be hesitant to verbalize. In some cases, teachers anticipate these
perspectives, pro-actively placing themselves in their students’ shoes. In other cases,
teachers respond to signs that students themselves are treating a topic/task as problematic,
such as delayed or absent answers, laughter, or occasionally, assessments of task
difficulty, displaying to students that their concerns have been heard.
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In addition to affiliating with students, voicing the student perspective can enable
teachers to pursue engagement in spite of the acknowledged difficulties. Prior to
launching complicated explanations of complex topics, producing an assessment of
topic/task difficulty (e.g., the second part maybe is a little bit more confusing or number
seven. the crazy one) encourages and prepares students to devote the attention necessary
to understand the topic. In addition, when teachers seek responses to difficult or delicate
questions, assessments of task difficulty (e.g., it’s tricky or it’s hard right?) can both
challenge students to participate and make it safer for them to do so. Finally, attributing
negative attitudes/feelings to students (e.g., you guys are probably sick of this or you guys
don’t wanna give a presentation?) may form part of the teacher’s response to signs of
task disengagement, enabling the teacher to recruit participation and re-engage the class.
Whether the teacher’s aim is to prepare students for a challenging topic or recruit
participation, giving voice to the student perspective creates space for teachers to respond
to that perspective, as they do in a number of the extracts presented (i.e., Extracts 4.2-4.3,
and 4.6-4.9). Teachers routinely present contrasting perspectives that assure students of
the topic’s learnability (e.g., it’s actually a pretty simple idea) or the task’s value (e.g.,
it’s your last chance to learn this). In articulating both the student perspective and a
counter-perspective, teachers essentially enact the “dialogue” that they might have had if
students themselves had verbalized that a topic or task was hard, boring, or that they felt
like “giving up.” In this way, teachers not only seek to promote students’ current and
future engagement by pivoting to a more positive perspective, but they also arguably
perform further affiliative work. Because the teachers in these cases first acknowledge
difficulties and potential problems, their subsequent assurances may be heard not as
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platitudes or disconnected lectures but as useful suggestions grounded in real insight into
the student perspective.
In sum, what I hope to have illustrated in this chapter is one small way in which
relational concerns are addressed within, or interwoven with, the regular instructional
business of the classroom (see also Lo, 2019; Nguyen, 2007; Tadic & Box, 2019;
Waring, 2014a). Teachers are routinely advised to frame lessons for students (and
particularly for adult students) by informing them of the objectives of pedagogic tasks in
order to promote and facilitate engagement (Center for Applied Linguistics, 2015). This
chapter suggests an additional aspect that may be part of framing instruction, namely,
teacher talk about the experience of engaging with a topic or task, or what/how students
(might) think/feel about it. Voicing the student perspective can be an efficient means of
not only connecting with students but also preparing them for, and promoting their
engagement with, current challenges and challenges to come.
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V – BINDING STUDENT CONTRIBUTIONS

Introduction

Teachers are advised to carefully plan lesson objectives, content, and activities,
and even to script their instructions and explanations, taking into account their students’
needs and potential responses. Yet, even when student contributions are constrained by a
particular task type or participation structure (for example, during what Seedhouse [2004]
terms form-and-accuracy-focused episodes in the language classroom), the teacher can
never entirely predict who will say what, or precisely how an individual’s contribution
might relate to the instructional agenda or other students’ contributions. Being responsive
in the moment—working with what students actually say and do—is undoubtedly a
challenge in pedagogic interaction but also an opportunity for pursuing engagement and
facilitating understanding, for the individual and for the group (Waring, 2016). In this
vein, research on classroom interaction has seen a growing interest in the question of how
teachers might respond to student participation in ways that go beyond mere assessments
of the accuracy or quality of that participation (e.g., Boyd, 2012; Can Daşkin, 2015;
Creider, 2016; Fagan, 2015; Walsh, 2002; Walsh & Li, 2013; Waring, 2014a).
This chapter presents one teacher practice for “working with” learner participation
in the classroom—binding student contributions. I use the term binding to refer to
marking a connection, using verbal and/or embodied resources, between talk produced by
a student and teacher explanation, other student contributions, or other students’
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identities. By employing the practice of binding, the teacher can attend to multiple
demands, including acknowledging the contribution of an individual speaker, promoting
the understanding and engagement of others, and advancing their pedagogic agenda.
In the following analysis, nine extracts featuring the practice, drawn from a larger
collection of 23 cases, will be presented. The focal extracts come from three classes
represented in the dataset: the grammar class in the academic ESL program and the
intermediate skills and advanced skills classes in the community-based ESL program (see
Chapter III for additional background).1 The analysis will demonstrate how teachers bind
student contributions and 1) teacher explanations or 2) other student contributions or
aspects of other students’ identities. I will argue that by “spotlighting” connections
between one student’s talk and the discourse or identities of other participants, teachers
work to engage both the individual and (others in) the group.

Binding Student Contributions and Teacher Explanations

The most commonly observed form of binding (15 cases) involves marking a
connection between a student contribution and teacher explanation. In this section, four
such examples will be presented, revealing how teachers interweave references to student
talk within their own explications of pedagogically-relevant topics and themes. Binding
may occur as teachers link their explanations to a just-prior student contribution; as they
embed references to student contributions within their explanations; or as they reference
student contributions following their explanatory talk. By highlighting such connections,
the teacher is able to acknowledge an individual’s contribution while enhancing
coherence and promoting the whole group’s understanding of the ongoing interaction and
1

Only one instance of this practice was identified in the data from the fourth class, the reading class.
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pedagogic focus. In addition, binding may also serve as a resource for moving the lesson
forward, helping the teacher to complete pedagogic topics and tasks and shift to new
ones.

Binding Following Student Talk
Teachers may employ binding as they respond to a just-prior student turn, linking
the student contribution to further explication of pedagogically-relevant content. Extract
5.1, from the grammar class taught by TG, provides such an example while also
highlighting another facet of binding’s multi-functional potential—enabling the teacher
to resume a shift to a new phase of a pedagogic task.
Prior to the start of the extract, the class had been reviewing answers to a
grammar exercise on definite and indefinite articles. During the review, TG had initiated
a discussion of the term gap year, which appeared in one of the exercise items, and asked
if any students had taken one. While some students shared negative reviews of their
experiences, Christina offered a positive perspective on taking time away from studying
(not shown). At the start of the extract, TG appears to be attempting to close down the
discussion and move forward with the answer-checking—note his gazing and reaching
for the handout as early as line 05. Ultimately, TG will engage in binding to connect a
further contribution from Christina (lines 14, 16, and 20) to information about American
culture—a frequent topic of teacher informings in this class—as he moves to resume his
prior agenda.
Extract 5.1 (Grammar, Session 1)
01
02
03
04
05

TG:
RI:
TG:

yeah. it’s like, (0.3) y’know, where’re you
going to be working if you don’t go to sch↑ool.
nods
↑(y[eah.)
+gazes/reaches to handout on table
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06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

KA:
TG:
RI:

TG:
CH:
TG:
CH:
GI:
TG:
CH:
TG:
GI?:
TG:


S?:
TG:

[↓mcdonald’s. [t(h): heh heh heh
[yeah. mcdonal[d’s.
+smiles/gazes to KA
[(mcdonald’s)
+mimes flipping
[(flipping burgers)
...mimes flipping burgers
[picks up handout from table, gazes to paper
at least [i think
[ i app]reciate this class
[gaze to CH [w]
a lot more than i did twenty years [ago.
]
[oh yes.]
me too.
YEA:H. [.hh wel-]
[i took ] twenty years gap yea(hhh)r.
you took a twenty year gap year.
+nods
heh heh heh [heh
]
[very cool. ] u::h,
+gazes down
i think that’s one a- also one of the
+gazes to Ss
great things about america:n colleges,
especially community colleges, when
you take your regular classes, you’re
gonna see that you have (.) eighteen
nineteen twenty, a:nd (.) thirty: forty:
fifty: sixty:: (.) seventy year olds all
in the same class. we believe in lifelong
learning. in the u s.
right.
so, y’know, you’re never too old to: start
(.) college. you’re never too old to start
+gazes to handout
>a new career.<=part ↑b:::. ((continues))

In lines 07 and 08, TG briefly abandons his move to resume answer-checking to
address students who had responded to his rhetorical question (where’re you going to be
working if you don’t go to school, lines 01-02): Kara answers McDonald’s, and Rick
enacts burger flipping (lines 06 and lines 09-12). As Rick continues to mime burger
flipping, TG’s embodied conduct suggests a readiness to move on: In line 13, he gazes to
and picks up the exercise handout. However, Christina self-selects again to expand on her
prior point, noting a benefit of taking a “break” (although not a gap year per se) from
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school. She states that she appreciates the current class a lot more now than she did, or
would have, twenty years ago (lines 14 and 16). As she produces this turn, TG gazes to
her; he produces a cut-off but does not otherwise attempt to reclaim the floor (line 15).
After another student expresses agreement with Christina in lines 17-18, the teacher
utters a loud yeah that endorses this more positive perspective (line 19). He takes an inbreath but again cuts himself off as Christina continues with a humorous comment on her
experience that directly references the topic that TG had originally introduced: I took
twenty years gap year (line 20).
Thus far, TG has allowed for students to continue talk on the gap year topic. In
lines 21 and 24-25, he may again be moving toward closing the topic and resuming the
answer-checking as he responds to Christina. He repeats Christina’s contribution with a
smile, followed by a very cool. While uttering this positive assessment that aligns with
Christina’s own stance, note that he also gazes down, dividing verbal and non-verbal
resources to simultaneously attend to responding and to “moving on” (see Chapter VI,
Resource Splitting). When he gazes up, it is to address the class, yet his initial TCU
remains responsive to Christina’s just-prior talk: I think that’s one a- also one of the great
things about American colleges especially community colleges (lines 26-29). The
pronoun that refers to Christina’s contribution, while the adverb also indicates that an
additional, related point will be forthcoming. While thus continuing to acknowledge
Christina’s contribution, TG also establishes a connection between the experience that
she described and a positive feature (one of the great things) of college education in the
U.S., and in particular, the type of college where the class is taking place. TG goes on to
provide information about this aspect of American culture. He notes that when students
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take their regular, or non-ESL classes, they will encounter students of all ages (lines 2934), and he ties this feature to an American belief in the value of lifelong learning (lines
34-35). Christina’s personal experience of returning to school later in adulthood is thus
characterized—for the benefit of the whole class—as representative of a more general
and positive feature of the American education system and American values.
In addition to responding to Christina and informing the class, one could say that
TG also leverages the connection to resume his agenda of moving on with answerchecking. By binding Christina’s contribution to explication of general information
relevant to the whole class, TG also reclaims the floor with a multi-unit turn. As he brings
this turn to a close by illustrating the concept of lifelong learning with you’re never too
old to start college or a new career, he also gazes down to the handout in his hand (lines
37-40). He speeds up at the end of the turn, and then announces the move to part b with
marked prosody (line 40). Thus, rather than closing the topic abruptly after a student
contribution, the teacher further validates that contribution by building on it before
proceeding with his agenda. This extract illustrates the multi-functional potential of
binding as a practice not only for responding to an individual contribution and tying it to
explanation of relevance to the whole group but also for smoothly advancing to the next
phase of a pedagogic task.

Binding Embedded in Teacher Explanation
In addition to forming part of the teacher’s response to just-prior student talk,
references to previous student contributions may also be embedded in teacher
explanatory turns related to the pedagogic focus. Two examples of binding in such a
context will be presented. In the first, the teacher’s use of binding to connect a general
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concept to a specific student example also mitigates the closing down of an ongoing
student contribution. Extract 5.2 comes from the advanced skills class taught by TA. As
the extract begins, the class is engaged in whole-group discussion about the artwork that
serves as “cover art” for the textbook chapter that they will work through in the lesson.
Maya is in the midst of a telling/informing about artists who copy other works or pictures
but do not create “original” works. TA engages as a recipient of the telling even as she
works to make a new vocabulary item available to the whole class and launch further
explanation, in part through the use of binding. (See also Chapter VI for a discussion of
the practice of resource splitting within this stretch of interaction.)
Extract 5.2 (Advanced Skills, Session 1)
01
MA:
what they're doing is not creating their own
02
piece of a:rt.=but just >(you know)< they have
03
a- .hh (.) >you know< [y- if you give your
04
TA:
[gazes to MA/picks up
05
marker
06
MA:
picture?=and they can paint your (0.2) .hh
07
they can08
(0.5)-TA gaze down, opens marker, gaze to MA
09
MA:
.hh <take a [picture. [you know? (0.2)
10
TA:
[nods
[nods/turns to board
11
MA:
[but u:h (syl syl syl)
]
12
TA:
[.hh so what you're seeing here::,]
13
+turns toward Ss with lt arm out/palm up
14
MA:
[exactly.
]
15
TA:

[glance/nod to MA] that maya pointed ou:t it's
16
+turns to board
17
actually a <replication?> right? so::18
+writes 'replication' on board
((9 lines omitted; TA writes/says ‘replication’/‘replicating’))
19
TA:
a:nd that's a type of a:rt to:o?=
20
+turns/gazes to Ss
21
EM?:
=>m[hm<
22
TA:
[right? taki::ng u:m- (0.3) .tch you know
23
some art schools tea:ch- teach art in that wa:y
24
as well,=you try different, .hh (0.2) you take25
.hh you try to: replicate a picasso:, u::m or a
26
van go::gh or a mone::t, >right?< these famous
27
painte:rs, mary cassatt, .hh u:m- ((swallows))
28
(0.2)-gestures painting with brush
29
a:nd you try: to mimic (0.2) their <style,>
30
...gestures painting
+
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Ss:

.hh and in doing so some people believe that
.hh you know you'll::- (.) kind o::f
+tilts head
+moves open
palms back and forth (0.5) >figure out< what
your style [#is too.#
[nod

In lines 01-03, Maya continues her description of “artists” who do not create
original art. She adds that if you provide a picture, they can paint your, which she repairs
to, they can take your picture (lines 06-07 and 09). She appears to be describing
producing a painting from a photograph (which would require skill but might not be
considered an original work of art). Note that as early as lines 04-05, TA prepares to
initiate a shift in pedagogic focus by picking up her marker to write on the board;
however, she simultaneously remains an engaged recipient in the telling through, for
example, keeping her gaze directed to Maya (line 04) and nodding even as she turns to
the board in line 10.
As TA turns back to face the class, she does not respond directly to Maya’s justprior turn but launches pedagogically-relevant explanation. She produces a framing
phrase to set up for her introduction of a new term for the class: so what you’re seeing
here (line 12). The so-prefacing, along with the use of the verb see and the deictic here,
seems to direct the whole group to return focus to the cover art on the chapter handout,
the starting point of the discussion. Maya, however, does continue her turn in overlap in
lines 11 and 14 with TA’s move to reclaim the floor and address the whole class.
Orienting to this talk in overlap, TA returns her gaze to Maya, acknowledging her
contribution once more with a nod, before turning back to the board and adding an
explicit, verbal link to Maya’s prior contribution: that Maya pointed out (lines 15-16).
The insertion of this relative clause within the teacher’s explanation gives Maya credit for
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the example that she has provided and the general concept that TA is about to introduce.
By using a third-person reference form, the student’s name, TA designs the utterance for
the whole group. In this way, she is able to both acknowledge an individual speaker for
supplying an informative description as well as alert the whole group that a pedagogic
point related to earlier talk is forthcoming—in this case, a general term, replication, that
applies to the example provided by the student as well as the cover art for the textbook
chapter.
TA proceeds to write on the board and pronounce two forms of the focal word
(partly shown in lines 17-18). She then offers further, detailed explanation, characterizing
replication as a type of art too (line 19) and a method for teaching new artists (lines 2224). She uses another form of the focal word, the verb replicate, as she gives examples of
famous artists whose styles might be copied (lines 25-30) so that new artists can find
their own styles (lines 31-36). Her explanation is followed by further discussion of the
concept of “replication” in writing (not shown). TA’s use of binding thus serves multiple
functions, including continuing to acknowledge an individual contribution, mitigating
TA’s disengagement from that individual, and making connections for the benefit of the
whole group. The teacher here links a detailed description and example offered by a
student to a general, pedagogically-relevant term, which is further linked to additional
examples and contextualizing information.
In this next example of binding within a teacher explanatory turn, the teacher
highlights a connection to an earlier student contribution while also managing a lack of
verbal participation, thus moving the task forward. The extract comes from the
intermediate skills class, taught by TI. The class has been discussing questions from the
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textbook related to why presentations are given in various contexts (students had
previously discussed the questions in pairs). At the start of the extract, Hanna is providing
a personal example of a type of presentation that she has given at work (lines 01-02, line
05, and lines 07-09). The group also discusses giving presentations in class (not shown).
After TI asks the final question in lines 11-16 about the purpose of giving a presentation
at the meeting of a local club or town council, note the lack of aligning responses from
students. TI ultimately moves past this difficult moment by referencing Hanna’s earlier
contribution.
Extract 5.3 (Intermediate Skills, Session 3)
01
HA:
=so i fou::nd the pro:blems, a::nd te:ll to
02
everybody, (0.2) .hh how i- (u:n) (0.8) n:
03
SA:
how you solved it.
04
(3.0)-HA gazes down
05
HA:
(it was almost-) (1.0) presentation.
06
(0.4)
07
HA:
my:- (0.2) my duty wa::s .hh to find
08
problems. a::nd make decisions.
09
+gazes to TI
10
TI:
(1.0)-nods
((32 lines of discussion omitted))
11
TI:
U::m,- (0.2) <okay.=why do we give u::h
12
...gazes to book
13
presentatio:::ns, <why would we give a
14
presentation at a meeti:ng of at a local clu:b
15
or a town council.
16
+gazes to Ss
17
(1.0)-TI gazes to Ss; HA/ER are gazing down
18
SA:
(i go(h)t no idea(h)) HH
19
+smiles
20
(0.8)-TI gazes to Ss; SA gazes down
21
SA?:
hhh
22
...gazes down
23
(0.7)-TI gazes to Ss
24
TI:

<i think it's the sa:me thi:ng that- gazes,
25
extends arm toward HA .tch u::h
26
+gazes to Ss
27
[>hanna was talking about.<=[usually
28
ER/SA:
[gaze to TI
29
HA:
[gazes to TI
30
TI:
it's some kind of problem? <and you're
31
proposing some kind of solution?=
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38

SA:
HA:
TI:

=>yeah.<
ye[ah.
[u::m a::nd u::m you want people to hea:r
what (.) >your possible solution is.< u::m,=so:
again.=i think it's a distribution of
information. (.h) okay.=good. u::m,
((continues))

As TI reads the last question, he shifts his gaze from the book to the students,
awaiting responses but not selecting any particular student to answer (lines 11-16). A 1.0second gap ensues, and some students continue to gaze down at their books (line 17).
Samantha self-selects, but appears to produce a non-answer, interspersed with laughter
(possibly, I got no idea) (lines 18-19). Further gaps ensue (lines 20 and 23). The lack of
substantive responses from students may be related to the unfamiliarity of the context
(e.g., a town council meeting versus the workplace or school) and/or the fact that this is
the last in a series of similar questions with similar answers.
Whatever the cause of the lack of aligning participation, TI’s “solution” is to
provide an explanation himself, but notably, he does so by referencing an earlier student
contribution. In line 24, he begins his answer by marking a similarity to earlier talk: I
think it’s the same thing. He then gazes and gestures toward Hanna before shifting his
gaze to other students and adding the relative clause: that Hanna was talking about (lines
24-27). Similar to TA in Extract 5.2, TI gives a student (Hanna) credit for forthcoming
teacher explication, once again acknowledging her earlier contribution while indicating
its relevance to the textbook question at hand. At the same time, the use of the student’s
name, a third-person reference form, indicates that the utterance is addressed to the whole
class. The explication is thus marked as related to a previous question, related to Hanna’s
earlier contribution, and relevant for all—verbally and non-verbally.
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During TI’s turn, note that the students, including Hanna, begin shifting their gaze
to him (lines 28-29). TI proceeds to elaborate on the connection, incorporating language
previously used by Hanna in her example (some kind of problem and you’re proposing
some kind of solution, lines 27 and 30-31). (The concept of solving the problem is first
suggested by another student, Samantha, in line 03; Hanna’s explanation of make
decisions in line 08 is semantically related.) This elicits aligning and confirming
responses from both Hanna and Samantha (lines 32-33). TI provides some further
explication of the rationale for giving such a presentation (you want people to hear what
your possible solution is, lines 34-35), connecting to a more general point (presentations
involve distribution of information, lines 35-37) that he had made earlier (not shown)
before moving to initiate a new pedagogic task (partly shown in lines 37-38). Through
the use of binding, TI succeeds in furthering his current agenda and eliciting at least brief
verbal participation from students. He does so by referencing a prior student contribution,
essentially inserting a “student answer” into a slot where one was not forthcoming in
order to move the task forward. At the same time, use of binding offers additional
acknowledgement to an individual student and makes the connection between student
talk and the pedagogic focus salient for the whole class.

Binding Following Teacher Explanation
The final example in this section will show that, in addition to being embedded
within teacher explanation, references to student contributions may also follow teacher
explanation. In this environment, binding may facilitate summarizing and moving on.
Extract 5.4 comes from the intermediate skills class taught by TI. The class had been
reviewing rules for changing direct to indirect, or reported, speech. TI, with input from
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the students, had changed an example of reported speech written on the board into direct
speech. The reported speech example (Dummet, Hughes, & Stephenson, 2015) was:
Obama told an audience that by the mid-2030s, the U.S. would send humans to Mars; the
class rewrote it in direct speech as: Obama told an audience that, “By the mid-2030s, the
U.S. will send humans to Mars.” Note that this example does not involve a change in
verb tense (e.g., from simple present to simple past) as most examples have but rather a
change in the modal verb.
After acknowledging that the direct speech example uses the simple future tense,
at the start of the extract (line 03), TI encourages students to see the verb in a different
way, based not on its tense but on its components (beginning in line 06). As TI begins to
wrap up his explanation, he refers to a formulation used by a student, Hanna, about 30
minutes earlier to describe would send: past future (not shown). At the time, TI said that
he did not agree (there is, in fact, no such tense label) but would explain. By reconnecting in this moment to Hanna’s earlier talk, TI both acknowledges her contribution
and offers another perspective that may benefit the whole group’s understanding of a
complex grammatical topic.
Extract 5.4 (Intermediate Skills, Session 2)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14

TI:

MI:
TI:

it’s something to think about here.
...moves open palms back and forth+
turns to board yes this is future simple,
+points to board
+
+gazes Ss
but really what we’re looking at here
+gazes to board
+points to board
is the present modal [↑plus the base.
+gazes to Ss
[nods
so when we go::: (0.2) to:: reported
+gazes to board
+points to reported speech example
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37



MI:
TI:



HA:
TI:

TI:
MI:

TI:

TI:



↑speech we’re gonna put this present
+points to direct speech example
+walks to end of board
modal into the past modal. so::,
...walks partly off camera
+points to reported ex. + +turns to Ss
it’s still [<ki::nd of li:ke> (0.2) futu::re
[nods
but <↓in the past.>
(0.2)
nods slightly
(0.2)
°>right?<° >and i think that’s what you said.
+points to HA
(0.4)-HA nods/smiles slightly
°yeah. u:m° oka:y? [do you understand that?
[nods
°yeah.°
...nods
o:kay.
+gazes to board
(0.4)
.hh all right:.

In lines 01-10, TI seeks to ensure the whole group’s attention by marking his
forthcoming talk as something to think about; he then notes that while will send is in the
simple future tense, it is composed of the present modal plus the base [verb].
Characterizing the verb in structural terms enables him to account for the transformation
of will to would in reported speech, which he does in a so-prefaced utterance: so…we’re
gonna put this present modal into the past modal (lines 12-18). Following his detailed
explanation, TI produces another so in line 18 and a more general description of the
reported speech example: it’s still kind of like future (line 21). Note the hedging (kind of
like), sound stretching, and brief pause, all of which suggest hesitation to fully commit to
the description. He completes the utterance with a contrast: but in the past (line 23). This
characterization now echoes the language used by Hanna earlier, although TI’s
formulation does not cast past future as a tense label. Given what follows, TI’s use of the
discourse marker so in line 18 can be seen as signaling a resumption of an earlier topic
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and a “delayed” course of action (Bolden, 2009)—that is, addressing Hanna’s use of the
term past future.
TI thus marks a connection between his current explanation of pedagogic content
and Hanna’s earlier contribution. His so-prefaced utterance both responds to that
contribution, now accepting (with hesitation) a modified version of Hanna’s formulation.
At the same time, produced near the end of TI’s detailed explanation, it offers the whole
class a way of seeing the examples as connected at a more general level. (In both direct
and reported speech, the verb indicates a future event, one that has not happened at the
time of speaking.)
TI will undertake further work to bind Hanna’s prior contribution to his grammar
explanation. After Hanna responds with a slight nod in line 25, and following a brief gap,
TI utters a quiet right? (line 27). He then quickly continues with an and-prefaced
utterance: and I think that’s what you said (lines 27-28). Marked by the discourse marker
and as a continuation of his explication, this utterance explicitly credits Hanna for a
concept that TI has incorporated into a summary of his own explanation. Although TI’s
use of you indicates Hanna as the primary addressee, his embodied marking of the
connection—the simultaneous pointing to her (line 28)—makes the connection between
the current explanation and Hanna’s earlier talk more salient for the whole group. While
it is not possible to see the direction of TI’s gaze at this moment in the recordings, Hanna
does nod and smile slightly (line 29), noting TI’s acceptance of her formulation. TI then
produces an understanding-check question directed to the whole class (line 30), which
elicits verbal and non-verbal confirmation from at least one student, Mina (lines 31-33).
TI will subsequently move on from these two examples, but his use of binding at the
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conclusion of his grammar explanation provides an opportunity to acknowledge an earlier
individual contribution while promoting coherence across separate spates of talk and
making complex pedagogic content comprehensible.
This section has shown how teachers bind student contributions and their own
explanations of pedagogically-relevant topics and themes. This linking work occurs in
several environments: following, and in response to, just-prior student turns (Extract 5.1);
embedded within teacher explanatory turns (Extracts 5.2-5.3); and following teacher
explanatory turns (Extract 5.4). To make connections salient, and discourse
comprehensible, teachers recurrently use verbal resources including discourse markers
(such as so and and), expressions of relatedness/similarity (such as also and the same
thing), pronouns referring to prior student talk, and student names or the second-person
reference form, as well as embodied conduct (such as gaze direction and gesture). In
marking connections, teachers not only attend to their relationships with individual
students, validating active verbal participation, but also to their responsibility for
promoting coherence and making the pedagogic focus comprehensible for the whole
class. In addition, binding may function as part of an “exit strategy” for moving the
lesson forward and smoothing over potential interaction management challenges, such as
addressing “too much” or “too little” student participation at a given moment (see
especially Extracts 5.1-5.3; see also Reddington, 2018). These functions will be further
explored in the following section on binding student contributions and the talk and
identities of others.
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Binding Student Contributions and the Contributions or Identities of Others

In addition to binding student contributions with their own explanations, teachers
also use binding to mark connections between students: connections between the
contributions of different students, and connections between student contributions and the
identities of others. In this section, five examples (from a collection of eight cases) will
be presented, revealing how binding not only acknowledges individual contributions but
may also create opportunities for engagement with other students in the group. As will be
shown, binding may occur with different kinds of teacher elicitations to expand
opportunities for verbal participation in the moment; it may also occur as the teacher
attends to keeping students engaged as recipients. Such work can advance the teacher’s
agenda of shifting to new speakers or new pedagogic topics and tasks.

Binding in Eliciting Student Talk
Binding may enable the teacher to expand opportunities for verbal participation in
various ways by capitalizing on (apparent) connections between student contributions or
between student contributions and the identities of others, as will be shown in the
following three extracts. Extract 5.5, from the same session of the advanced skills class as
Extract 5.2, comes from a stretch of interaction in which students are sharing with the
whole group about discussions that they had had in pairs on the topic of creativity in
education. As the extract begins, Maya is in the midst of a telling/informing about a nontraditional school that she knows of that appears to promote creativity (see also Chapter
VI for a discussion of resource splitting in the context of this stretch of interaction). In
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lines 01-02, Maya adds the detail that students at this school even have the freedom to
choose whether or not to wear clothes (pronounced as cloth). As Maya’s extended
informing appears to be winding down in line 05, the teacher marks a topical connection
between her contribution and earlier talk by other students (Miriam and Sara) during the
pair discussion to create space for them to engage in extended talk.
Extract 5.5 (Advanced Skills, Session 1)
01
MA:
it’s alternative and you see even though=if
02
you want you don't have to wear cloth:.
03
(0.2)
04
Ss:
((laughter))
((13 lines omitted; MA states that even adolescents can
choose not to wear clothes))
05
MA:
break the ethics.=and- >you know?<
06
TA:

nods .h but- i- related to that in a wa:y
07
+gazes to MI
08
+points to MI
09
was u:m- .tch
wha:t
10
+palm toward MI+
11
miriam a:nd- and sara talked about in terms
12
+walks toward head of table
13
of school
uniforms?
14
+gazes to Ss
+gazes to SA
15
+gestures to self, up and down (“wearing”)
16
+furrows brows
17
SA:
[nods
18
MA:
[exactly.
19
TA:
[opens palms to SA and MI/gazes to MI
20
you wanna share >a little bit?< about
21
+retracts arms
+nods
22
your thoughts?
23
SA:
°°(
)°° ((to MI))
24
MI:
H[hh
25
SA:
[(syl syl syl)=
26
+smiles
27
MI:
=(all ↑right.)< (0.2) (
) u:h28
((continues))

The new information that Maya provides about the alternative school in lines 0102 is received with laughter from other students (line 04), and she goes on to assert that
even adolescent students can choose not to wear clothes (not shown), which she
characterizes in a problematic way as break[ing] the ethics (line 05). In line 05, Maya’s
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and may signal additional, related talk to come, but she adds a you know that ends in
rising intonation, which invites acknowledgement of or agreement with her prior point.
TA provides this acknowledgement, nodding in line 06. After an in-breath, TA then
produces a but-prefaced utterance: but i- related to that in a way was um what Miriam
and- and Sara talked about in terms of school uniforms (lines 06-16). The discourse
marker but relates what TA is about to say to what was said before (Maya’s contribution)
while suggesting a disjunctive action to come; TA is in fact moving to close down
Maya’s extended informing and preparing to select a new speaker. First, however, she
explicitly marks the connection between Maya’s topic and the topic of the to-be-selected
speakers with the phrase related to that in a way—related to Maya’s contribution, as the
pronoun that suggests, and perhaps more specifically, to dress policies at schools and
their relationship to creativity. Note that the connection is also marked through TA’s
embodied conduct: TA shifts her gaze and gestures toward Sara and Miriam (lines 07-08
and 10) as she informs the class of the topic that the two had discussed during their
pairwork (which TA had likely overheard while circulating earlier).
On the one hand, by continuing to reference Maya’s prior talk, TA offers further
acknowledgement of her contribution. At the same time, with this pre-elicitation, she
prepares to broaden opportunities for participation. By claiming the relevance of a
topic—school uniforms—discussed by Miriam and Sara during their pairwork, TA
accounts for selecting them as next speakers. She also offers these students a (brief)
opportunity to prepare to be next speakers: In announcing the connection between
Maya’s contribution and their pair discussion, TA provides a “heads up” that she will
select them next. Following this “heads-up,” in lines 19-22, TA gazes, gestures, and nods
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toward Sara and Miriam and produces the explicit elicitation, you wanna share a little bit
about your thoughts? After some apparent negotiation between the two regarding who
should take a turn in lines 23-27, Miriam begins to share (lines 27-28) and proceeds to
talk at length about restrictive school uniform policies (not shown). Through binding the
contributions of these student speakers, the teacher is able to attend to multiple demands:
acknowledging the contribution of a prior, individual speaker while accounting and
preparing for the selection of a new speaker, thus broadening opportunities for
participation.
Teachers may make connections not only between stretches of talk produced by
different students, but also between talk produced by one student and aspects of another
student’s identity. Such connections can also be leveraged to broaden opportunities for
participation. Extract 5.6 comes from the same session of the advanced skills class as
Extracts 5.2 and 5.5. The class has been discussing a TED speaker’s point that professors
“live in their heads.” In line 01, Maya self-selects and offers an apparent counterexample: a professor at her home university who is also an athlete (lines 01 and 03-04).
While TA acknowledges this contribution, note that in lines 15-16, she makes a
connection to another student’s identity and invites her participation.
Extract 5.6 (Advanced Skills, Session 1)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

MA:
TA:
MA:

TA:
MA:
TA:
MA:

well. [but one of [the: (0.3) professo::r,
[gazes to MA [sits down
(0.2) at my home university,=he's doing
marathon.
(0.3)
o:h. good.
+nods +shrugs
he's very athletic.
great. (.) yeah.=
+gazes down
=sports. [(including)
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

TA:
EM:
TA:
EM:

TA:
SA:
EM:



[<i mean this is o:ne,
+gazes to MA/EM?
[gazes/nods to TA, palm to self
and your husband is (as [well)/(what),]
+gazes/palm toward EM
[my husband is]
+nods
+
a:- a professor and then he's a: avid rock
climber.=so (i-) the first thing what he.hh if you ask him uh what does he do he's
i'm a climber.
UH [HH hh
]
+smiles
[((laughs))
]
[and by the way i a:lso] happen to: (.)
>uh< earn some money with being a teacher
((continues))

In lines 06 and 09, TA offers positive assessments in response to Maya’s
contribution, but no further development of the topic. Maya extends the topic herself,
perhaps preparing to list other examples of the professor’s athletic feats (line 11); she
does not orient to the closing potential of TA’s assessments and her yeah (lines 06 and
09). In line 12, TA launches a new turn with quickened pace and in overlap with Maya.
Although she is reclaiming the floor from Maya, she refers to what Maya has just shared
with the group: this is one may begin to frame Maya’s contribution as one of several
possible counter-examples. At the same time, note that Emma bids non-verbally for the
floor by gazing and nodding at TA and gesturing to herself (line 14). TA abandons her
TCU but nevertheless proceeds to mark a connection: Gazing and gesturing toward
Emma, she produces either and your husband is what or and your husband is as well
(lines 15-16). TA’s embodied orientation to Emma and use of and-prefacing (and
potentially a turn-final as well) mark Emma’s upcoming talk as connected to Maya’s talk;
in addition, either form of the utterance could itself serve as an elicitation.
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With her use of binding in line 15, TA thus refers to one student’s prior talk while
moving the interaction forward—on to a new speaker and a related point. The teacher
seems to draw on prior knowledge of one aspect of Emma’s identity, that she is married
to an academic who is also an athlete. Emma’s personal connection to Maya’s example
makes relevant TA’s selection of Emma to take a turn at this moment. Emma begins her
turn even before TA completes the elicitation, sharing about her husband’s identities as a
professor and rock climber (beginning in lines 17-22). TA thus marks a connection
between two real-life “counter-examples” opposing the claim that professors “live in
their heads” and leverages her knowledge of a student’s background to create an
opportunity for that student to share personally-relevant information. Through binding,
the teacher both continues to reference and acknowledge one student’s prior contribution
while simultaneously creating space for another student to participate.
In addition to selecting particular individuals as next speakers, binding may also
facilitate opening the floor to the whole group, as is the case in the following extract, in
which the teacher makes a connection between the earlier contributions of two speakers.
Extract 5.7 comes from the same session of the intermediate skills class as Extract 5.4.
Students have been reporting back to the class on interviews they had conducted with
partners. The topic was things that your partner would like to do in their lifetime, and
students were instructed to use reported speech in sharing their partners’ responses. As
the extract begins, Samantha shares that her partner, Erika, wants to go skydiving (line
01). Notably, a few minutes earlier in the activity, Erika had reported that Samantha
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wants to go skydiving (not shown). TI’s verbal and embodied2 marking of the connection
between the responses creates opportunities for further participation.
Extract 5.7 (Intermediate Skills, Session 2)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

SA:
TI:
SA:
TI:
ER:
SA?:
TI:


she said that she wanted to do skydiving.
nods go.
+points to SA
go. [((laughter/inaudible talk))]
+gazes to ER
[go skydiving.
]
[nods/smiles at SA
heh [heh
]
[gazes to ER] (0.5)-nods
skydiving.
both of you wanna go [skydiving.
+gazes to ER +gazes to SA/points rt index
finger to SA and lt index finger to ER*

Figure 5.1 Teacher points to Samantha and Erika
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
2

ER:

TI:

HA:
ER:

TI:
HA:

SA?:

[°yeah. yeah.
[(it’s same yeah.)°
+gazes down
[gazes to ER
who do you think will do it
first.
+points index fingers to SA/ER+
+gazes to SA
+gazes to ER
she:.
+gazes to ER
gazes to HA maybe [(me.) me.
]
+smiles
+gazes to TI/raises
hand next to face
[gazes to HA
[(eh) not she and not] she.
+points to ER with rt hand
+points to SA
with lt hand
heh heh heh heh

For extracts that feature complex descriptions of teacher embodied conduct, anonymized illustrations are
provided.
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

HA:
TI:

SA:

TI:

nobody. °( [
)°
[$n(hh)eithe(r)=[neither of them,$
+smiles
+points to SA/ER
[(oh) she (has
+smiles
+gestures to
ER
better) hh hh hh
$n(yeah)=uh-huh. uh-huh.$ WEll, (0.6)
...smiles
+
it doesn’t matter just be careful.((continues))

TI initially responds to Samantha with an acknowledging nod and a quick
correction (of do skydiving to go skydiving) (lines 02-03 and 06), a correction taken up by
the student (line 04). In line 09, TI turns his gaze from Samantha to Erika and nods, now
“responding” to the student whose future plan has just been reported to the class. After a
brief gap, he repeats the activity, skydiving, topicalizing it (line 10). He then makes a
connection between the contributions of Samantha and Erika, highlighting their shared
interest: both of you wanna go skydiving (line 10). The pronoun both links the two
contributions (and two students). While the use of both of you makes Samantha and Erika
the primary addressees of the utterance, the connection is a reminder to all students in the
group of earlier talk. As he produces this noticing, TI also marks the connection nonverbally. He shifts his gaze from Erika to Samantha and points one index finger toward
each student—a visual marking of the shared interest (lines 10-12; see Figure 5.1). This
elicits further talk from Erika, who confirms (lines 13-14). The binding utterance is thus
both responsive to Samantha’s just-prior contribution and a means of extending topical
talk.
TI proceeds to elicit further verbal participation. He shifts his gaze back to Erika
(line 16). Then, while continuing to point to both students and shift his gaze between
them, he asks: who do you think will do it first (lines 17-19). Through gaze and the use of
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you, TI appears to direct this elicitation to Samantha and Erika; however, the design of
the question leaves open the possibility of other respondents, as a plural you could refer
to all students, and any student is capable of making a guess about their classmates’
future activities. In fact, Hanna is the first to respond, answering that Erika will be first
(lines 20-21). Erika responds next, choosing herself (lines 22-24). During Erika’s
response, TI shifts his gaze to Hanna, who continues. Hanna now changes her answer,
challenging the premise of TI’s question by stating that neither student will actually go
skydiving (lines 26-29 and 31) and eliciting laughter from at least one other student (line
30). In lines 32-34, TI responds with a reformulation of Hanna’s prediction (neither of
them), produced in smiley voice and with laughter. Samantha then makes her prediction,
seemingly selecting Erika (she) as the more likely skydiver, also with a smile and
laughter (lines 35-39). Having elicited several responses, TI begins summing up the
discussion in lines 40-42, offering general advice to Samantha and Erika to just be
careful. Through binding, the teacher here acknowledges the contribution of the reporting
student while creating space for extended talk on the topic and for others to participate
verbally. What could have been an IRF exchange between the teacher and the “reporting”
student becomes a brief multi-party discussion.

Binding in Acknowledging Recipient Relevance
Binding a contribution to other student contributions or identities is not always
aimed at eliciting immediate verbal participation. As the final two extracts will show, at
times, the teacher may use binding to attend to the related aim of promoting students’
continued engagement as listeners/recipients by acknowledging connections without
eliciting talk from a new speaker. The following extract comes from the intermediate
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skills class (from the same class session as Extract 5.3) and illustrates a subtle form of
binding—conducted entirely through embodied conduct—that connects one student’s talk
to an aspect of another’s identity. As the extract begins, Hanna is engaged in an extended
telling about an autistic boy that she knew and his achievements, including teaching
himself several languages. As the extract begins, she is listing languages that the boy
learned (line 01). Note TI’s embodied conduct in lines 06-08, which attends to another
student, Mina, in the midst of Hanna’s continuing telling (see Figure 5.3).
Extract 5.8 (Intermediate Skills, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05

HA:
TI:

and he knew chine:se,
wo:[w.
...gazes to HA
+raises eyebrows
[korea::n,*

HA:

Figure 5.2 Teacher gazes to Hanna
06
07



TI turns/gazes/points to MI ((off camera)),
with eyes wide and eyebrows raised,*

Figure 5.3 Teacher gazes/points to Mina with eyes wide
08

then gazes back to HA, smiling-(0.5)
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09
10
11
12
13
14

HA:
TI:
HA:
TI:
HA:



yea:h. [.hhh
+gazes to MI
[gazes/smiles at MI
[serbian with [(kyrillits),
[gazes to HA [nods
and he ↑learned everything from computer.

In line 05, Hanna adds Korean to the list of languages that she has been building.
Her continuing intonation suggests that there may be more items to add. However, at this
point, TI, who has been gazing toward and responding to Hanna (lines 02-04; see Figure
5.2), directs his attention to the Korean student in the group, Mina: He turns and gazes
toward her, with his eyes open wide and eyebrows raised, and points (lines 06-08; see
Figure 5.3). The embodied conduct marks a connection between a detail of Hanna’s
telling and an aspect of Mina’s identity. The suddenness of the teacher’s movement and
exaggerated facial expression seem to suggest a “happy” noticing of the connection—a
non-verbal version of, “did you get that, too?”
On the one hand, noting this connection displays TI’s knowledge of Mina’s
background and his continuing concern for other students in the class, and not only for
the current student speaker. Although it is not possible to see her reaction in the
recordings, it can be said that the teacher’s conduct is at least designed to engage Mina,
who, like TI, has been in the more passive role of telling recipient. At the same time, by
marking this connection through entirely embodied means, TI avoids overtly
“interrupting” Hanna’s ongoing telling; note that he quickly shifts his gaze back to her
with a smile in line 08. In fact, it may be possible to view his brief engagement with Mina
as supportive of Hanna’s telling—a move to ensure the continued attention of other
members of the audience to details of the telling. In lines 09-10, Hanna also attends to her
wider audience: She briefly shifts her gaze to Mina as she produces a prosodically
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marked yeah, acknowledging another recipient of her telling (not only TI) and the
connection that the teacher has highlighted. As Hanna takes an in-breath and prepares to
continue her telling, TI glances at Mina again briefly, with a smile (line 11), before
returning his attention to Hanna (line 13), who goes on to add more languages to her list
(line 12) and complete the telling (line 14). In this case, then, we see a teacher continuing
to align with and respond to one student’s extended contribution. At the same time, by
non-verbally binding this contribution to an aspect of another student’s identity, the
teacher acknowledges and attends to engaging other recipients.
In this last example, binding is again accomplished subtly, through embodied
means, as the teacher continues to engage verbally with one student speaker while
acknowledging another. Additionally, in this case, binding enables the teacher to resume
his prior agenda of initiating a shift in pedagogic task. The extract comes from the same
class session of the intermediate skills class as Extracts 5.4 and 5.7. Following a
discussion of items that students would bring if they were going to live on Mars, TI
appears to be summing up, partly shown in line 01: you guys are ready to go live in
space. Samantha then self-selects and initiates a playful exchange, extending the
hypothetical scenario to include the teacher by asking if he plans to stay on Earth (line
04). TI responds emphatically that he will stay (lines 06-08 and line 10). As he elaborates
on this response and indicates a readiness to move on in lines 12-15, Samantha expands
the sequence with a follow-up question, but Earth’s gonna be better without us right?
(lines 16-17). Though produced with laughter and in the context of playful imagining
about space travel, the question may be a delicate one for TI to answer. Note how TI
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manages, beginning in line 21, to respond to Samantha while making a connection to
another student’s—Hanna’s—earlier contribution.
Extract 5.9 (Intermediate Skills, Session 2)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

TI:
SA?:
TI:
SA:
TI:

Ss:
TI:
SA:
TI:

SA:
TI:
HA:
SA:
TI:


HA:
SA:
HA:
TI:

you guys are ready to go live in space.
((laughter))
u::m,
are you [gonna ↑stay he::re(hhh)?
[gazes to SA
no no. [.tch u:m, (hh hh) i’m- i’m staying
+shakes head
+
+smiles
[((laughter))
on earth,
yeah [(
)
]
[↓yeah yeah (syl).] i feel very good here,
...smiles
↑maybe not ((names city)) but u:::h somewhere.
on earth. ↓u(hh)m, [gazes to board
[but earth’s gonna be
[better (.) [without us ↑ri(hh)ght?
[gazes to SA
[gazes down
[((laughs))
[uh ↑you know, i don’t know, uh just t::
+gazes down/smiles
i’ll just:: i’ll watch the documentary.
+gazes to HA
+gestures to HA
+
[okay. [about life.
[on mars. i’ll watch+gestures to HA+
+smiles
[gazes to TI
[o::h,
[eh heh heh heh
[smiles hhhh
i’ll watch the movie. .hh u::m,
↓that(’ll) be
+gazes down +gazes to MA
very interesting. u:::m, yea:h so:- shakes head
+gazes to Ss
+gazes down
it’s very interesting i think that this idea
of living in space. u:::m, so:: ((continues))
+gazes to Ss
+gazes toward laptop

Samantha’s question in lines 16-17, ending with the tag right, is designed to elicit
a confirming response. If TI produces the preferred response, however, he will be
agreeing with a negative assessment of his students—that Earth will be better if they
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leave for outer space. Note the delay in TI’s response as he looks down and utters an uh
and you know, signs that he is treating responding to the question as somewhat
problematic (lines 21-22), in spite of the playful context. After a non-committal I don’t
know, TI produces an utterance that seems to respond to Samantha’s initial question
about whether TI would stay on Earth (line 04), essentially “deleting” the problematic
question of what Earth would be like without the students. Rather than travel to space, TI
claims instead that he will watch the documentary (line 23).
On one level, TI thus remains responsive to a student-initiated course of action,
even in the face of a potentially problematic question, and in spite of his earlier move to
close the activity. At the same time, however, note how he attends non-verbally to
another student who has been in the role of an unaddressed recipient of the exchange
between Samantha and TI: He shifts his gaze and gestures toward Hanna as he references
watching the documentary (lines 23-25). What is noteworthy about TI’s embodied
conduct is that Hanna had previously shared about a documentary she had seen about
people interested in living on Mars, about 15 minutes earlier in the class; in addition,
about one minute earlier during the current activity, she had also suggested that students
use a camera to make a documentary for people who remain on Earth (not shown). After
the word documentary, which is also emphasized via stress, Hanna looks up at TI,
perhaps in recognition of that connection to her earlier talk (line 29). As TI continues his
turn, adding further specificity (a documentary about life on Mars), he smiles and
gestures again to Hanna (lines 26-28), who responds with a smile and laughter (line 31).
TI manages to briefly acknowledge a student recipient and promote her continued
engagement as he responds to the participation of another student. At the same time, he
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subtly disengages from the playful sequence initiated by Samantha; he produces another,
more general formulation of his hypothetical plan (I’ll watch the movie) before offering a
summative assessment (very interesting) while shifting his gaze away from Samantha—
down, or to other students (lines 32-35). In lines 36-38, he produces another assessment,
it’s very interesting, this time linking to the broader lesson topic: this idea of living in
space. TI thus reclaims the floor and resumes his prior agenda of closing one task and
initiating another, partly shown in lines 37-38; binding a more recent student contribution
to an earlier one is a step in advancing this agenda.
This section of the analysis has shown how teachers make connections between
students themselves, specifically, connections between the contributions of different
students within the same class session (Extracts 5.5, 5.7, and 5.9) and connections to the
identities of others, likely revealed or discussed at earlier points in the course (Extracts
5.6 and 5.8). These connections may occur with elicitations that immediately invite other
students to contribute in topically-relevant ways (Extracts 5.5-5.7) or without such
elicitations (Extracts 5.8-5.9); in the latter case, students whose identities or earlier
contributions are relevant to current talk are invited to “participate” in the sense of
engaging as active listeners. To make connections salient and comprehensible for all,
teachers recurrently use verbal resources including discourse markers (such as and and
but), expressions of relatedness/similarity (such as related to), pronouns referring to prior
student talk, and student names or other reference forms (such as both of you), as well as
embodied conduct (such as gaze direction, gesture, and even facial expression). Notably,
as Extracts 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate, connections can be marked entirely through embodied
conduct—and thus subtly, without significantly altering an ongoing course of action. As
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discussed in the previous section, through binding, teachers may attend on the one hand
to a particular student, validating their active verbal participation. At the same time, the
teacher can also attend to other individuals, and to their responsibility to the group as a
whole, by promoting coherence in the discourse, acknowledging others and promoting
their continued engagement, and creating opportunities for others to participate. In
addition, as shown most clearly in Extract 5.9, binding may also function to move the
lesson forward in line with the teacher’s agenda.

Discussion
Schwab (2011) has argued for viewing whole-class interaction as a “multilogue”;
the term recognizes that even when the teacher engages in what appear to be dyadic
exchanges with individuals, all students remain ratified participants and potential
addressees. This chapter has showcased one teacher practice for “working with” student
contributions that attends to multiple demands, including the teacher’s accountabilities to
the individual contributor and other students in the class.
Binding student contributions is the practice of making explicit—and in cases
where embodied markers are employed, making visible—connections between student
contributions and teacher explanations of pedagogically-relevant information, or the
contributions and identities of other students. As teachers refer to and acknowledge
student contributions, links are established via linguistic resources including discourse
markers, expressions of similarity, pronouns and other reference forms, and at times via
embodied resources, including gazing and gesturing toward the “connected” party.
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Whether a connection is made to teacher-initiated explanations or to the
contributions or identities of other students, binding ultimately serves similar functions. It
is, on the one hand, a means of acknowledging an individual student. As teachers
highlight connections, individuals are given credit for introducing or explicating
information related to the pedagogic focus or for sharing relevant (personal) information.
Their active verbal participation, including sharing about their out-of-class identities, is
thus “spotlighted” and validated. On the other hand, binding is a means of attending to
the needs of others. At what might be termed a “basic” level, marking connections
between prior and upcoming talk promotes discourse coherence; by making salient
connections between separate stretches of talk, binding may facilitate the whole group’s
understanding of both the ongoing interaction and the topic or pedagogic focus of the
moment. Yet, as specific cases demonstrate, binding can also enable teachers to pursue
such aims as promoting more even participation (Extracts 5.5-5.7), promoting
engagement on the part of students (currently) cast in the role of listeners/recipients
(Extracts 5.8-5.9), and/or moving the lesson forward by completing and shifting to new
topics and tasks in line with the teacher’s agenda (Extracts 5.1-5.4 and 5.9).
In his discussions of classroom interactional competence, Walsh (2006, 2011,
2012) enumerates the forms that a teacher’s learning-oriented responding may take,
referring to ways in which teachers can “shape” learner contributions: seeking
clarification, repairing utterances, modeling correct language use, paraphrasing, and
summarizing. Binding, or making connections, could be viewed as a potential addition to
this list, a practice addressed to both instructional and relational concerns.
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Through binding, teachers show themselves to be attentive listeners, interested in
and able to recall what their students have shared just prior, earlier in the class session, or
perhaps several classes ago. Examining a practice like binding over time may provide
insight into how teachers accomplish such vital but elusive aims as establishing rapport
and building classroom community. These “big” projects may be seen as enacted in
micro-moments of interaction like those examined in this chapter (see also Reddington,
2018). As Hall and Smotrova (2013) write:
The ways [teachers] make use of the multiple semiotic resources available to
them are influential to shaping the forms of students’ participation in the
classroom interaction. They can turn a classroom into either a jointly
accomplished enterprise or a lonely pursuit of separate individuals physically
sharing a single space. (90)
Binding may be seen as one small means of displaying responsiveness to learners
and of working toward a classroom that is a “jointly accomplished enterprise.”
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VI – RESOURCE SPLITTING

Introduction

It is a well-documented feature of classroom interaction that teachers retain
ultimate control over topics and turn-taking (e.g., Cazden, 1988/2001; McHoul, 1978;
Mehan, 1979). Yet, a focus on “teacher control” may obscure complexities involved in
the contingent management of this interaction (see Lee, 2007), particularly in classroom
contexts where students are allowed and encouraged to self-select, initiate topics, and
take extended turns at talk. How, specifically, does the teacher enact the role of
“manager” of such multi-party interaction? What practices, beyond previously
documented methods of turn allocation (e.g., Kääntä, 2012; McHoul, 1978; Mehan, 1979;
van Lier, 1996), might be involved? In particular, how does the teacher actually “move
on” to new topics, tasks, and speakers without appearing to “interrupt” students or
conveying a lack of interest in learner initiatives—especially in the adult ESL classroom,
where learners’ verbal participation is highly valued?
One solution to this problem may be found in the practice of resource splitting. I
use the term resource splitting to refer to the teacher’s use of verbal and embodied
resources to simultaneously pursue different courses of action within a single turn, or the
use of different embodied resources (e.g., gaze and head nods) to do so. By utilizing
different sets of semiotic resources during moments of potential topic, task, or speaker
transition, the teacher is able to manage the potentially competing demands of aligning as
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a recipient and validating the contribution of one student speaker while at the same time
maintaining order, promoting even participation, and moving their pedagogic agenda
forward (see also Paoletti & Fele, 2004).
In the following analysis, 10 segments of whole-class interaction featuring the
practice, drawn from a larger collection of 31 cases, will be presented. The focal extracts
come from all four classes represented in the dataset: the grammar and reading classes in
the academic ESL program and the intermediate skills and advanced skills classes in the
community-based ESL program (see Chapter III for additional background). The analysis
will demonstrate how teachers use resource splitting to 1) manage student turn-taking and
2) manage (potential) shifts in pedagogic topic or task. I will argue that the practice of
resource splitting facilitates the delicate interactional work of “moving on,” in particular
following complex or personal student responses or student-initiated talk.

Resource Splitting in Managing Turn-Taking

The first section of this analysis will examine resource splitting as a practice for
managing student turn-taking. More specifically, this section will examine five instances
(from a collection of 15 cases) in which the teacher utilizes resource splitting to align as a
recipient in one dyadic exchange while allocating a turn to another speaker, opening the
floor for next speaker self-selection, or managing competing contributions. By utilizing
this practice, the teacher may simultaneously attend to multiple concerns, including
validating an individual’s contribution, creating space for others to participate, and
maintaining order in turn-taking on the main classroom floor.
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The first extract illustrates the use of resource splitting in the accomplishment of
turn allocation during an answer-checking activity. The intermediate skills class has been
reviewing answers to a comprehension exercise based on a reading about Jane Goodall in
the textbook (Dummett, Hughes, & Stephenson, 2015). In initiating the answer-checking,
the teacher (TI) had given the instruction that students should not read from the text but
provide the answer in their own words, and he proceeded to select a student to respond to
each item, moving down the single row in which the students were seated. As the extract
begins, Samantha is responding to her assigned question (Did all the foreigners,
including Jane, leave the region?). Note how the “splitting” of verbal resources and
embodied resources (in this case, gaze and gesture1) enables the teacher to
simultaneously address two different students as he transitions to the next item.
Extract 6.1 (Intermediate Skills, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

SA:
TI:
SA:
TI:
SA:
TI:
HA:
TI:



[all foreigners? left [but (no-) jane
[gazes to book
[nods
[didn't.
[gazes to SA/nods
[she: stayed there.
+gazes to pen in hand
[↓wo:w very
[good.°
+gazes to book
+gazes to SA/nods
[gazes to TI
°very good.*
+gazes to book/points to HA

Figure 6.1 Teacher gazes to book/points to Hanna
1

For extracts in which the focal practice features the use of multiple embodied resources, anonymized
illustrations are provided along with descriptions of the teachers’ embodied conduct.
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

HA:
TI:
HA:
TI:
HA:

[.hh u::m, why were there
+retracts arm
...gazes to book
[gazes to rt side
only about [a hundred chimpanzees
+extends arm toward HA
[gazes ahead, to TI?
living in gombe by the end of the eighties?
u::h- (0.8) because ((continues))

As Samantha produces her answer in line 01, TI keeps his gaze directed to the
textbook (line 02), probably to confirm the accuracy of the response. After Samantha
produces a partly correct response (all the foreigners left), the teacher begins to give nonverbal feedback in the form of head nods (line 02). He gazes up at Samantha (line 04) as
she produces the second part of the answer (Jane didn’t, lines 01 and 03). The answer is
now complete and accurate, and TI responds with verbal positive assessments, first a
wow, which may orient to the complexity of the question and its answer (i.e., all
foreigners but Jane left), and then a very good (line 07). As he utters the wow and begins
the very good, TI also gazes down to the textbook, perhaps in preparation for moving to
the next item (line 08). Samantha also orients to her own turn as coming to completion.
As she quietly adds a reformulation of Jane’s actions (she stayed there), she withdraws
her gaze from the teacher, looking to the pen in her hands (lines 05-06).
As TI completes the very good in line 07, he gazes up to Samantha once more and
nods (line 08), reinforcing the positive feedback. He then produces a second very good in
line 10. As he repeats this positive evaluation, continuing to address Samantha and
validate her contribution, note that he also shifts his gaze to the textbook and points to the
next student in the row, Hanna (line 11; see Figure 6.1). TI here performs what Kääntä
(2012) has termed an embodied allocation to select Hanna to answer: The turn allocation
is accomplished entirely through embodied conduct, specifically, the pointing gesture.
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Unlike in Kääntä’s (2012) data, however, the allocation in this case is done prior to the
teacher initiation, the reading of the question, and without an accompanying gaze shift to
the selected next speaker; the teacher instead looks to the textbook to prepare to read the
question. The teacher is thus able to simultaneously accomplish several actions within a
single turn, including positively evaluating the prior speaker’s answer (see also Kääntä,
2012), allocating the next student turn, and preparing to produce the next prompt. By
splitting resources to attend to different addressees and different courses of action, the
teacher efficiently manages relational concerns while moving the lesson forward and
ensuring even participation.
It is worth noting that although an answer-checking activity like that in Extract
6.1 is often associated with constrained student participation (Seedhouse, 2004; Walsh,
2011, 2012), in this case, the teacher’s instruction to students not to refer to their books
heightens the challenge level, requiring extended talk that is relatively spontaneous. As
Extracts 6.2 and 6.3 will further illustrate, teachers in the dataset engage in the practice of
resource splitting as they balance “responding to” and “moving on from” student turns
that exhibit some kind of “specialness” (Waring & Carpenter, 2019): Turns that perform
complex tasks, express personal meanings, and/or are student-initiated.
Extract 6.2 comes from the grammar class. Prior to the start of the extract, the
teacher (TG) had initiated a discussion of the proverb People who live in glass houses
shouldn’t throw stones, which appeared as an item in a grammar exercise on punctuating
adjective, or relative, clauses. After ascertaining that most students were not familiar with
the proverb, TG asked the class to guess its meaning. He also displayed the proverb with
an illustration of a figure inside a glass house on the projector screen. As the extract
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begins, Kara is responding to the teacher’s elicitation but displays some trouble in
articulating the precise meaning of the proverb. In this case, there is a split not only in the
teacher’s use of verbal and embodied resources but also in his use of embodied resources:
In a single turn, the teacher responds verbally and non-verbally (via gesture) to Kara but
also initiates a re-opening of the floor via gaze shift.
Extract 6.2 (Grammar, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14

TG:
KA:
JA:
KA:
TG:
KA:

TG:
KA:
TG:



[gazes at KA
[↑i think (.) it’s like (2.0) hm:.
(1.0)-TG gazes to screen
people who live [(↑syl ] [syl) house don’t(hhh)
[(like)]
[gazes to KA
[they don’t need to like judgmental?
[(if) they don’t want to be] like (0.6)
+gesture to chest
[nods
]
[judged. ]
[.hh
] yo- you’r- you’re* on the
+points repeatedly to KA
+holds point
+gazes to Ss

Kara

Figure 6.2 Teacher gazes to students/points to Kara
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Ss:
TG:
MA:

right tra:ck. holds point/gazes to screen
u:m ↑do a:ll people live in glass houses?
+lowers hand/retracts point
+gazes to Ss
no[:
]
[only] some. o:kay,
+points to MA
i was gonna say ((continues))
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In line 02, Kara begins her response to TG’s question with I think but pauses midTCU for 2.0 seconds before producing a hm and stopping again. TG gazes to the screen,
perhaps signaling to Kara (and others) to refer to the text and illustration as a resource for
answering (line 03). Another student, Jay, self-selects and begins a response in line 04,
but Kara also attempts to continue her turn in overlap (line 05), and it is to her
continuation that TG attends, returning his gaze to her (line 06). Kara now produces a
complete TCU, they don’t need to like judgmental (line 07), but the rising intonation at
the end of the turn suggests uncertainty. TG begins nodding (line 10) as Kara continues,
offering acknowledgement and encouragement. Although Kara’s utterance may not
clearly paraphrase the proverb (it contains an error in grammatical form and uses need to
where should would be more appropriate), the concept of being judgmental is key to its
meaning. Kara continues her explanation in line 08 with (if) they don’t want to be like,
but breaks off mid-TCU again and gestures toward herself. After a 0.6-second pause, she
ultimately completes this TCU with another form of the key word that she had introduced
previously, judged (line 11). The addition seems to suggest a conditional relationship
(i.e., do not judge others if you do not want to be judged yourself).
TG has oriented to Kara’s trouble paraphrasing the proverb and moves to reclaim
the floor: In lines 12-13, in overlap with Kara’s judged, the teacher takes an in-breath and
begins pointing toward her. He continues, after two restarts, with an evaluation of her
multi-unit turn response, you’re on the right track, which highlights Kara’s answer as
“close” to the correct answer, or partially correct. Both the pointing and the verbal
feedback are directed to Kara and acknowledge her effort in undertaking the complex
work of explaining the proverb. Note, however, that as TG delivers this feedback and
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continues to point to Kara, he shifts his gaze to the group (line 14; see Figure 6.2); he
simultaneously attends to and validates the response of the prior student speaker while
preparing to invite others to contribute. He continues to point to Kara even as he shifts his
gaze briefly to the screen (line 15) (again, perhaps directing students to consult the
text/image). He finally lowers his hand and turns with his gaze to the group as he
produces another, more narrow question that connects with the grammar focus, do all
people live in glass houses2 (lines 16-18). This “easier” question is a general elicitation
(van Lier, 1996) designed to engage the whole group once more, and it does elicit several
responses of no (line 19). TG confirms the negative response is correct before selecting
another student with a pointing gesture (the okay may also be a go-ahead) (lines 20-21) to
attempt an explanation (partly shown in line 22).
Thus, in Extract 6.2, we can observe the teacher aligning as a recipient of one
student’s contribution and offering validation as he simultaneously begins to re-open the
discussion to the whole group—all within a single turn. In this case, there is a complex
“division of labor” (Kääntä, 2012; see also Raymond & Lerner, 2014) not only between
verbal and embodied resources but also between different embodied resources: TG’s talk
and pointing gesture offer acknowledgement to one addressee, while his gaze shift is a
first step in opening the floor to a new student speaker (see also Waring, forthcoming, for
a similar case of “resource splitting,” and Waring & Carpenter, 2019, specifically on
teacher gaze shifts co-occurring with response acceptance as a means of re-engaging the
group).

2

The relevant rule is that the proverb does not use commas because the adjective/relative clause refers only
to some people, those who live in glass houses, and not to all people.
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In Extract 6.3, the teacher (TI) must respond to a more extended informing
produced by a student as he moves to re-open the floor to the whole group. The class has
been discussing important historical events and individuals based on prompts in the
textbook. Students initially discussed their ideas in small groups, and the teacher began
inviting individuals to share with the whole group, primarily using general elicitations
(e.g., any others?). Although the activity is in some sense “answer-checking,” it has more
in common with Seedhouse’s (2004) meaning-and-fluency-focused interaction:
Responses are open-ended and based on students’ personal opinions and experiences, and
the teacher cannot predict in advance what students will talk about, or how long they
might talk for in explaining a choice. Prior to the start of the extract, in response to TI’s
elicitation of important individuals in the area of culture and the arts, Hanna self-selected
and suggested Leonardo da Vinci. TI prompted further by asking about da Vinci’s
contributions, and Hanna went on to produce a multi-unit turn in which she described his
unique style. The extract begins as Hanna’s turn nears its end. Note TI’s subtle
management of speaker transition via resource splitting, in particular how he responds
verbally to Hanna while disengaging non-verbally (via gaze withdrawal).
Extract 6.3 (Intermediate Skills, Session 1)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

HA:
HA:
TI:
HA:
TI:

HA:
TI:
HA:

we can’t explain his (.) pictures,
(0.7)
[scientists
[are explain(ing) [(um)
[gazes to HA [nods
[gazes down
[his pictures.]
[yea::h.
]°yea:h. yeah.° i just
+gazes to HA
+gazes down
watched a: [documentary about (him).
+gazes to HA
[it’s like the reli[>yeah.< religious: u:[::h
] (syl)
[slight nods
[°(yeah.) °]
[(of)- a::nd art.]
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

TI:

[slight nods

HA:
TI:


TI:
ER:

] right.
right.
+nods+
+gazes down +gazes to HA
yeah. .tch um °he’s° (0.7) very unique.
+gazes down
+gazes to HA
+nods
[yeah. ]
[very un]ique.
+glances at LE, then gazes at HA
gazes down um artist.
+gazes to side, toward laptop
>okay.=any others::?
+gazes to Ss
(0.2)
culture, gazes/nods to ER
picasso?

As the extract begins, Hanna is reiterating her point that da Vinci’s work is hard
for people to explain (lines 01, 03, and 05). TI continues to align as a recipient in the
exchange, nodding and gazing primarily at Hanna (line 04). After producing a series of
affirming yeah’s in line 06, TI claims some independent knowledge of da Vinci and
familiarity with what Hanna has been describing, noting that he had seen a documentary
about the artist (lines 06-09). He does not elaborate further, as Hanna continues in
overlap (line 10). After she completes the TCU in line 13, TI produces several verbal
acknowledgements and affirmations, two right’s and a yeah, gazing down from time to
time (lines 14-18). He then begins a more substantive TCU, producing a kind of summary
of Hanna’s contribution, in the form of an assessment of da Vinci that aligns with
Hanna’s own stance: he’s very unique (line 17). The assessment is directed to Hanna, via
gaze and nods (lines 18-19), and Hanna responds with the agreement token yeah (line 20)
as TI repeats the key phrase, very unique and glances briefly at another student (lines 2122).
TI’s gaze shifts away from Hanna, agreement tokens, and summative assessment
may all project closing, but note that the closing of Hanna’s extended sharing of her
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opinion is not enacted abruptly by the teacher; instead, resource splitting is employed. In
line 23, TI gazes down again, and is still gazing down as he produces further talk, the
filler um. He then produces an increment (Schegloff, 1996) to his prior utterance,
specifying that da Vinci is a unique artist. The increment remains responsive to Hanna’s
contribution, yet TI simultaneously shifts his gaze toward a new object of focus—away
from students and toward his laptop (line 24). The orientation to the laptop, where TI
consults materials for the lesson, may signal to students TI’s intention to move on (see
also Reddington, 2018). When TI returns his gaze to the class, he looks not at Hanna but
at the group. He produces a transitional okay and another general invitation for any
member of the class to contribute: any others, i.e., any other important figures in culture
and the arts (lines 25-26). Thus, verbally, the teacher continues to respond to and validate
one student’s extended, personal contribution even as his embodied conduct—his gaze
withdrawal and orientation to the laptop—signals disengagement and preparation for reopening the floor.
The extracts presented thus far have showcased the use of resource splitting as the
teacher responds to a contribution elicited from one student and prepares to move on by
eliciting a contribution from another. The next extract will illustrate the use of resource
splitting as the teacher responds to a contribution whose “specialness” lies in the fact that
it is not invited by a prior teacher turn—i.e., it is a learner initiative (Waring, 2011).
Extract 6.4 comes from the advanced skills class. The class has been reviewing
answers to comprehension questions based on their viewing of a TED talk. As the extract
begins, we see the teacher (TA) confirming and expanding on responses provided by
Maya and Emma to a question regarding which subjects are at the top and bottom of a
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“hierarchy” of school subjects, according to the TED speaker (lines 01-03, lines 05-06).
As TA prepares to move to the next question, Maya self-selects to offer her own
elaboration on the answer (line 09). TA ultimately engages in resource splitting, verbally
attending to Maya’s initiation of a new sequence as she prepares non-verbally, via gaze
shift, to re-open the floor.
Extract 6.4 (Advanced Skills, Session 1)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

TA:

MA:
TA:

TA:
MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:
TA:

MA:
TA:
EM:
TA:
EM:
HE:
TA:
HE:



#obviousLy?# .hh u::m but then ARt
...gazes down
gazes to Ss #is at the bottom.#
mhm?=
=right?
+gazes down
(0.2)
mkay.
even he [said within a::rt=there- there is
[gazes to MA
[a category [o:f=uh ] [hierarch- hierarchic]
[nods
[ri:ght.] [nods
]
c[ategory.
[gazes to MI, GI
[MI, GI, HE gaze to handout
yeah. .tch [okay?=<what about
...gazes to MI, GI
this side of the- the ro:om.
+palm toward MI/gazes to handout
can i hear: something for number three?
(3.0)-TA gazes down
(0.5)-TA gazes to MI/GI
did you [said,
[gazes to MA/EM
which s- on this side?
+points to GI
gazes/smiles/gestures to MI’s side
>oh yeah.< [°(yeah. you.)°
+points to GI
[gazes to TA
smiles/gazes toward HE
uh he said dance is also important?
+gazes to handout

After TA summarizes a key point of the TED talk relevant to the question at hand
(art is at the bottom of the hierarchy of school subjects), her gaze shift down to the
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handout and the mkay (lines 06 and 08) signal that the answer is complete and that it is
time to move to the next question (see also Extract 6.1). Maya, however, self-selects and
elaborates on the topic, going beyond the scope of this particular question but still
referring to the content of the TED speaker’s presentation (lines 09, 11, 13). Maya’s talk
draws TA’s gaze to her (line 10), and TA aligns as a recipient and affirms Maya’s
contribution verbally and non-verbally, with nods and a right (line 12) following Maya’s
intimation that even within art, there is a hierarchy. As Maya completes a self-initiated
self-repair with hierarchic category (lines 11 and 13), potentially bringing the TCU to
completion, TA withdraws her gaze from Maya and shifts it to students seated on the
opposite side of the table (line 14). She then engages in resource splitting: While gazing
at potential next speakers and disengaging non-verbally from Maya, she utters the quiet
agreement token yeah, responding to and validating Maya’s contribution in the same turn
(lines 16-17).
After producing a click (.tch) and a transitional okay (line 16), TA then opens the
floor to a sub-set of the group with what about this side of the- the room, with this side
made clear via her gaze and an accompanying gesture before she shifts her gaze again to
the handout (lines 16-19). That the selected group of students is not gazing toward TA
(line 15) as she produces these non-verbal cues may account for the delay and negotiation
over who exactly should take a turn next (lines 21-29). Nevertheless, we can observe TA
receiving and acknowledging Maya’s talk (verbally) while subtly preparing to elicit
responses for the next item from another speaker (non-verbally, via gaze). By preselecting a particular group of speakers to respond to an otherwise open elicitation, TA
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attends to ensuring even participation—even as she remains attentive to the prior,
unsolicited contribution of an individual speaker.
The final extract in this section deals not with the more routine business of
disengaging from one student speaker to transfer the floor to another, but rather, the
teacher’s management of competing contributions or “competing voices” (Waring,
2013a)—in this case, when two students begin speaking in response to a teacher
elicitation at the same time. Similar to the other cases in this section, verbal and
embodied resources are split to attend to different courses of action; however, in this
case, splitting is engaged specifically to acknowledge the contributions of two different
students and to restore order. Extract 6.5 comes from the reading class. The teacher (TR)
had asked students to share what topic they were reading and writing about for their final
project. Although responses are relatively short, students are able to share their interests
and out-of-class work. In response to the teacher’s repetition of her general elicitation in
line 01, two students take the floor at the same time. Note how the teacher manages to
respond to both by continuing to orient non-verbally (via a pointing gesture) to the
selected student while verbally and non-verbally putting the other student’s contribution
“on hold.”
Extract 6.5 (Reading, Session 1)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

TR:
HE:
AM:
TR:

AM:
HE:
AM:
HE:

anybody else [wanna- (.) share
+gazes to front row
+glances to AM?
[raises hand
[gazes to TR
what they fou[nd.
+gazes ahead to HE
+walks forward
+nods/points to HE with rt hand
[juicing can
[(
)
[(be harmful)
[i choose ( )
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13
14
15
16

TR:

Heidi
off
camera



[(ho-)/(okay-)* one second.**
...walking/pointing toward HE with rt hand
+points toward AM with lt hand
+gazes to AM
+gazes to HE

Amanda

Figure 6.3 Teacher gazes/points to Amanda

Heidi
off
camera

Amanda

Figure 6.4 Teacher gazes/points to Heidi
17
18
19

HE:
TR:

(0.2)-TR nods and walks
i choose uh [low carb di:et.
[leans toward HE

After TR’s anybody else (line 01), both Heidi and Amanda appear to make bids
for TR’s attention (lines 03-04). Although TR may glance briefly at Amanda, or at least,
toward the front row where Amanda is seated (line 02), Heidi’s bid, a hand raise, is more
recognizable as such (Amanda only appears to look up from her materials to TR). As TR
extends her own turn with a more complete directive (wanna- share what they found in
lines 01 and 05), she shifts her gaze toward Heidi, walks forward toward where Heidi is
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seated, and nods and points to her with her right hand, performing an embodied turn
allocation (Kääntä, 2012) (lines 05-08). Note, however, that Heidi is seated behind
Amanda, so Amanda does not see the competing bidder whom the teacher has in fact
selected. Both Amanda and Heidi begin speaking at the same time (lines 09-10).
In overlap, TR begins to respond to these competing contributions. She
acknowledges Amanda, the un-selected speaker, verbally, producing either an okay or
what may be the start of hold, as in hold on (line 13). She also gazes and points toward
Amanda with her left hand, acknowledging the student non-verbally as well (lines 15-16;
see Figure 6.3). TR then produces or completes the directive to wait: one second (line
13). As she responds verbally to Amanda, note, however, that she is once again gazing
toward Heidi, whom she has continued to point toward with her right hand and walk
toward (lines 14 and 16; see Figure 6.4). By splitting resources in this complex fashion
(i.e., splitting verbal/non-verbal resources, and splitting different types of non-verbal
resources), TR is able to put one student “on hold” while preserving access to the floor
for another, the speaker she had originally selected, who shares her topic in line 18. The
teacher later returns her attention to Amanda to receive her contribution (not shown).
Ultimately, TR engages in what Waring (2013a) has termed sequential attending, or the
practice of attending “one-by-one” to competing contributions; however, she briefly
engages in what might be called simultaneous attending—aligning as recipient of two
different speakers within a single turn. The teacher thus manages to acknowledge and
validate one student’s talk (verbally, and with a brief gaze shift and pointing gesture)
while acknowledging and validating another’s (non-verbally, by continuing to point and
walk toward the student, and returning her gaze to the student). The teacher attends to
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restoring order in turn-taking while also attending to interpersonal concerns, marking the
willingness to participate that both students display—an equitable approach (Waring,
2013a) that evidences a concern for ensuring that both students will be willing to
participate in the future (see also Reddington, 2018; Waring, Reddington, & Tadic,
2016).
As shown in this section of the analysis, teachers employ resource splitting in
turn-taking management to attend to multiple, and potentially conflicting, demands. By
devoting verbal and embodied resources, or different kinds of embodied resources, to
different courses of action, a teacher may recognize a student contribution, in particular
one that tackles a complex task, launches an initiative, and/or aims to share personallyrelevant information while simultaneously beginning to disengage and pursue speaker
transition. Within a single turn, a teacher can do “being a recipient” and efficiently
allocate a turn to a new speaker (Extract 6.1), re-open the floor for speaker self-selection
(Extracts 6.2-6.4), or acknowledge and put a competing contribution “on hold” (Extract
6.5). In this way, teachers may simultaneously attend to maintaining positive
relationships with active participants, create opportunities for multiple students to
participate verbally, and maintain order on the main classroom floor.

Resource Splitting in Managing Potential Shifts in Pedagogic Task or Topic

In addition to serving as a resource for managing student turn-taking, specifically
balancing “responding” and “moving on” to other student speakers, the practice of
resource splitting can also serve as a resource for balancing “responding” and “moving
on” to new pedagogic tasks and topics. This section will examine five instances (from a
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collection of 16 cases) in which the teacher utilizes resource splitting to align as a
recipient in a dyadic exchange while simultaneously attempting to move the lesson
forward by initiating a new task or pedagogic activity or a new topical focus within the
current task/activity. In this way, the teacher may simultaneously attend to multiple
concerns, including validating individual contributions and advancing their pedagogic
agenda.

Managing Potential Shifts in Pedagogic Task
This section will examine three cases in which the teacher responds to an
individual contribution while simultaneously endeavoring to transition to a new
pedagogic task or activity, which may also involve a new participation structure (e.g., a
shift from small-group discussions to whole-group discussion, or from whole-group
discussion to lecture). In all cases, the individual contribution exhibits some sort of
“specialness” in that it is complex, student-initiated, and/or addressed to personallyrelevant topics.
In Extract 6.6, the “special” contribution is a student-initiated inquiry that occurs
at a possible point of task or activity transition. The grammar class had completed
exercises that involved working with adjective/relative clauses in an informational text
about three supposed “lesser-known” aspects of American life and culture (the prom,
chicken wings, and Amish culture). After the class completed the exercise, the teacher led
a discussion about these topics, with some questions and observations contributed by
students. As the extract begins, the teacher is wrapping up an informing turn about the
Amish. He is beginning to initiate a transition to a new task when a student self-selects
and initiates repair. Note how the teacher is able to respond to the student verbally while
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proceeding with activity transition non-verbally (via gaze direction and body
movements).
Extract 6.6 (Grammar, Session 2)
01

TG:

they don’t go into the military (.) ↓either.*

Figure 6.5 Teacher sits on desk facing students
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

RI?:
TG:
JA:
TG:
JA:
TG:



stands from seated position on front of desk
↑what?
okay:.
[=↑yeah.]
...stands +steps back
[(
) ]
[gazes to materials on desk/steps around desk
[where they don’t go?
they don’t go into the army.*
...gazes to desk/steps around

Figure 6.6 Teacher gazes to desk/steps around desk
11
12
13
14
15

TG:



(0.5)-TG steps around desk
u:h even if there’s a draft or a wa:r
+
steps toward desk
+ +reaches to desk
they don’t fight. o:kay.
+moves bag on desk+
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

GI:
TG:

SO >anyway,< certainly really interesting,
+gazes to Ss
and if you guys want to look up something about
the amish, ↓or ↓chicken wings or the prom
and bring it back, [smiles
+gazes to desk
[hh hh hh
.hh u::h that would be great. o::kay.
+flips pages in book
+touches handouts
↑keep your books closed for a moment.
+picks up, places handouts down

After noting that the Amish do not go into the military (line 01), TG, who has
been sitting on the front edge of the teacher’s desk facing students (see Figure 6.5),
begins to stand (line 02), a possible sign of the closing of the informing sequence and the
larger activity of discussing the topics in the text. There is an audible newsmark from one
student, the high-pitched what in line 03; by treating the information as surprising, this
student turn has the potential to expand the sequence (Jefferson, 1981; Schegloff, 2007).
As TG stands, however, he utters an okay which also seems to signal closing (lines 0405). He then responds to the student initiation in minimal fashion, with the confirmation
token yeah (line 04). As he utters the yeah, the teacher also steps back (line 05),
preparing to move to the other side of the desk, on which his textbook and other materials
are placed. At the same time, another student, Jay, self-selects, although the beginning of
his talk is not clearly audible in the recordings (line 06). As TG directs his gaze to the
materials on his desk and steps around the desk to face them (line 07), Jay continues and
produces a more extended turn, a repair initiation indicative not of surprise but of trouble
with hearing or understanding TG’s last substantive turn: where they don’t go? (line 08).
By physically moving away from students, and orienting to his materials, the
teacher continues to signal his intention to leave the cultural discussion/informing behind
and shift to a new task. However, while TG pursues this course of action non-verbally, he
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also aligns as recipient of Jay’s question. Although he never directs his gaze toward the
student, he responds verbally with a repair of his earlier utterance, replacing military with
army (lines 09-10). After a brief gap, during which TG continues to move to the other
side of the desk (line 11), he further elaborates in lines 12-14 (even if there’s a draft or a
war they don’t fight). Throughout this elaboration, which is still responding to Jay’s
question, TG moves closer to his desk and reaches forward to his materials, consistently
orienting to moving on. His okay may signal closing of this repair sequence.
That TG is effecting a transition becomes even clearer in his subsequent talk and
non-verbal behavior: When he begins a new TCU in line 16, it is with so anyway, and he
looks up to the class, not to Jay. He produces a summative assessment of the topic(s)
(really interesting) (lines 16-17) and suggests that students look up something about the
topics and bring the information to a future class (lines 18-21, 23). He begins flipping
through his textbook and moving handouts (line 24) and finally delivers instructions for
the next task (partially shown in line 25). By splitting resources such that he is able to
verbally respond to a question while non-verbally preparing to initiate a new task, the
teacher thus attends, within the same turn(s), to validating the student contribution while
keeping the lesson moving forward and advancing his instructional agenda.
In the following extract, from the same session of the grammar class as Extract
6.2, the teacher responds to a different kind of student initiative—a joke or tease—while
simultaneously proceeding to introduce a new task. The teacher had initially asked
students to suggest gifts that he could give to his significant other using a sentence starter
with an adjective/relative clause, the lesson’s grammar focus (i.e., A gift that she would
love would be __.). He then solicited opposite suggestions with the prompt: A gift that she
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would hate would be __. As the extract begins, a few students respond, suggesting a
grammar book (lines 01-03). Although there are signs that TG is preparing to end this
pedagogic task, he re-engages with students regarding this suggestion, ultimately splitting
verbal and embodied resources (gaze direction and body movement) to align and respond
while moving forward with his agenda.
Extract 6.7 (Grammar, Session 3)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

MA:
CA:
TG:
Ss:
TG:
MA:
NI?:
TG:
NI:
GI:
TG:

Ss:
S?:
Ss:
TG:



[(a) grammar book.]
[she would (.)
] h:ate would be a
grammar [book.
[a gra↓mmar [book. ]
+turns to board
[heh heh] heh heh
she always tells me she likes grammar. smiles
+turns to Ss
+opens arms
oh she does?=
=no:,
that’s what [she tells me.
]
[but she likes ( )] ((off camera))
[( )]
[the] professor who teach[es grammar
]
((off camera))
[↑heh ↑heh ↑heh]↑heh
+turns, walks to board
↑heh $that could [be.$
]
...walks to board
[((light laughing))]
[↑NO.
]
[((light ] laughing))
so, (0.3)
so, toda:y, (.) we:’re
+steps toward board +turns to Ss
continuing on with adjective clauses,
we’re going to do adjective clauses
for one more cla:ss, (.) ((continues))

Given that TG is a grammar teacher and has previously expressed his enthusiasm
for the subject (not shown in the transcript), when students suggest that his significant
other would hate to receive a grammar book as a gift, the proposal can be taken as a
playful tease or “dig.” TG responds in line 04 by repeating a grammar book, with a
noticeable pitch drop on the word grammar, which may convey both a feeling of
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disappointment as well as a sense of finality, i.e., this is the last suggestion to be
accepted. Indeed, as TG completes the TCU, he turns away from students to face the
board (line 05), a sign that he is preparing to move on from the current task. Students
continue to laugh, treating the exchange as humorous (line 06). TG turns back to face the
students and initiates a new, related sequence, playfully challenging the students’
characterization of his significant other’s attitude: she always tells me she likes grammar
(lines 07-08). Two students can be heard responding to this challenge, one with a
newsmark expressing surprise (oh she does?) and one with an unmitigated rejection (no)
(lines 09-10). TG reiterates that this is what his significant other tells him (line 11). As he
responds, Nina self-selects in line 12, beginning her turn in overlap with the contrastive
discourse marker but, which both connects her point to prior talk and highlights the
introduction of a possible new perspective on the matter: but she likes. Although Nina
appears to continue this TCU (lines 12-13), Gina self-selects and produces an
anticipatory completion (Lerner, 2004), grammatically fitted to follow but she likes: the
professor who teaches grammar (line 14). By stressing the word professor, Gina places
special emphasis on the “true” object of the significant other’s affection. With this
unsolicited observation, which completes the contrast hinted at by Nina’s turn, Gina
implicitly rejects TG’s assertion that his significant other is being truthful about liking
grammar, tying her statement instead to a general truth that TG must have overlooked—
i.e., people may lie about shared interests to please a partner.
Nina and Gina thus take the initiative to extend the playful teasing sequence. In
lines 16-19, TG responds with high-pitched laughter, aligning as the recipient of a joke
and displaying recognition of the humor. As he responds verbally, however, non-
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verbally, he resumes preparation to initiate a new activity by physically turning away
from students once again and beginning to walk toward the board. He produces a further
validation of the jointly produced tease, acknowledging, with smiley voice, that Gina’s
conclusion may be right: that could be. As he utters two transitional so’s and turns to
face the class again (lines 23-24), the teacher initiates a new sequence and begins the task
of informing students of the plan for the day and the subsequent class (partly shown in
lines 25-27). Similar to Extract 6.6, TG responds to a student(s) without meeting their
gaze; simultaneously, he is able to pursue, non-verbally, a separate course of action.
Within the same turn, the teacher can both show appreciation for student-initiated humor
and proceed with his pedagogic agenda.
In the following extract from the same session of the advanced skills class as
Extract 6.4, the teacher is attempting to transition to a different phase of a pedagogic task.
Students had been discussing the topic of images that represent creativity in small groups.
Prior to the start of the extract, TA had attempted to call the class back together to initiate
whole-group sharing of ideas by walking to the head of the table and producing the
general elicitation what other images (not shown in the transcript). However, one of the
small groups draws her into a side conversation about an image on Emma’s phone, which
she must walk to the side of the table to view, while the other group continues talking
among themselves. As TA attempts to subsequently disengage from the side
conversation, she uses resource splitting to remain aligned as a recipient primarily
through verbal means while resuming her agenda of initiating a whole-class discussion
through embodied conduct (including gaze withdrawal and body movement).
Extract 6.8 (Advanced Skills, Session 1)
01
02

TA:
EM:

leans forward/gazes to EM's phone
in >seventeen hundred<
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03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

TA:
EM:
TA:
EM:
TA:
EM:
MA:
TA:



yeah.
u::h, the creations that [(god created)=it's a
[o::h.=
[(symbolist) u:h[=wo::w.
(0.4)
just (syl syl [syl)
[but totally >(you know)< make it
[upside [do:wn (they) say (it's like-) the
[↓wo:w. [walks to head of table/gazes to MA*
+gazes to MA

Maya
off
camera

Figure 6.7 Teacher walks to head of table/gazes to Maya
14
15
16
17

MA:
TA:




[con[ventional wa:y (.) to paint a
[raises eyebrows/walks
[↑wo::w.*
+gazes ahead and away from MA/walks

Maya
off
camera

Figure 6.8 Teacher walks/gazes ahead
18

MA:

[a reg- religious art.=you know?=
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

TA:
EM:
MA:
TA:
MA:
SA:

MA:
TA:
TA:
MA:
TA:

[turns toward Ss/gazes to MA
=>mhm?<=
=christian [a:rt.(.) you see always[angels and
[gazes rt/moves laptop [gaze to MA
[hh (it’s) about peacefu:l,=[and[yeah. yeah yes
[victory
+nods
+raises/opens arms
...gazes to MA
yeah.=
=idylli[c (syl syl)
[yea:h.
(0.4)
so[:[ri:ght. [<and this is pretty da:rk.=
[nods
=right.=and there are other ways- there are
+sits down/shifts gaze toward rt
different ways of expressing crea>tivity.<
=like you::this group
+open palms toward MI+
wa:- was talking abou:t cooking (0.2)
+gaze ahead

In lines 01, 03, 05, and 07, we find TA aligning as a recipient of Emma’s
informing about the artwork displayed on the phone: While gazing at Emma’s phone, she
offers a quiet but stretched oh wow, an assessment that endorses Emma’s stance that the
image is noteworthy. At this point, another member of the group, Maya, takes the
initiative to self-select and adds to the description of the painting, apparently referring to
how it challenges religious conventions in art (make it upside down) (lines 10-11). TA
shifts her gaze from the phone to Maya and produces another quiet wow, marked by low
pitch (lines 12-13). Although the point of Maya’s contribution may not be clear before
TA produces her wow, the teacher is perhaps commenting on the remarkableness of the
image generally, and she aligns as a recipient of Maya’s informing. It is during Maya’s
multi-unit turn that we see TA engage in resource splitting. She begins walking to the
head of the table but keeps her head turned and her gaze toward Maya (line 12; see
Figure 6.7). In this moment, we find a brief example of embodied resource splitting:
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TA’s walking away from the students toward the head of the table indicates a potential
shift to a new task; via gaze, however, she continues to display alignment as a recipient of
the current student speaker’s talk. Similarly, as she walks, she also raises her eyebrows
(line 15), a non-verbal marking of the noteworthy information being provided. When TA
does withdraw her gaze from Maya, shifting it forward in the direction in which she is
walking, note that she indicates alignment as a recipient verbally, producing a higherpitched wow in response to Maya’s continuing turn (lines 16-17; see Figure 6.8).
The transition to whole-group discussion is not an abrupt one; it will still involve
several steps for TA and Maya to negotiate the closing of Maya’s informing about a topic
of personal interest to her. As Maya appears to near the end of another TCU (line 28) and
a brief gap ensues (line 30), in line 31, TA utters a transitional so. Maya also continues,
adding to her previous TCU to describe how the artwork is not typical (and this is pretty
dark) (line 32). TA nods and then, once Maya’s TCU is complete, she moves more
quickly to reclaim the floor; with a latch, she launches a new turn, right. and there are
other ways- there are different ways of expressing creativity (lines 33-36). This broad
formulation moves past the focus on a specific piece of art familiar to Maya and her small
group and brings the discussion back to the intended topic of the whole-group discussion:
identifying multiple representations of creativity. As the teacher utters this formulation,
she also shifts her gaze toward the students seated on the opposite side of the table (line
35), and references a point she likely overheard during their small-group discussion, that
cooking could be a creative pursuit (partly shown in lines 37-40), thus binding student
contributions (see Chapter V for a discussion of the practice of binding). In this way, she
disengages from the exchange with Maya and her small group and sets up for a whole-
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group discussion involving all participants. Resource splitting is a step toward this goal:
By continuing to align, either verbally or non-verbally, as a recipient of Maya’s
informing, TA validates her contribution while moving forward with her agenda of
changing the participation framework and initiating a broader discussion covering
multiple examples.

Managing Potential Shifts in Pedagogic Topic
This section will examine two cases in which the teacher responds to an
individual contribution while simultaneously attempting to introduce a new pedagogic
topic within the current task or activity. In other words, the teacher does not initiate a new
pedagogic task or reconfigure the participation structure but endeavors to introduce a
particular pedagogic focus that is relevant to the task-in-progress. Similar to the
previously-discussed cases, the individual contributions in the following cases are
student-initiated and/or address complex or personal matters.
Both cases come from the advanced skills class and from the same class session
as Extracts 6.4 and 6.8. In Extract 6.9, the class is engaged in whole-group discussion of
students’ predictions regarding the topic of a TED talk that the class is about to watch. As
the extract begins, Maya is engaged in an extended telling/informing about the
educational practices of a non-traditional school that she has knowledge of, touched off
by TA’s general elicitation of responses to the question of what is meant by “creativity”
in education. TA initially aligns as a recipient of the telling, nodding, smiling, and
producing response tokens (not shown). When Maya uses a pedagogically relevant phrase
that may be difficult for all participants to understand, we can observe TA’s efforts to
make the phrase more salient for the whole group. These efforts involve a complex
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splitting of resources in such a way that she can continue to engage with Maya (verbally,
and at times via gaze) while preparing to introduce a pedagogic focus (signaled nonverbally, via body movement and at times via gaze). As in Extracts 6.2 and 6.5, we can
here observe a split in the use of verbal and embodied resources as well as in the use of
embodied resources.
Extract 6.9 (Advanced Skills, Session 1)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

MA:

TA:

MA:
TA:

SA&MI:
MA:

MA:
TA:



they don't use any textbook, and childrens
play the whole da:y, HUH HUH TO:: >you know<
rai:se creativity. to (bo:ster)
creativi[ty.]
[bol]ster- foste:r
+gestures outward+
okay,=
+nods/gazes ahead
[=<foster crea[tivity.
[stands
[great.=
+picks up marker/gazes to MA
[pick up pens
[=so:- >for example.<=the <bo:ys they make> a
ca:r.
(0.4)-TA steps backward toward board/
gazes to MA
[<(yeah so) the schoo:l (.) invite engineers,
[steps backward toward board with gaze to MA*

Maya
off
camera

Figure 6.9 Teacher steps to board/gazes to Maya
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20
21

wo::w,*
+turns to board

Maya
off
camera

Figure 6.10 Teacher turns to board
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:
MA:
EM:
MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:

[.hh from the >car industry,<=a:nd
[raises arm and walks toward board
[let them teach how to build a car.
[writes 'foster' on board
(0.3)-TA writes
<so they [had to deZHIGn a car by themself
[writes ‘creativity’
[writing
[which color=which sha:pe,=a:ndm[hm?
[.hh >and then they had to< LEA:rn
[HO::W this (.) mechanism
[closes marker/turns
[you know- (.) <works.> ((continues))
[glances to MA, gazes ahead/walks

At the start of the extract, after referencing specific educational practices at the
school, Maya describes their purpose, to raise creativity (lines 01-04). She immediately
provides an alternative formulation, with a non-standard pronunciation of the verb,
hearable as: boster creativity (lines 03-04). TA orients to the non-standard pronunciation,
initiating repair and offering two possible verbs to fit the phrase: bolster and foster (line
05). Maya quickly repairs the phrase with TA’s second suggestion: foster creativity (line
09). TA proceeds to do more than correct Maya’s vocabulary/pronunciation, however;
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she endeavors to make the phrase an object of pedagogic focus for the whole class.
Maya’s production of the phrase may have been difficult for students to understand (TA’s
response indicates that there are alternative hearings and phrasings); at the same time, it
is a phrase relevant not only to Maya’s telling but to the lesson topic of creativity. TA’s
quiet positive assessment, great, in line 11 not only validates Maya’s repair but also
seems to mark the phrase as worthy of note. As TA utters this assessment, she also stands
and picks up her marker (line 12). In this first instance of resource splitting, TA remains
recipient of Maya’s telling (verbally, but also via gaze) and prepares for a separate course
of action (non-verbally, via body movements): writing a vocabulary item on the board.
Note that Sara and Miriam display their understanding of the teacher’s intention by
picking up their pens in preparation for note-taking (line 13).
As Maya continues her telling, TA again engages in embodied resource splitting:
She keeps her gaze on Maya, continuing to align as a recipient of her talk, while
simultaneously stepping backward toward the board (lines 16-17 and line 19; see Figure
6.9). Then, verbal and embodied resources are split: TA utters a stretched wow,
responding to the telling, as she turns to face the board to begin writing (lines 20-21; see
Figure 6.10). When TA finishes writing, Maya’s telling is still in progress (lines 32-33),
and the teacher does not use this moment to explicitly or verbally direct the class’s
attention to the phrase on the board (she will reference the phrase later in the class, not
shown). Maya’s telling and the main discussion activity continue uninterrupted while TA
pursues her agenda of providing instructional support by writing a relevant phrase on the
board, making it clear and available to all learners. As a result of resource splitting,
noting/recording the phrase is an entirely embodied course of action that occurs in
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parallel with verbal (and at times non-verbal) displays of recipiency and validation of a
student contribution.
The final example will show a completed shift in pedagogic topic within the
current activity, with the teacher introducing and providing explanation of a vocabulary
item in response to a student speaker’s talk. As the extract begins, the class is engaged in
whole-group discussion about the artwork that serves as “cover art” for the chapter that
they will work through in the lesson. Maya is in the midst of a telling/informing about
artists who copy other works or pictures but do not create “original” works, elicited by
TA’s general invitation for students to comment on how the cover art represents
creativity. Similar to the previous extract (which occurs later in the same class), TA
engages as a recipient of the telling even as she works to make a new vocabulary item
available to the whole class. In this case, the teacher pursues different courses of action
entirely through different forms of embodied conduct (including, at times, gaze, gesture,
head nods, and body movement).
Extract 6.10 (Advanced Skills, Session 1)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:
MA:
MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:
MA:
TA:





[what they're doing is not
[gaze remains on MA/raises eyebrows
[creating their own piece of a:rt.=but just
[moves eyebrows up and down/nods
[gaze to table
[gaze to MA
[>(you know)< they have a- .hh (.)[>you know<
[y- if you give your picture?=and they can
[gazes to MA/picks up marker
paint your (0.2) .hh they can(0.5)-TA gaze down, opens marker, gaze to MA
.hh <take a [picture. [you know? (0.2)
[nods
[nods/turns to board
[but u:h (syl syl syl)
]
[.hh so what you're seeing here::,]
+turns toward Ss with lt arm out/palm up
[exactly.
]
[glance/nod to MA] that maya pointed ou:t it's
+turns to board
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

TA:

actually a <replication?> right? so::+writes 'replication' on board
stops writing, points at board (0.2)
he’s replicating, (0.2)
+turns/gazes to students
+writes 'replicating' on board
right?
+turns/gazes to board
...writes 'replicating' on board
(2.8)-TA continues writing
a:nd that's a type of a:rt to:o?=
+turns/gazes to Ss

As the extract begins, TA is aligning as a recipient of Maya’s telling: She gazes to
Maya, nods, and raises her eyebrows (lines 02 and 04) as Maya makes the point that
many artists are not creating their own piece of art (lines 01 and 03). As early as line 05,
however, TA may be preparing to pursue another course of action, writing on the board:
As Maya continues her multi-unit turn, TA gazes down briefly to the table where her
marker is located. She then engages in embodied resource splitting: She continues to gaze
to Maya as she picks up her marker in preparation for writing (line 08). She takes
advantage of a pause in Maya’s telling to look down and uncap the marker before
returning her gaze to the student (line 10). As Maya continues, TA again engages in
embodied resource splitting: She nods at the student and continues to acknowledge and
validate her contribution, even as she turns away from her and toward the board (line 12).
Thus, at both points, a physical movement that suggests disengagement from the
exchange with Maya (i.e., picking up the marker and turning away) is balanced by a
movement that suggests continuing recipiency (i.e., gaze direction and nodding).
As TA turns back to face the class, she utters a transitional so and a framing
phrase to set up for her introduction of a vocabulary item (lines 14-15). Note that at this
point, she has withdrawn her gaze from Maya and is addressing the class. Maya,
however, does extend her turn in overlap with TA’s talk (line 16). Orienting to this talk in
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overlap, TA returns her gaze to Maya, acknowledging her once more non-verbally with a
nod, before turning back to the board (lines 17-18). She gives Maya credit for the term
that she is about to introduce before starting to write the new item, replication (lines 1720) (see also Chapter V for a discussion of this utterance as an example of binding
student contributions and teacher explanation). TA then writes another form, replicating
(lines 22-28) and offers some contextual explanation (partly shown in line 29). Via
resource splitting, the teacher thus advances her agenda of introducing a new term to the
class, only clearly disengaging from the prior student speaker near the end of the extract,
as the vocabulary item becomes an object of pedagogic focus within the discussion
activity.
As the analysis in this section has shown, teachers employ resource splitting in
negotiating shifts in pedagogic tasks or task phases (Extracts 6.6-6.8) or introducing new
topics (Extracts 6.9 and 6.10), particularly in response to talk that is student-initiated
and/or devoted to personally relevant topics. Just as teachers may use resource splitting to
validate a student contribution while preparing to grant another speaker access to the
floor, they also use the practice to validate a student contribution before initiating a new
task or topic for the whole group. By devoting verbal and embodied resources, or
different kinds of embodied resources, to these different courses of action, the teacher can
simultaneously manage multiple demands, including maintaining positive relationships
with students and moving the pedagogic agenda forward.
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Discussion
In his re-examination of the concept of the “third turn” in the IRE/IRF
sequence—the teacher’s “evaluation” or “feedback” turn—Lee (2007) argues that the
application of formal category labels may obscure the contingent work that teachers
actually accomplish through these turns. Specifically, he illustrates how these teacher
turns both respond to and act on prior turns while moving the interaction forward (Lee,
2007, p. 1204). The cases presented in this chapter offer further evidence of the value of
taking a close look at turns that might otherwise be glossed as serving a single function,
e.g., feedback or turn allocation, in order to appreciate the complexity of the task of
managing classroom interaction.
Through the practice of resource splitting, teachers may, within a single turn,
efficiently deploy verbal and embodied resources to pursue different courses of action
related to the management of student turn-taking and pedagogic tasks and topics. One of
these courses of action is responding to the individual student speaker with whom the
teacher has been engaged; others may include allocating a turn to a particular next
speaker, opening the floor for speaker self-selection, managing competing contributions,
or initiating a new topic or task. Such a practice is reflective of the adult ESL teacher’s
concern for maintaining positive relationships with students and validating the efforts of
those who are active participants even as they attend to the demands of maintaining
order, enabling others to participate, and moving the pedagogic agenda forward. In the
dataset, student contributions, particularly those that address complex tasks, personallyrelevant topics, and/or are student-initiated, are thus routinely “handled with care.”
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As illustrated in nine of the ten extracts presented in this chapter, the teacher most
commonly employs verbal resources to (continue to) respond to an individual, while
some configuration of embodied resources is devoted to the work of “moving on.” Gaze
withdrawal, gaze shifts to other students, and/or movement away from students—walking
toward focal points in the classroom such as the teacher’s desk or the board—frequently
feature in initiating shifts to next speakers or new matters. At times, however, different
types of embodied resources may also be directed to different courses of action, as in
cases where the teacher signals recipiency through gaze and facial expression while
simultaneously moving away from the student speaker (see, for example, Extracts 6.2,
6.5, 6.9, and 6.10).
The findings presented in this chapter contribute to the growing body of work
examining participants’ use of embodied resources in classroom interaction (e.g., Hall &
Looney, 2019b). While prior work has documented a “division of labor” between verbal
and non-verbal resources in a single teacher turn, for instance, to give feedback and
allocate the next turn (Kääntä, 2012), the present work reveals that even different nonverbal resources can be marshalled to simultaneously pursue different courses of action.
Prior work has also highlighted the role of gaze withdrawal in indicating unwillingness to
participate on the part of students (Sert, 2015); this chapter reveals its usefulness to the
teacher as a resource for subtly disengaging from dyadic exchanges with individuals (see
also Reddington, 2018).
I hope to have illustrated that such “moving on” in the multi-party context of
classroom interaction can be a delicate matter that requires subtle, well-timed work on the
part of the teacher to balance multiple demands. Broadly speaking, resource splitting can
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be viewed as a practice for managing the “dual involvements” (Raymond & Lerner,
2014) that teachers inevitably find themselves engaged in. Examining cases from
institutional and everyday interaction (i.e., customer service encounters and a family
dinner), Raymond and Lerner (2014) have similarly illustrated how participants can
simultaneously pursue two courses of action, using various verbal and embodied
resources to not only accomplish each action but also signal to their interlocutors their
level of commitment to each (e.g., one course of action may be treated as a brief
“interjection”). In the classroom, resource splitting takes on special significance as a
practice for accomplishing one aspect of the work of teaching, specifically, balancing the
need to engage particular individuals and (others in) the group. In whole-class interaction,
the teacher confronts a “participation paradox”: Given the fixed and limited time allowed
for any lesson, encouraging extended participation on the part of individual students is an
aim that is inevitably in conflict with ensuring even participation (Reddington, 2018).
Through resource splitting, the teacher can manage this paradox with care and efficiency,
subtly curtailing the verbal participation of one student in order to create opportunities for
others to take the floor, as well as to initiate topics and tasks of interest and relevance to
the whole class.
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VII – CONCLUSION

As debates over education reform and teacher preparation in the U.S. continue,
Ball and Forzani (2009, 2011) have underscored the need to recognize teaching as
intricate, specialized work and argued for grounding teacher preparation more firmly in
practice experiences, similar to the way training in other professions, such as medicine,
occurs. Yet, there can be no such preparation without a better understanding of how to
perform the “core tasks” and activities of teaching that enable student learning (Ball &
Forzani, 2009).
This study aimed to address the question of how teaching is done, specifically, in
the under-studied context of adult ESL instruction. Adopting a view of teaching and
learning as situated, social activities (Firth & Wagner, 1997; Hall & Looney, 2019a;
Walsh, 2011) and using CA as a methodological approach, the study investigated the
discursive practices used by experienced teachers to manage multiple demands in realtime interaction in the adult ESL classroom. The current chapter will first summarize the
major findings of the study. Theoretical and methodological implications will then be
discussed, with a focus on the study’s contribution to 1) specifying interactional
competence/competencies for teaching; 2) revealing the value of CA as an approach to
the study of teaching; and 3) enhancing understanding of how professionals manage
multiple demands in institutional contexts more generally. Following a discussion of
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pedagogical implications, or what teachers and teacher educators may take away from the
study, limitations and directions for future research and dissemination will be addressed.

Summary of the Findings

Each chapter of the preceding analysis examines a distinct discursive practice
employed by teachers in the dataset to manage a recurring set of demands in classroom
interaction. Chapter IV illustrates a practice through which teachers attend to the
demands of maintaining positive relationships with students while promoting engagement
with instructional material—voicing the student perspective. This practice entails the
teacher verbalizing how students (may) perceive or experience a pedagogic topic or task;
the topic/task is framed in a way that acknowledges its difficulty or the problematic
nature of students’ engagement with it. By employing the practice, teachers
simultaneously affiliate with the (potential) student perspective while preparing them for
complex explanations or recruiting their participation.
As shown in the examples presented, the practice is realized through two different
formats and occurs in various sequential environments. The first format is assessments
that acknowledge topic or task difficulty. Such assessments can occur prior to teacher
explanation of challenging topics, where they serve as a “heads-up” designed to prepare
students for the explanation to come (e.g., the second part maybe is a little bit more
confusing; see Extract 4.1). They can also occur as prompts during difficult or facethreatening tasks, where they function to challenge and/or create a safe space for students
to participate (e.g., it’s hard right?; see Extract 4.6). The second format is statements that
attribute a negative attitude or feeling about a topic/task to students. These attributions
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occur in response to signs of task disengagement and function to recruit participation
(e.g., are you giving up?; see Extract 4.8).
Importantly, voicing the student perspective also provides the teacher with an
opportunity to respond to that perspective. Teachers frequently do so, reassuring students
that seemingly tiresome tasks are important and do-able and that they will be successful
in their learning even of difficult material. Voicing the student perspective thus
communicates empathy—i.e., I can see this from your perspective—while (along with the
voicing of a counter-perspective) encouraging continued engagement.
Chapter V illustrates a practice through which teachers attend to the demand of
maintaining positive relationships with individual students as they promote engagement
with pedagogic topics and tasks on the part of the class—binding student contributions.
This practice entails marking connections, verbally and/or non-verbally, between one
student contribution and 1) teacher explanation or 2) the contributions or identities of
other students. Through binding, the teacher balances the need to display responsiveness
to individual contributions with the need to engage (other individuals in) the group.
As shown in the examples, connections are marked via linguistic resources
including discourse markers, expressions of similarity, and reference forms (e.g., that’s
also one of the great things… [see Extract 5.1] or but related to that in a way was what
Miriam and Sarah talked about… [see Extract 5.5]). Connections may be marked
additionally, or exclusively, via embodied conduct, including gaze shifts and gestures
toward particular students (see Extracts 5.8 and 5.9).
Depending on what they are connecting, teachers may use binding to pursue
various courses of action designed to engage the class while still acknowledging and
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validating the participation of an individual. For instance, teachers may bind student
contributions to their own explanations of pedagogic topics immediately following
student talk, within their ongoing explanatory turns, or following their explanatory turns.
In the context of doing explanation, binding promotes discourse coherence and the
comprehensibility of the topic for the whole group. At the same time, in cases where
student participation does not appear to align with teacher expectations, for example,
when students do not respond (see, e.g., Extract 5.3), or when an individual talks for
longer than might be called for (see, e.g., Extract 5.2), binding can facilitate the teacher’s
shifting to a new pedagogic focus or moving a task forward.
In addition to binding student contributions to their own explanations, teachers
also mark connections between student contributions and the talk and identities of other
students. This form of binding may be employed with or without elicitations directed to
other students. In the former environment, the teacher leverages a connection to invite
participation from a new speaker(s). In the latter environment, the teacher does not
pursue speaker change but works more subtly—perhaps via embodied conduct
exclusively—to acknowledge student recipients by, for instance, gesturing to a student
whose identity or earlier contribution is relevant to the talk of the current student speaker
or to a student-initiated course of action (see Extracts 5.8 and 5.9). By making
connections between students themselves, teachers thus promote engagement not only by
enhancing discourse coherence and comprehensibility, but also by creating opportunities
for others to contribute or to see their contributions as relevant to current talk. In short,
binding is a practice for working with individual contributions in a responsive manner—a
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means of expressing to individuals, I’ve been listening to you, while at the same time
promoting the engagement of others.
Chapter VI deals with a teacher practice that is addressed, on the one hand, to the
demand of maintaining positive relationships and, on the other, to the need to move the
lesson forward through pursuit of speaker, topic, or task transition. Specifically, the
practice of resource splitting entails the use of verbal and embodied resources to
simultaneously pursue different courses of action within a single turn, or the use of
different embodied resources (e.g., gaze and head nods) to do so. By engaging in this
“division of labor” (Kääntä, 2012; Raymond & Lerner, 2014), the teacher can observably
do two different things at the same time: align as a recipient and validate one student
contribution while at the same time managing turn-taking or pursuing (potential) shifts in
pedagogic topic or task.
With regard to turn-taking management, a teacher can employ resource splitting
to do “being a recipient” in an exchange with one individual while allocating a turn to a
new speaker, re-opening the floor for others, or managing a competing contribution. This
might be achieved, for instance, by directing positive verbal feedback to one student and
pointing to the selected next speaker (see Extract 6.1) or, in the case of competing
contributions, acknowledging and putting one student “on hold” verbally and via gesture
while gazing and gesturing toward the selected speaker (see Extract 6.5). In managing
(potential) shifts in pedagogic task or topic, a teacher can likewise allocate different
resources to different courses of action in order to respond to an individual and attempt to
“move on” with the instructional agenda. For instance, the teacher may answer a student
question while gazing to their desk and orienting to materials for the next pedagogic
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activity (see Extract 6.6), or the teacher might nod in response to a student contribution
even as they turn to the board to record a new vocabulary item (see Extract 6.10). Most
commonly (though not always) resources are “split” such that teachers align as recipients
of student contributions via talk while embodied conduct, such as gaze withdrawal or
movement away from students, e.g., toward the board, is employed to initiate shifts to
new speakers or new matters.
As also highlighted in the analysis, teachers tend to employ resource splitting as
they respond to student turns that exhibit some kind of “specialness” (Waring &
Carpenter, 2019), that is, turns that perform complex tasks, express personal meanings,
and/or are student-initiated. A concern for maintaining positive relationships with
students who are active participants is thus apparent in the care employed as teachers
simultaneously respond and move to close down contributions in order to move the
lesson forward.
Taken together, the three analysis chapters shed light on some of the multiple, and
potentially competing, demands that teachers attend to in the adult ESL classroom and
several discursive practices for managing these demands.

Theoretical and Methodological Implications

This section contextualizes the findings of the study and discusses its
contributions to three areas of work under the broad heading of research on language and
social interaction: 1) specifying interactional competence, or competencies, for teaching;
2) illustrating the value of CA as an approach to the former; and 3) enhancing
understanding of managing multiple demands in institutional contexts.
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Specifying Interactional Competence/Competencies for Teaching
The findings of this study support and extend prior work on classroom interaction
that examines teacher practices. It sheds light on how adult ESL instruction in particular
is accomplished, in the context of a community college academic program and a
community-based program, and thus contributes to addressing the substantial research
void that exists regarding the needs and experiences of teachers and learners in these
contexts (Center for Applied Linguistics, 2010; Raufman, Brathwaite, & Kalamkarian,
2019). It is worth noting, however, that the demands that the teachers in the dataset orient
to are not, by and large, context-specific; they are relevant in any context in which
teachers are concerned with validating the contributions of a diverse group of students
and promoting their engagement. Returning to Wright’s (2005) conceptualization of the
major discourses that teachers navigate in the classroom, this study has highlighted
practices for maintaining order, including by managing student turn-taking and ensuring
the progressivity of the lesson; managing learning opportunities, by making content
comprehensible and pursuing student engagement; and demonstrating care, by
responding to and validating contributions, offering encouragement, and displaying
personal knowledge of students.
A key observation of the current study is that the management of these concerns
can be intertwined; teachers may attend to them simultaneously within as small a space as
a single turn or utterance. This is undoubtedly one of the (many) reasons that teaching in
any classroom context is such complex work. The novice teacher must learn to harness
the power of the multivocalic (Waring, 2016) or heteroglossic (Waring, forthcoming; see
Bakhtin, 1981) nature of teacher talk as well as embodied conduct.
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Another recurrent theme in the present study, which has been somewhat less
explored to date, is how teachers manage their accountabilities to the individual student
and to the whole class. Classroom interaction is institutional interaction; teacher and
students convene for a specific goal: the teaching/learning of the subject matter. It is also
multi-party interaction, a multilogue (Schwab, 2011), in which whatever the teacher says
or does, even if ostensibly directed to one individual, is potentially available to all
participants. The analysis chapters offer a number of examples of teachers managing
these realities and their responsibilities to students. Teachers in the dataset employ
practices such as resource splitting and binding to carefully curtail the participation of
one student in order to allow others the opportunity to speak (and learn)—what I have
discussed elsewhere as managing the “participation paradox” (Reddington, 2018). The
analysis also reveals how teachers use binding to connect individual, personal student
contributions to pedagogic topics and themes of relevance to the whole class. As
illustrated, teaching involves not only doing multiple things at one time, but also doing
things for multiple individuals at one time—yet another reason why it is such complex
work (see also Lampert, 2001).
Findings such as these contribute to developing our understanding of what
constitutes skilled/skillful teaching, specifically, what might be termed interactional
competence, or interactional competencies, for teaching (see also Hall, 2014; Looney &
Hall, 2015). Walsh (2006, 2011, 2012) has offered perhaps one of the most thorough
discussions to date of what he terms classroom interactional competence or CIC. For
Walsh (2006), CIC is “teachers’ and learners’ ability to use interaction as a tool for
mediating and assisting learning” (p. 132). Focusing on the teacher’s role in the language
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classroom, Walsh ultimately argues that a key aspect of CIC lies in the teacher’s ability to
adapt linguistic and interactional practices to the pedagogic goal(s) of the moment,
whether that goal is delivering clear task instructions, eliciting a specific linguistic form,
or promoting extended student contributions. For instance, in order to promote extended
contributions from language learners, teachers should—and do—extend wait time before
speaking themselves, ask clarification questions, and provide content-focused rather than
form-focused feedback (Walsh, 2006, 2011, 2012; see also Seedhouse & Walsh, 2010).
The current study adds to the discussion of CIC by offering specific answers to
the question of how experienced teachers pursue particular pedagogic goals discursively.
Voicing the student perspective, for example, is a practice for framing the experience of
topics and tasks in ways that prepare students for instructional content, pursue their
alignment with the teacher’s agenda, and recruit their participation. Binding student
contributions may be seen as another means of shaping (Walsh, 2006, 2011, 2012) those
contributions in order to promote group comprehension or engagement. Resource
splitting is a practice for smoothly managing necessary transitions between topics, tasks,
and speakers.
As the chapters devoted to the latter two practices make clear, embodied conduct,
as well as how the teacher uses materials in the physical environment, such as the
textbook and the board, must also be considered among the meaning-making resources at
the teacher’s disposal. Research on classroom interaction is just beginning to uncover the
significance of gaze and gesture in doing explanation (Matsumoto & Dobs, 2017;
Waring, Creider, & Box, 2013), allocating turns and eliciting participation (Kääntä, 2012;
Sert, 2015), and displaying responsiveness to student talk (Majlesi, 2015; Reddington,
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2018). Adopting an embodied, and indeed multimodal, perspective on classroom
interactional competence/competencies will ultimately be necessary if we are to fully
appreciate the work of teaching (see also Creider, 2016; Hall & Looney, 2019a; Sert,
2015; Waring & Carpenter, 2019).

Using Conversation Analysis to Study the Work of Teaching
The current study demonstrates the power and utility of CA as a methodological
approach to studying teaching. Rather than investigate teachers’ propositional knowledge
about teaching, as much prior research has done, CA offers a means of examining and
documenting “practices and actions for doing teaching” (Hall & Looney, 2019a, pp. 1-2).
As noted earlier (see Chapter III, Methodology), one of the strengths of CA as an
approach to the study of language and social interaction lies in the bottom-up nature of its
analysis. In other analytic approaches, the researcher may come to the data with finetuned predictions or pre-defined categories, coding each relevant utterance or turn
accordingly. A risk inherent in such an approach is that we may find only what we had
expected to find in the first place. In CA, in principle, no participant conduct should be
dismissed a priori as unimportant, no spate of talk treated as a “throwaway” comment.
By adopting such a mindset as an analyst, I was able to observe patterns in teacher
conduct—for example, teachers evaluating tasks as tricky, or referencing prior student
contributions—that might otherwise have gone unnoticed.
A related strength of CA lies in its attention to detail, both verbal and non-verbal.
For instance, the subtle teacher “multi-tasking” described in Chapter VI on resource
splitting would be rendered invisible if the analyst adopted an approach that attended to
talk alone. Similarly, CA’s insistence on analyzing phenomena of interest in their local,
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sequential context, that is, along with preceding and subsequent turns, can undoubtedly
facilitate the uncovering of the multi-faceted nature of teacher conduct in the classroom.
In some approaches to discourse analysis, the application of a single label to an instance
of talk or behavior may, in fact, obscure the complexity of that conduct (Seedhouse,
2004; see, for example, Lee’s [2007] discussion of the multi-functional nature of teacher
“feedback” turns). Through a CA lens, we can observe and appreciate how the teacher
pursues larger goals or projects moment by moment, and in response to student conduct.
The product of such analysis is empirically-grounded descriptions of actual teacher
practices.
These descriptions can lend much-needed specificity to efforts to understand the
work of teaching. In recent years, some scholars of elementary and secondary
education/teacher education have turned their attention to identifying high-leverage
teaching practices, or the fundamental, high-frequency practices of teaching that can be
used across curricula and pedagogical approaches and that novice teachers must begin to
understand and implement, in their classrooms and in their schools (Ball & Forzani,
2009; Glisan & Donato, 2017; Grossman, Hammerness, & McDonald, 2009; Hlas &
Hlas, 2012). While there is as yet no common framework for identifying and labeling
such practices (McDonald, Kazemi, & Kavanagh, 2013), it has been pointed out that
practices may have different “grain sizes” (Ball & Forzani, 2009; Glisan & Donato,
2017), or in other words, that larger, more complex practices may need to be “broken
down” into smaller ones. Yet, the level of specificity provided in discussions of such
practices does not seem to approach the level that CA findings can offer. For instance,
leading a classroom discussion is commonly considered a high-leverage teaching
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practice; eliciting and responding to student contributions may be viewed as a component
practice (Hlas & Hlas, 2012). As the current study suggests, in the adult ESL context in
particular, eliciting participation and responding to students can involve binding student
contributions, using particular linguistic and embodied resources, or splitting resources to
accomplish multiple actions, such as validating a contribution and moving on to a new
speaker. By turning a CA lens to actual classroom interaction—and by connecting the
separate discussions on classroom interactional competence and high-leverage teaching
practices—further parsing of practices may be achieved, offering useful information to
novice teachers and teacher educators (see Pedagogical Implications, this chapter) while
continuing to recognize and value the complexity of teaching (Grossman, Hammerness,
& McDonald, 2009).

Identifying Practices for Managing Multiple Demands in Institutional Interaction
By addressing practices relevant in the work of teaching, the current study also
contributes to that strand of “applied” CA work that aims to document what is done by
participants as they interact in specific institutional contexts (Antaki, 2011). That and
how practitioners manage or navigate multiple and potentially competing demands has
been a recurring interest for scholars of institutional interaction (e.g., Box, 2017;
Clayman & Heritage, 2002). Similar concerns or demands may emerge in different
settings; thus, it may be worth investigating whether practices documented in the current
study are, or can be, employed in other contexts, particularly those that involve
organizing multi-party interaction, such as meetings (see, e.g., Ford, 2008), and balancing
interpersonal concerns with institutionally required-tasks (see, e.g., Raymond, 2010).
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More generally, the current study contributes to an understanding of “multitasking” in institutional interaction. “Multi-tasking” has been a well-studied phenomenon
in psychology and cognitive science (see Salvucci & Taatgen, 2011). The concept has
also been taken up in research on language and social interaction, where the interest lies
not in the individual cognitive processes that might be involved but rather in the question
of how it is accomplished, that is, in the practices through which participants manage
multiple activities and the verbal and embodied resources utilized (Haddington,
Keisanen, Mondada, & Nevile, 2014). Haddington, Keisanen, Mondada, and Nevile
(2014) use the more inclusive term “multiactivity” in their introduction to a recent
collection of studies devoted to the topic in a variety of settings. In the current study,
Chapter VI on resource splitting in particular showcases teachers engaged in pursuing
multiple courses of action simultaneously and how specific configurations of resources
may be devoted to each. Such findings suggest the importance of further investigating
multiactivity in the work of professionals (and the work of the laypeople with whom they
interact) in other institutional contexts.

Pedagogical Implications

This section considers how the findings of the study may be communicated in
useful ways to teachers and teacher educators—the audience that may benefit the most
directly from the concrete and detailed descriptions of actual teacher practices that CA
can provide. It is worth noting here a common critique of CA: Its terminology and
techniques may be off-putting to the “uninitiated,” to those without specialist training in
the study of language and social interaction. This can make it harder for analysts to
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communicate the value of findings to those who may be affected by or benefit from
knowledge of those findings.
It is my hope that the framing of the demands (e.g., managing learning
opportunities, order, and care) and teacher actions (e.g., managing turn-taking and
managing topic and task shifts) in the preceding analysis chapters will resonate with
practicing teachers and teachers-in-training. Yet, as I plan to share findings not only with
audiences of applied linguists and discourse analysts, but also with adult ESL teachers
and teacher educators themselves, it is important to consider alternative means of making
this research accessible.
One way of discussing the value of the findings, alluded to earlier, is that they
offer a way of breaking down general and abstract recommendations into concrete
undertakings. For instance, teachers are advised to “build rapport,” and to do so by
employing strategies such as showing interest in each student (Brown, 2007). What
exactly might that look like in classroom interaction? On the basis of this study, further
specification can be offered. For example, teachers can demonstrate their interest in
students by displaying that they have heard and remembered prior contributions through
the practice of binding contributions. They can empathize with students by voicing the
difficulty of topics and tasks. They can also use resource splitting to align with studentinitiated courses of action, even while subtly moving on and ensuring the progressivity of
the lesson. What might otherwise be seen as large goals and general strategies can be
reconceptualized for the teacher as enacted over time through “small” moves in particular
contexts.
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Another way of framing certain findings for practitioners is as potential solutions
to common classroom management challenges or problems (see also Lampert, 2001).
One concern that will be familiar to teachers across contexts is dealing with students who
might be characterized as “turn sharks” (Erickson, 2004) or those who engage in floorhogging (Waring, 2013b), potentially limiting speaking opportunities for students who
are more reticent or need or prefer more time to prepare to speak. In the preceding
analysis, one of the more “talkative” students from the advanced skills class, Maya,
features in several extracts in which the teacher employs practices such as binding or
resource splitting to display responsiveness while nevertheless pursuing topic, task, or
speaker transition. The takeaway from such examples is that it is possible to validate a
student contribution even while disengaging from that speaker.
Another “tricky” issue for the teacher may be managing moments of
misalignment, when students do not participate when called upon to do so, or do not
participate in the way that the teacher projects or expects. A number of possible solutions
may be utilized, depending on the specific circumstances: The teacher might move the
lesson forward by using binding to supply the missing “answer” themselves but
nevertheless credit a student with that response (see Extract 5.3); the teacher might voice
the student perspective, and a positive counter-perspective, to pursue participation (see
Extracts 4.6-4.8); or the teacher might use such voicing to ascertain the students’ actual
perspective and renegotiate the terms of the task (see Extract 4.9). These are decisions
that must be made in the moment, taking into consideration student needs and other
aspects of the teacher’s agenda for the lesson. However, what the current study provides
is a specification of options available and examples of how to implement them. It may
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thus contribute to expanding teachers’ and teacher educators conceptualizations of the
multiple resources of which they can avail themselves, including talk, gaze, gesture,
bodily movement, and materials in the classroom environment.
A discussion of pedagogical implications raises the question of how exactly such
findings make their way into teacher education and professional development
experiences, beyond the presentation of suggested practices, like that in the preceding
paragraphs. The extracts presented in the analysis chapters themselves may be taken
individually as small case studies for practitioners to analyze, reflect on, and compare to
their own experiences. Stokoe (2014) has pioneered an approach to using CA in
professional training—the Conversation Analytic Role-Play Method (CARM). Rather
than have employees of an institution engage in role play, a technique that Stokoe
criticizes as inauthentic, participants are shown actual excerpts from transcripts and
recordings, bit by bit, and invited to discuss what might be termed pivotal moments or
“choice points” (Hepburn, Wilkinson, & Butler, 2014) in the interaction: What could the
speaker say or do here to achieve a particular goal? How might the next speaker respond?
What would be the result? Participants continue to observe the interaction as it unfolds,
discuss what was actually said or done, and consider the implications. Used in the context
of teacher education or professional development, such work may not only reveal “new,”
or alternative, options for teachers to exercise but also develop their capacity for
reflection on their own teaching (Looney, 2019; Sert, 2015; Waring, forthcoming).
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Limitations and Directions for Future Research

The practices uncovered in the dataset for the current study are by no means an
exhaustive list of teacher practices for managing multiple demands. More work could and
should continue with the same dataset to explore additional practices; further work could
also be done with other (adult ESL) teachers and classrooms to pursue the question of
how generalizable these particular findings are.
As an approach to the study of language and social interaction, CA offers a
number of strengths; choosing to employ it also means accepting certain limitations.
Other research designs and paradigms are better suited to examining larger amounts of
data and examining cause-effect relationships (e.g., does a particular teacher practice
contribute to a particular learning outcome for the student?). However, as has been noted
of CA findings generally (Pomerantz, 1990), they can provide inspiration and impetus for
more controlled and larger-scale studies of the phenomena uncovered. Although typically
considered a distinct and separate endeavor, ethnographic methods can be paired in a
complementary way with CA (see Fagan, 2013). This kind of multi-method approach
could prove fruitful in the investigation of complex issues like rapport or student
engagement. While CA can locate displays of affiliation between teachers and students,
and evidence of student alignment with a teacher agenda (or vice versa) in the observable
details of interaction, it cannot answer questions such as how cognitively or emotionally
engaged students felt while participating in a class or how they perceived teacher efforts
to build rapport. Used alongside CA, methods such as interviewing and participant
observation would provide insight into how teachers and students experience engaging
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with content and tasks, managing their relationships with one another, and being part of a
classroom community.
Perhaps the most significant future challenge, for this study, as well as for
existing and ongoing classroom-based CA research, is actually reaching teachers and
teacher educators. More intervention-based studies, in which researchers work closely
with teachers to identify and solve problems (Antaki, 2011), would be beneficial in
bridging the divide that tends to exist between researchers and practitioners (see
Carpenter [2020] for an example). However, meeting this challenge is also a question of
taking what has already been discovered and (re)packaging it with teachers and teacher
educators in mind, as Waring and Creider (forthcoming) seek to do. As a teacher and
teacher trainer myself, I hope to be part of making this kind of micro-analysis
“mainstream” in the field of teacher education.
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Appendix A
Transcription Conventions
.
?
,
::
word
word
WORD
word
word
word
>word<
<word>
<
hh
.hh
(hh)
[ ]
[ ]
=
(2.4)
(.)
( )
(syl syl)
(comment)
(try 1)/(try 2)
$word$
#word#
lt
rt
S?
Ss
word
+word

(period) falling intonation.
(question mark) rising intonation.
(comma) continuing intonation.
(hyphen) abrupt cut-off.
(colon(s)) prolonging of sound.
(underlining) stress.
the more underlining, the greater the stress.
(all caps) loud speech.
(degree symbols) quiet speech.
(upward arrow) raised pitch.
(downward arrow) lowered pitch.
(more than and less than) quicker speech.
(less than and more than) slowed speech.
(less than) jump start or rushed start.
(series of h’s) aspiration or laughter.
(h’s preceded by period) inhalation.
(h’s in parentheses) inside word boundaries.
(lined-up brackets) beginning and ending of
simultaneous or overlapping speech or visual conduct
of different participants.
(equal sign) latch or contiguous utterances of the same
speaker.
(number in parentheses) length of a silence in tenths of a
second.
(period in parentheses) micro-pause, 0.2 second or less.
(empty parentheses) non-transcribable segment of talk.
used to indicate the number of syllables hearable in
non-transcribable segments of talk.
transcriptionist comment.
(two parentheses separated by a slash) alternative hearings.
(dollar signs) smiley voice.
(number signs) creaky voice.
left.
right.
unidentified student.
multiple students.
(italics; gray font) visual conduct not co-occurring with
talk.
(plus sign followed by italics; gray font) visual conduct
co-occurring with talk, represented on a line below the cooccurring talk; + indicates the onset of gaze, gesture, or
movement. If visual conduct ends before the end of speech
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...word

(2.4)-word

*

within the turn, the end is marked by a plus sign following
the italicized text. Simultaneous non-verbal conduct of the
same speaker may be indicated by a slash: gazes to X/points
to X.
(ellipsis followed by italics; gray font) visual conduct
co-occurring with talk; represented on a line below
co-occurring talk; ... indicates continuing gaze, gesture,
or movement. If visual conduct ends before the end of
speech within the turn, the end is marked by a
plus sign following the italicized text.
(number in parentheses, connected by hyphen to following
text) length of a silence in tenths of a second with
description of simultaneous visual conduct.
(asterisk) indicates the line, or part of the line of the
transcript, illustrated by the following figure. If two figures
are associated with one line of transcript, the placement of
the second figure is indicated by two asterisks.
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Appendix B
Participant Consent Forms
Teachers College, Columbia University
525 West 120th Street
New York NY 10027
212 678 3000

INFORMED CONSENT: Teacher Participants
Protocol Title: Managing Multiple Demands in the Adult ESL Classroom:
A Conversation Analytic Study of Teacher Practices
Principal Investigator: Elizabeth Reddington, M.A., Teachers College
INTRODUCTION
You are invited to participate in this research study called “Managing Multiple Demands
in the Adult ESL Classroom: A Conversation Analytic Study of Teacher Practices.” You
may qualify to take part in this study because you are teaching an English as a Second
Language (ESL) course for adult students. About 100 instructors and students will
participate in this study during their regular class meeting times. As an instructor, you
may also be asked to take part in follow-up interviews.
WHY IS THIS STUDY BEING DONE?
This study is being done to understand instructional practices and make recommendations
for improving adult ESL instruction.
WHAT WILL I BE ASKED TO DO IF I AGREE TO TAKE PART IN THIS
STUDY?
If you decide to participate, you will be asked to give permission to be video-recorded
during your ESL class this semester. Approximately two to four class meetings will be
recorded. The recordings will be used to make written transcripts for analysis. (Only
classes where all students agree to be audio-recorded, and most agree to be videorecorded, will be included in the study.) As an instructor, you may also be asked to take
part in a follow-up interview (of up to an hour) after each week of recording to help the
researcher understand events in class. Interviews will be audio-recorded and transcribed
for analysis. You will be given a pseudonym; your real name will not be used in any
transcripts.
WHAT POSSIBLE RISKS OR DISCOMFORTS CAN I EXPECT FROM TAKING
PART IN THIS STUDY?
The research has the same amount of risk as participating in a regular class. The
researcher is taking precautions to keep your information confidential and prevent anyone
from discovering your identity, including using a pseudonym instead of your real name
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and keeping all information on a password-protected computer and locked in a file
drawer.
WHAT POSSIBLE BENEFITS CAN I EXPECT FROM TAKING PART IN THIS
STUDY?
There is no direct benefit to you for participating in this study. Participation may benefit
the field of teacher education and help improve instruction for adult ESL students.
WILL I BE PAID FOR BEING IN THIS STUDY?
You will not be paid to participate. There are no costs to you for taking part in this study.
WHEN IS THE STUDY OVER? CAN I LEAVE THE STUDY BEFORE IT ENDS?
The study is over when your course has ended for the semester. However, you can leave
the study at any time even if it hasn’t finished. If you decide to leave the study, any
recordings of your class will be destroyed.
PROTECTION OF YOUR CONFIDENTIALITY
The researcher will keep the video files and transcripts on a password-protected
computer. Written materials will be kept in a locked file cabinet in the researcher’s home.
Your real name will not be used in transcripts, and there will be no record matching your
real name with your pseudonym. The researcher will delete any video-recording of a
particular class upon request. If parts of a video-recording are shown in an educational
setting outside this research, such as a conference, faces will be blurred and names will
be deleted from the audio track. Regulations require that research data be kept for at least
three years.
HOW WILL THE RESULTS BE USED?
The results of this study will be published in journals and presented at academic
conferences. Your name or any identifying information about you will not be published.
This study is being conducted as part of the researcher’s doctoral dissertation.
CONSENT FOR AUDIO- AND VIDEO-RECORDING
Audio- and video-recording are part of this research study. You can choose whether to
give permission to be recorded. If you decide that you don’t want to be recorded, you will
NOT be able to participate in this study.
______ I give my consent to be recorded. _____________________________________
Signature
______ I do not consent to be recorded. _______________________________________
Signature
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WHO MAY VIEW MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY
___ I consent to allow written, audio-recorded, and/or video-recorded materials to be
viewed in an educational setting or at a conference outside of Teachers College. Faces
will be blurred in video-recordings.
__________________________________________________
Signature
___ I do not consent to allow written, audio-recorded, and/or video-recorded materials to
be viewed in an educational setting or at a conference outside of Teachers College.
__________________________________________________
Signature
WHO CAN ANSWER MY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS STUDY?
If you have any questions about taking part in this research study, you should contact the
principal investigator, Elizabeth Reddington, at XXX-XXX-XXXX or at
ear2109@tc.columbia.edu. You can also contact the faculty advisor, Dr. Hansun Waring,
at 212-678-8128.
If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, you
should contact the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at 212-678-4105 or email
IRB@tc.edu. Or you can write to the IRB at Teachers College, Columbia
University, 525 W. 120th Street, New York, NY 10027. The IRB is the committee
that oversees human research protection for Teachers College, Columbia
University.
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PARTICIPANT’S RIGHTS







I have read and discussed the informed consent with the researcher. I have had
ample opportunity to ask questions about the purposes, procedures, risks, and
benefits regarding this research study.
I understand that my participation is voluntary. I may refuse to participate or
withdraw participation at any time without penalty to future employment status.
The researcher may withdraw me from the research at his or her professional
discretion.
If, during the course of the study, significant new information that has been
developed becomes available which may relate to my willingness to continue my
participation, the investigator will provide this information to me.
Any information derived from the research study that personally identifies me
will not be voluntarily released or disclosed without my separate consent, except
as specifically required by law.
I should receive a copy of the Informed Consent document.

My signature means that I agree to participate in this study.
Print name: ___________________________________________________________
Date: ______________________
Signature: _____________________________________________________________
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Teachers College, Columbia University
525 West 120th Street
New York NY 10027
212 678 3000

INFORMED CONSENT: Student Participants
Protocol Title: Managing Multiple Demands in the Adult ESL Classroom:
A Conversation Analytic Study of Teacher Practices
Principal Investigator: Elizabeth Reddington, M.A., Teachers College
INTRODUCTION
You are invited to participate in this research study called “Managing Multiple Demands
in the Adult ESL Classroom: A Conversation Analytic Study of Teacher Practices.” You
may qualify to take part in this study because you are enrolled in an English as a Second
Language (ESL) course for adult students. About 100 instructors and students will
participate in this study during their regular class meeting times.
WHY IS THIS STUDY BEING DONE?
This study is being done to understand instructional practices and make recommendations
for improving adult ESL instruction.
WHAT WILL I BE ASKED TO DO IF I AGREE TO TAKE PART IN THIS
STUDY?
If you decide to participate, you will be asked to give permission to be audio-recorded
and/or video-recorded during your ESL class this semester. Approximately two to four
class meetings will be recorded. The recordings will be used to make written transcripts
for analysis. You will be given a pseudonym (fake name); your real name will not be
written in the transcripts. If you want to participate in the study, but you do not want to be
seen in the video, you can sit “off-camera,” in a part of the classroom that the cameras
can’t see. Only classes where all students agree to be audio-recorded will be included in
the study.
WHAT POSSIBLE RISKS OR DISCOMFORTS CAN I EXPECT FROM TAKING
PART IN THIS STUDY?
The research has the same amount of risk as participating in a regular class. The
researcher is taking precautions to keep your information confidential and prevent anyone
from discovering your identity, including using a pseudonym instead of your real name
and keeping all information on a password-protected computer and locked in a file
drawer.
WHAT POSSIBLE BENEFITS CAN I EXPECT FROM TAKING PART IN THIS
STUDY?
There is no direct benefit to you for participating in this study. Participation may benefit
the field of teacher education and help improve instruction for adult ESL students.
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WILL I BE PAID FOR BEING IN THIS STUDY?
You will not be paid to participate. There are no costs to you for taking part in this study.
WHEN IS THE STUDY OVER? CAN I LEAVE THE STUDY BEFORE IT ENDS?
The study is over when your course has ended for the semester. However, you can leave
the study at any time even if it hasn’t finished. If you decide to leave the study, any
recordings of your class will be destroyed.
PROTECTION OF YOUR CONFIDENTIALITY
The researcher will keep the video files and transcripts on a password-protected
computer. Written materials will be kept in a locked file cabinet in the researcher’s home.
Your real name will not be used in transcripts, and there will be no record matching your
real name with your pseudonym. If parts of a video-recording are shown in an
educational setting outside this research, such as a conference, faces will be blurred and
names will be deleted from the audio track. Regulations require that research data be kept
for at least three years.
HOW WILL THE RESULTS BE USED?
The results of this study will be published in journals and presented at academic
conferences. Your name or any identifying information about you will not be published.
This study is being conducted as part of the researcher’s doctoral dissertation.
CONSENT FOR AUDIO- AND/OR VIDEO-RECORDING
Audio-recording is part of this research study. You can choose whether to give
permission to be recorded. If you decide that you don’t want to be recorded, you will
NOT be able to participate in this study.
______ I give my consent to be audio-recorded. _______________________________
Signature
______ I do not consent to be audio-recorded. _________________________________
Signature
Video-recording is part of this research study. You can choose whether to give
permission to be recorded. If you decide that you don’t want to be recorded, you will still
be able to participate in this study.
______ I give my consent to be video-recorded. _______________________________
Signature
______ I do not consent to be video-recorded. _________________________________
Signature
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WHO MAY VIEW MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY
___ I consent to allow written, audio-recorded, and/or video-recorded materials to be
viewed in an educational setting or at a conference outside of Teachers College. Faces
will be blurred in video-recordings.
__________________________________________________
Signature
___ I do not consent to allow written, audio-recorded, and/or video-recorded materials to
be viewed in an educational setting or at a conference outside of Teachers College.
__________________________________________________
Signature
WHO CAN ANSWER MY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS STUDY?
If you have any questions about taking part in this research study, you should contact the
principal investigator, Elizabeth Reddington, at XXX-XXX-XXXX or at
ear2109@tc.columbia.edu. You can also contact the faculty advisor, Dr. Hansun Waring,
at 212-678-8128.
If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, you
should contact the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at 212-678-4105 or email
IRB@tc.edu. Or you can write to the IRB at Teachers College, Columbia
University, 525 W. 120th Street, New York, NY 10027. The IRB is the committee
that oversees human research protection for Teachers College, Columbia
University.
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PARTICIPANT’S RIGHTS







I have read and discussed the informed consent with the researcher. I have had
ample opportunity to ask questions about the purposes, procedures, risks, and
benefits regarding this research study.
I understand that my participation is voluntary. I may refuse to participate or
withdraw participation at any time without penalty to future student status or
grades.
The researcher may withdraw me from the research at his or her professional
discretion.
If, during the course of the study, significant new information that has been
developed becomes available which may relate to my willingness to continue my
participation, the investigator will provide this information to me.
Any information derived from the research study that personally identifies me
will not be voluntarily released or disclosed without my separate consent, except
as specifically required by law.
I should receive a copy of the Informed Consent document.

My signature means that I agree to participate in this study.
Print name: ___________________________________________________________
Date: ______________________
Signature: _____________________________________________________________

